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INTRODUCTION
Originally,

I had planned to write a thesis on the

"

portrayal of

~odern

for that purpose,

women in contemporary fiction, and,

I read and studied many of the novels,

written since 1900, that contain a thoughtful and careful
presentation of woman and her problems during these forty
years of changing social conditions.
writers who I

thou~ht

had mede

9

I then chose ten

genuine contribution to

the analysis of modern women, and I began
study of their books.

9

more intensive

This led, ultimately, to my decision

to confine my research to Waldo Frank, because his portrayal
of women seemed more penetrating and comprehensive than
that of any of the other writers whose works I had
contemplated.

The explanation for this lies in the fact

that his fictional treatment rests on his careful reflection upon the problems of woman as well

9S

on a definite

philosophy of men and society.
Due to the fact that he has written his fiction at
fairly regular intervals since 1917, he has been able to
manifest a rrowin~ recognition of the changes in the
position of women since that date.

He himself has been

constantly and vitally alive to the world about him, and
we h've the added advantage, therefore, of seeing his

p
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ii.
vision expand in ever-widening circles of perception.
Limited to Waldo Frank, the problem for my thesis
became two-fold:
1. An analysis of the background of Mr. Frank's
fictional treatment of women.
2. An analysis of the fictional treatment itself.
These constitute, accordingly, the two parts of my thesis.
The materials which I have used in making these
analyses are his novels and essays end the biographical
data which have
kindly

furnishe~

been published and that which were
me by the author both by correspondence

and in an interview.

PART I.
OHAPTER I.
WALDO FRANK'S LIFE AND LITERARY OAREER

p

PART I.
CHAPTER I.

-,r

<I,

WALDO FRANK'S LIFE AND LITERARY CAREER
An adequate understanding ot Waldo Frank's treatment ot women requires a three-told background:

1. A knOWledge ot his lite and literary career.
2. A knowledge ot his ideas as stated in non-tictional
form.
3. A knowledge ot his novels and the place given to
the problems ot women in them.
Part I ot this thesis oontains an analysis of this material,
a chapter being devoted to eaoh of the above-mentioned
requirements.
Chapter I must not be construed as an attempt to write
a biography of Mr. Frank, for I feel that the time is not
yet ripe for that kind of work.

Such a colorful, creative

person, still in the prime of life and still intensely in
love with life, will no doubt bring forth other worthy productions, and these very experiences of his which I record
will CUlminate in still greeter literary achievements.
Most of the biographical materiel used in this chapter
was obtained from Mr. Frank himself.

An interview with him

in Chicago on January 10, 1942, together with fects which he
has written me, gave me the desired information.
In his literary productions, Waldo Frank has always

-p- - - ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _ .__ .._---
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been concerned chiefly with artistic development, social
problems, mysticism

BS

expressed in cosmic consciousness,

end in the integrAted person having e sense of the Divine.
All of his works exhibit these major interests, the emphasis
bein~

pl~ced

first on one and then on another during the

different periods of his writing career.

The ch8rt belo"T

gives some indication of the shifting emphAses as related
to his works.
Date

Fiction
Unwelcome Men

Non-Fiction
Art of the Vieux

1917-1920

Dark Mother
Our AmericA.

RA.hsb
Virp;in Sp!"in
=
1920-1926

Salvos
Holida_y,
Time-Exposures
Chalk Face

-.
1926-1935

Eve ----.-

of Amer i ca-- .

Deeth end

America
Hi SU$!ls·

Bridegroo~

Cometh
1935-1940
Summer Never
Ends

Apprenticeship.
Shows interest in
art, social problems,
mysticism, And search
by individuals for
integration.
Art Consciousness
---Chi ef intere at is
in aesthetic presentation. Concern for
social problems,
mysticism, and integration Bre present.
Socialism vs.
aestheticism.

Re-Discovery

New Yefilr's

Err-til or
De·vi d "M'a rka nd

Maior Characteristics

-~-----

DR. wn in Rus s i a

In the
American
Jun9:1e

---_...;...t.

.•. _...

Cha.rt for
Rougl:: .Wat~.E.

Sociel Consciousness
Be19nce between
mysticism and socialism.
Search by individuals
for integra.tion.
Cosmic Consciousness
It'us
of the int;; gra t~
ed person having a sens
of the Divine with
cosmic consciousness.

ion
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1. His Apprenticeship
Actually, Waldo Frank's literary career began about the
yeer 1893, when, as a very preoocious ·lad of four, he wrote his
first play.

Having been born into an upper middle class

family, his creative ability, thus Bsserting itself early,
was given every opportunity for development.

His liberal,

metropolitan background and his advantages, culturally,
socially, and eduoationally, prepared him for the full
flowering of his fertile mind.

He wes of mixed Northern

and Southern parentage, his fether being a New York lawyer
who

WBS

quite interested in social reforms and his mother a

gifted and talented musician from Alabama.

His deep myst-

icism and his abiding faith in God are the traditional
characteristics of his Jewish ancestors.

His parents

guided his eerly training wisely and well, and e novel which
he wrote when he was sixteen wes withheld from publication
by his father, although the lad had already found a publisher
who wished to undertake the publication of the book.
Indications of the broad educational training he was to
receive and the cosmopolitan outlook he

~as

to acquire from

traveling widely, studying in many countries, and becoming
intimately acqus.inted with men end women in all walks and
conditions of life were manifested early.

The year 1906

was spent by Waldo FrAnk studying in Lausanne, Switzerland;
he ranched in Wyoming for two yeers, 1911-13; then there
followed another year abroad, spent chiefly in Paris and

p
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Ge~many;

back in New York, he left the comforts Bnd luxuries

of his own home and lived for the next twelve months on an
East Side block similar to the one which he used
ting for City J3.1ock.

BS

his aet-

In 1917, he traveled to the Southwest,

and he says, "That first experience with the Hispanic Bnd
the Indian were to have a IBstin~ effect on my life work."
In the meantime, he hed finished the grammer and high
school courses in the public schools of New York, had graduated from Yale in 1911, and hed done Some journalistic
writing.

He was dramatic critic for the New Haven Journal
durin~

Courier
New York

his lest years at Yale; he wrote for the

.Eveni~£:

Post and

the next two years he was

Ti!!l~
R

while in

Wyo!!lin~;

end for

free lance writer, trying his

hand at several different types of creative work.
Such was the liberal background and the educational
trainin~

which produced Waldo Frank, ~lready known BS a

rebel Bnd as a young writer who not only forsook the beaten
Bnd conventional paths, but who even dared to blaze new trails
of his o'\m.

Severe.l plays which he wrote during this time

were termed "too unconventional" for production or publication.

Havin~ been financially

independent of publisher's

opinions and people's tastes, he was able to develop his
own ideas end clans in his literary career.
He founded the Seven Arts I. lar;;ezine in NoveMber, 1916,
with James Oppenheim.

It was B magazine dedicated to the

arts in America and deSigned to gi~e young writers the

5

opportunity to publish their works.

Mr. Frank, as its

associate editor, must be given a large share of the credit
for the aesthetic tone of the magazine and its great valqe
as a forerunner of many similar ones which were to appear
later.

In it were published several articles and editorials

written by him that set forth his views on American life
and its artists.

These were to be crystallized at a later

period into his firm beliefs and used as basic themes for
his novels and essays.

-

-

The novelS, The Unwelcome Man and Dark Mother, written
"--.

--

--.

during this period, indicate his tendency toward a frank and
oonstruotive critioism of social oonditions; the rebel of
Yale records graphically the rebellions of individuals against
the mores of sooiety.

The psychological studies which he

made of his cheraoters are penetrating, showing already a
tendency to delve deeply into the actions of people.
In Deoember, 1916, he married Margaret Naumberg, the
founder of the Walden Sohool in New York City and a pioneer
in applying psyohoanalysis in education.

Although they were

divoroed in 1925, one finds several references in his later
novels,

~ De~_th

£.~ .Q.omet~J

and Birth

~

David

~{ar~~!:.!

and The .B2:lde-

to the sort of educational work and the type

of sohool which Miss Naumberg sponsored.

Alma Magoon, his

sacond wife, whom he mRrried in 1926, was probably more
interested in social conditions and labor movements thAn
had been his first wife, for she oame from the industrial

p
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town of Manche ster, New Hampshire, a,nd gave Mr. Fra,nk much
of the fa ctus,l ma,terial whi ch he used in depicting the town

,-

-.,

p

of Marling in The

~degroo~

Cometh.

It is from his mother, more than likely, that Waldo
Frank inherited his love for music and art, and this innate
interest in the aesthetic, cultural things of life would
naturally be

c~ltivated

and trained by parents such as his

were; such tastes and tendencies were developed end intensified by his yeers of travel in places where the ert and
music of the people ere such an integral

p~rt

of their life.

His next published work, as well as the next period in his
writing career, is due in a large part to his love of the
aesthetic.

While he was in Paris, he hed met certain

members of the Theatre du Vieux Colombier and had become
friends with the director, Ja,ques Copeau.

When this pro-

duction was brought to New York, Mr. Frank wrote a literary
criticism in which he relates faithfully and graphically
the history of the Vieux Colombier from its beginning in
France to the time of its sojourn in New York.

The app-

eerance of this book is important because it presages that
period in Waldo Fr~nk's writing when the outstanding
characteristic ie his art consciousness.
His determination to think things out for himself and
to form his own conclusions regardless of the opinions of
others is well demonstrated in his refusal to fight during
the First World War.

Being an'American socialist who was

7
convinced we should stay out of the war, he registered, not
e.s a pacifist or a.s a conscientious Objector aga.inst

~,

as

so many accounts have said, but as an objector to that
particular war.
decision; that

He wrote me that he is still proud of his
~

Mother was written in 1920 while

to go to prison because of his refusal to fight.

weitin~

He concluded:

"In order to make sure that unconsciously
my objections were not due to fear, I imaginatively stood myself up before a firing squad
day after day for a whole winter; feeling that
I should be willing to die for my refusal.By the next year, he was clearer in mind end happier,
and Our

~meric~

was written.

Many of his ideas and much of

his factual material for this book came from his travels in
the Southwest.

In it, he gives a painfully accurate des-

cription of the state of America and whet he cells the
American reality.

It was the first of his books to be

translated into French.
The period of apprenticeship logically closes with the
appearance of

~ ~merica,

for soon after this he went

abroad, and, when his next books appear, one finds certain
other characteristics emphasized which were not so evident
in the apprenticeship period.

Those ideas which serve to

differentiate him from all other modern writers are present,
even in the experimental period, but it is as though the
author were sharpening his tools for the finely chiseled
work of subsequent years.

p

p
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2. Art Consciousness
The aesthetic is outstandingly predominant in his
works of this second period, reaching its peak in Virgin
Spain, a book published in 1926.

Being a history of the

cultures, religions, and influenoes that have produoed the
Spain of today, it is truly a work of art in its presentation.

As the author desoribes the soenes of this country,

its peoples, customs, amusements, religions, musio, and
art, it is as if one were beholding, one after another,
great paintings depicting these things.

This book was the

result of his first trip to Portugal and Spain in 1921.
Of Spain he says, ttl fell in love with that oountry.

I

had commitments to write popular articles to pay my journey.
Instead, loving Spain, I spent several years studying her,
reading her great literature, revisiting her in 1924, and
the result wa.s !..irgin Spain. tt
He finished Rahab in Paris in the summer of

19~1,

having written on it during his travels in the United States
and a.t odd times since 1915.

City Blook, whioh had been

written at variolls times simultaneously with ~.!?, was
published while he was living in Darien in 1922.
~he material for

Holiday, whioh was written while he

was living at Darien and published in 1923, was secured
while Mr. Frank was on a walking tour of the South with one
of his friends.

He liked the Southern negroes with whom he

came in oontaot as they journeyed from one farm to another.

,.

9

Often their meals were given to them by Some family of fine,
friendly negroes.

They visited their churches, and the

description of the negro revival meeting in Holiday is his
impression of these church services which he attended.

One

night, at a "protracted" revival, the preaoher asked both of
~hese young men to

speak.

Waldo Frank was quite impressed

by their Sincerity and goodness, and he wanted to tell them
so.

He spoke to them at length, and they listened so

attentively that he was sure they appreciated what he had
said.

As they walked home, his friend was strangely silent

about Waldo's speech, and finally the latter asked him what
he thought about it.
~It was

all right," was the unenthusiastic answer.

"Well," retorted Mr. Frank, lithe congregation seemed
to like it, at any rate.

They listened very attentively."

nOh, yes," was the rejoinder, "they were impressed
because they had no idea what you were talking about."
Rahab, Holiday and City lllook are aesthetio creations.
Frank's mysticism, his use of symbolic material, and his
religious fervor have full sway in these three books, and
it is here that we find his expressionistic writing at its
best.

In several instances, the author resorts to sheer

poetry for his expreSSion of intense emotion.

The musical

cadences rise in rhythmic motions clear and free.

Beauti-

ful figures of speech, lyrioal orystallizations, and breathtakingly poignant scenes are the chief characteristics.

10
The flame and color of his myths and symbols are artistically
poetic end
feeling.

~re

used to present various moods and depths of

They are arranged with pauses, like rests in

music, drawing out of the characters iheir inmost thoughts
in lyrical form.

Beach traces his futuristic manner to

German influences, perticulerly ~the influence of postimpressionistic painting and sculpture." 1
Chalk ~, a novel which the author terms a "mysterylt
story, was published in 1924.

Mysticism and symbolic

figures, together with its clear aesthetic treatment, are
the links that bind it with this period.
time, also, that Salvos appeared.

It wa s e, t t his

The latter is a collect-

ion of essays which Mr. Frank wrote at various times on the
arts ••• the theater, plsys, poets, novelists, and the
American scene in general.
The books written during this period carry, deeply
embedded in their artistic presentation, sharp criticisms
of existing conditions.

contending forces seemed vying for

prominence ••• socialism versus aestheticism.

His manner of

portraying prostitution in Rahab is an eloquent plea for a
deeper, more humane treatment and understanding of those
women who, for the most part, heve been forced into this type
of life by the evils a.nd inequalities in ou,r own society;
Ho 1 ida

,..

..

r

is a cry a ga, inet rS.ce prej udi ce and an ur ging for

1. Beach, Joseph,

The Twentieth century Novel
(New York:
The century Co., 1932)--;'p. 495.

,r

~

"
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greater Christian tolerance toward the negro;

Cit~

Block

contains the working out of many of his theories regarding
modern society of today.
The works of this period remind me in some respects of
the man Mr. Frank is today.

One notes just a touch of

imperiousness and pride flashing throu~h the genuine humbleness and gentleness of the man himself; the unusual kindness
and the understanding which he has for the ordinary, common
people are mixed with the

~arest

manifestation of that

heritage which is his from high-born,

gently-bred ancestors;

his love for humanity and his ability to discount the
errors and mistakes of his fellowman are the outgrowths of
that development of himself ~nd that broadening process
throu~h which he has

put himself which give him the right

to scorn the insincere and to be intolerant of those who
are untrue to themselves.

These very contradictions are

evident in the works of this period.

He brings to us the

problems of the lowly and the oppressed; their lives, no
matter how sordid, ere deelt with kindly and understandin~ly;
yet the stories of these very humble people are presented
in the most artistic manner possible.

As he himself traveled and observed keenly human life
in many places, he incorporated that wider, broader view
into his novels.

The aesthetic form was his, but expanding

sympathies and ideas must find expression, And the works
of the next period take on a deeper significsnce.

t

,~
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-........,--

3. Period -of Social
.., . . .ConsciousnessBecause of this growing concern in social conditions
and in the lives of people everywhere, especially in the
United States, his social consciousness takes precedence
during this period over every other characteristic and
interest.

He seems to have struck a balance between

",

mysticism end socialism, evident in his writings from
1926 to the pUblication of The Death and Birth of David
Markand in 1935.
In 1926, he traveled in France, Egypt, Palestine, and
settled in the lIe d'Oleron off the coast of
Bordeaux.

Fr~nce

near

There he wrote 50,000 words of the first draft

of David Markand ••• end tore it up.

Mr. Frank himself

tells of the next happenings:
Wh en Ire t urn edt 0 the Un i ted S tat e s, I vra. s
asked by both Croly of the New Republic ~nd by
the editor of the Saturday; EVen~~ Post to do a
series of articles on American life. I turned
d01'rn the Saturday; Eveni~..£ ~ offer, which
would have meant a fortune but a diluted job,
and accepted the ~ ~epublic offer, although it
meAnt giving up Markand.
The articles which appeared in the New Republic formed
the nucleus for Re-Discovery

~

America, published in 1929.

It is a oriticism of American life and culture, with an
analysis of our European background, and an offering of
a plan for our emerging from the
which we find ourselves.

~American

jungle" in

This book is analyzed in the

second part of this chapter.
At the end of that year he returned to the writing of

~----------

p
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Davi~

Markand, only to get an invitation from Mexico and

Argentina to lecture.

He was weeks in arriving at his

decision to postpone the book again and accept this offer.
W~.lA~

Thi s was a tri umpha.l journey, re corded in

Frank

in America Hispana, published by the Instituto de las
Espanas of Oolumbia University.

He was most enthusiasti-

cally received by the several South American countries he
visited and was even lent a government aeroplane in which
to travel.

In Buenos Aires he became a popular figure.

The subjests he discussed appealed to the intelleotual
tastes ot the Argentines, and he attracted large audienoes.
He was the first envoy to Buenos Aires of the
...

Ar~entine-

North American Oultural Institute •
When he returned, he "Irote America .!:!..:ispana (1931);
and he then edited a book called Tales from the

Ar~entine

(1930), containing seven stories by the most important
writiers of that country.

This was the first of a series

of Spanish translations.
His pla.y, Ne!?!'ear's ~'y"e., wes published in 1929.

Mr.

Frank observed at the time of publication that no work of
his had been so long in the prooess of creation.

The theme

came to hi~ in 1914; he tried to write it in 1919 and again
in 1923 but feiled to find scenaric frame and form that
suited his subject.

It

W8.S

written in 19-25, revised in

1927, end again in 1929 •

...

After the writing of Amerioa

~ispana

and the death ot

p
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his father, he felt that he needed a vacation.

He chose

Norway, as he says, "to get the tang of the tropics out of
my eyes".

He could not resist going to Russia, however,

instead of 'Norway, a.nd
month on his return.

~

Russia wes written in one

It was published in 1932.

Then, he returned to
Markan~,

.!E:.

~

Death B.nd Birth

.?.~

De..!.!!!.,

but he says "there were six months of painful

transition before I could return to the mood of the novel.
When it ceme to the final chapters, I retreated from New
York to Argentina to write them: a friend lent me a house
near Buenos Aires, another lent me a ranch in Patagonia,
and there I finished the book." 1
The Death and Birth of David Markend was written,
therefore, during the time Mr. Frank was studying the
peoples of many countries, living with them, and evaluating
critically their problems and their ways of living ••• and
it wes completed after the full. weight of his conclusions
hed been formed.

He hed studied labor conditions in Kansas

in 1919-20 when he worked for many months with the NonPartisan

Lea~ue

of thpt state; he had seen the results of

the new regime in Russia when he traveled there; labor
conditions in Spain were familiar to him, and the SocialistCommunist-Pe~ples Front struggle was being weged hotly in

France at the time he was living

there~

_ These experiences.

prepared him well for the factual material on workers'
,"

organizations end labor movements which ere presented in
~.

Written to me, in a letter, February 16, 1942.

15
David Me,rkand.
Current Biogrephy for 1940 a,dds this information on his
beliefs pertaining to the labor organizations and movements:
After the First World War, Frank veered
sharply to the Left.
He was forced slowly
but surely into the arms of radicalism
though -he did not surrender without a protrected inner struggle".
He accepted the
doctrine of class struggle and the ends proposed by Marxism - "the establishment of
collective society" but never in orthodox
Marxist form.
The Death and Birth of David Merkand
and T~Bridegroom-Cometh~eveloped the
themethe " only swift maturi ty of s, mas s
party of revolutionary Communism, manned by
Labor and by enlightened guards of petty
bourgeoisie end intelligentsia, can destroy
American Fascism by destroying Capitalist
system before it has time to enter the last
period of paroxysm, euphoria and catalepsy."
Frank, however, was no communist, and
at the time of the Trotsky trials had definitely broken with them.
At the outbreak of World War II, Frank
believed that "with every ounce of our
economy, of our political prestige, we should
make ourselves non-belligerent allies of the
Allies."
It was because he felt this belief
was not she red clearly enough by the New
Republic the.t he resigned from the magii'Zine
inMe,y 1940.
This created quite a stir, for
he had been a consistent contributor to the
magazine and long a member of the staff.l

l '~.
I

The Death and Birth of David Markand
...- is the result of
~.

years of thought end work; it contains some of his most
mature and deeply rooted opinions on conditions in our
country and the state of society as it exists today.

The

period following, beginning as it does with the publication

r:-

Frank, Waldo., Cur-rent Biography for 1940,
H. w. Wilson Co.,) p. 312.

(lIew York,
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of

~

Bridegroom Cometh, shows more smoothness in present-

stion and more mellowness in incorporating his opinions
into fictional form, but he still maintains his interest in
social conditions.
4. Period of Cosmic Consciousness
The fusion of mysticism and socialism into cosmic
consciousness, out of which emerges the integrated person
having a sense of the

~ivine

in him, is the outstanding

characteristic of the writings of this period.

There is

a great differerice between the individual and the person,
and The Bride&room Cometh and

~e:.!.

1Jever Ends B.re con-

cerned primarily with the portrayal of the individual
striving to become a true person.
Waldo Frank explains in

~~

for Rough Water the

difference between these two terms.
The individual was born with Socrates; before that
time, the integer of consciousness was the group.

Anilytic

thought separated the individual from the group and from
nature, and concepts and ideas established his command
over the world about him.

Platonic Universals fortified

the position of his ego and endowed him with the idea of
individual immortality.

An individual, however, is in-

complete and chaotic unless something else is added.

With-

out the integration of the divine into his life, he is a
breeder of chaos.
An individual is made whole and true and becomes

17

,-

.! Eerson if' he pt:lrta.kes of the divine.

When an individual

knows that his life has purpose and direction because God
is in him, he is then a Eerson.

To use his exact definition:

"The individual integrated in his Cosmos, I opll the person."l
Mary Donald in The Bridegroom Cometh is the author's
Esrson; she is the well-integrated being who incorporates a
belief in the Divine into her life.
Summer Never,

~

Danya Petersen in

is a fine example of the individual.

The

chief characteristic of these books that place them definitely in this period is the keen analysis of each
character with emphasis upon the place they occupy in the
social structure of our civilization.
£,har.!

!£!.

Rough Water, published in 1940, contains

Waldo Frank's own conception of how our nation particularly
happened to be in the condition in which it found itself in
1940, and his suggestions for getting on solid ground again.
It is a frank and clear-cut treatment of social conditions;
much space is devoted to a study of our becoming integrated
into a society of persons, all believing in and admitting
into our lives the Divine element.
Mr. Frank was before the war, Amerioan correspondent
for La Nouvelle Revue Francaise and for Europe, both
Parisian pUblications.

He is a lecturer at the New School

for Social Research, New York City.

At the present time,

1. Frank, Waldo, Chart for Rough Water (New York: Doubleday,
Doran S'ii'd Co., 1940) p. 127

p
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elthough he is busily engaged in writing a novel and working
out the general plans for still another one, he is on his
way to South America to lecture in several universities end
cultural centers in Brazil, Uruguay, Argentina, and Chile.
These last activities, going on as they are even as I
write this, will substantiate my statement in the beginning
of this chapter that the time is not yet ripe for a biography;

th~t

more works may be expected from Mr. Frank

which will add to his contributions in the field of literature and history.

Whatever he produces in the future

will be filled with the sincere purpose which dominates his
life and with the clear convictions which guide him in
forming

~ll

his conclusions.

PART I
·CHAPTER

II

WALDO FRANK'S IDEAS ABOUT SOCIETY AND ABOUT WOMEN

PART I
CHAPTER I I
W~..!:R2. ~RANK'S

.!.r:>EAS ABOUT SOCI3TY Alm

_AB~ !y~!

This ohapter is devoted to an analysis of Waldo Frank's
fundamental ideas about modern society and the social
structure of our own country.

He has published four books

which set forth his beliefs and conclusions and in which he
points the way out of our "American Jungle", as he calls
our present-day habitat.

These books are: Our America

(1919); B.~_-Dis~overyof AI!l~~ (1929); A!!l.e.:rica _H.i_s..E..~n.a
(1931); Ch~ rtfor .Rough Wa~ (1940) •
for the material which I shall use.

These are the s ouroe s
In addition to these

books, I shall use quota.tions from .Q.ewn

i~

Russia (1932),

for the author makes some oomparisons end contrasts between
customs in our country and Russia 1!'Thich set forth his own
ideas very cleer1y.
This chapter is divided into two sections: A treats
of his beliefs concerning modern society in general;

!

is

devoted exclusively to his tenets regarding modern American
women.

I have made this division, thus separating his

ideas regarding women from the rest of the meteria1 because,
since I am making a study of Mr. Frank's treatment of
women, I should like to emphasize his fundamental beliefs
relative to them.
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A

HIS IDEAS
---

-_ -.-

ABOUT SOCIETY
.

Since Mr. Frank is one of the few present day novelists
who have formul~ted end crystallized into words ideas end
conclusions about our modern society And then have created
novels and characters which embody these fundamental beliefs,
it is obvious that one must understand thoroughly his
principles and opinio~s in order to make a clear analysis
of his literary creations.
diagnosis of this material.

This section, then, is a
His ideas in regard to society

are grouped a.ccording to the pla.n he employs in Chert for
Rough Water:
(1)
(2)
(3)

The Present State of Our Society
Whet Has Happened
Whet Can Be Done About It
The Present St~~ ~~ SOCiety

An analysis of his theory of chaos is this:
A state of chaos completely dominates the Social
structure of the United States today.

It dwells in the

hearts end souls of our millions of people, and we have
generated and nourished and disseminated profusely its

,.

poisonous rays until our nation is enveloped in its fumes.
Mr. Frank's theory of chaos is:

,.

Selfhood is falsehood, unless it is
experienced as a relative focus in the unity
of a,ll men e.nd all beine:.
The usus.l "self"
is a flashing and fusin~ of moods, a flux of
memories and behaviours split from the unity
of life.
Its "separateness" is its deletion
of the whole that makes it.
Such Itself" is
the root of all disease; multiply it and it
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l
is the modern chaos.
....-

--,

Since the beginning of the twentieth century, the
American man has been the most lonely creature in the world;
he is an inhabitant of the great American

jun~le

- - a

savage,
possibly bright and enterprising, who by no
concepts transcending the immediet~ needs of
sense have made this nature theirs; men who
have not learned to assimilate their world
together with their personal desires into
Some kind of Whole.
The jungle can but
perpetua..te itself through ceA.seless proliferation of chaotic power. 2
He elucidates this:
We, too, live ben~ath the whelm of what
is our external nature; live on the defensive;
live-submissively benea.th the ·pla.y of forces
alien to what we recognize as hunan and
creative.
We, too, have no highways in our
wilderness, no signposts.
And while the jungle
lords it over us, we, too, real savages, respond
with worship, model our divinities from its
most looming and most cruel forms, adore its
spawning and, immersed in the impervious Skein,
are happy with scant survival. 3
We are a nation of "gloomy, restless, harried, and
neurotic people".

4

Our present is filled with a lack of

comfort, a lack of strength, a lack of the very things we
sell our lives to gain.
Statistics shout their message of insanity,
neurOSiS, torpor, disillusion, tiding upon this
land of gold in which everything is for sale and
nothing delivered ••• 5

f
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Re-Dfscov-ery()rAm~e-rica

Ibid., p. 70.
lbTd., p. 71.
Frank~ W., ~. ci~.,
Ibid., p. 2~.

pp.2l0-ll.
p. 110.
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Our family life is so disintegrated that

~e

are unable to

give to our youth the security and discipline and soulsatisfaction .hich ere so essential if

t~ey

are to have

life and heve it more abundantly.
Finelly, in our undisciplined youth there are
d~rk reservoirs of hunger to serve, of unrequited
idealism, of p~ssion, which for want of a better
course might be hurried down the sluices of race
prejudice end violence. And our liberals end
socialists, too (like those who helped forge
the slavery of Mussolini and Hitler, and who
failed to Avert the dis~rBce of Fr~nce and
Britain), are fettered io an impotent rationalism whioh simplr does not touch the springs
of human action.
We need but to look closely at ourselves to discover
these seeds of chaos rhich are in reality man's humiliation.
Now turn from the outward visible debAcle
of Europe's proud modern era to our own intimate
world. To the state of the American family; to
unemployment; to the confusion in our youth; to
the false standards of "freedom" that have so
sadly "released" American women into sterile
shallows and deprived American men of a necessary
nurture. Consult your own life: the stifled ~ood
in you, the starving strength, the thwarted
dreams. In your character, and your brother's,
you will find fears, confusion, frustrations,
dwindling fAiths and values which, in the
transmutation of crisis become the fuel and
the traits of Fascism. 2
Our so-called "practical" men, those to whom America
looks for the solving of her ills financially and
1. Chart for Rough ~Ater,
2. Ib i d • , - - p. 95.-

pp. 21-22.
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eoonomically, have not aided us in finding our way through
the Jungle; on the other hand, they have added to our
chaotic condition.
They solve the quostion of life by bogging
it.
They exalt some fragment-person, caste,
church, state, property, reason- and declare
its autonomy over all.
Their course is the
strewn brea.kage of spirit, which is wholeness.
No matter.
Since they coin money and bury
their dead, they are called "praotioal" men.
Sinoe they fulfill the process of decomposition
whereby life is renewed, they ~r..! practica.l men. I
We are a people who today do not aocept the "integer
of our Great Tradition" 2_ whioh, defined, is the
knowledge ~ .!!:..dividu~ ~ .Eartek~ ~ the ~!.!ne, ~h

g

and of
ha.s

!!

.g,o.od

tha~_ .~~_s..

life

hi~s wa.z ~ nami~ ~ universal ~ of ~~
n~~~ng

i~ h~s.

It

is~

!he ,knowledge

Ell:.rl?0s_~_ an~ directi~E. beC9.~ G(~Ai~ in ~.3
Our current arts, music, painting, literature, and

other forms of creative work are also the victims of this
condition of Amerioan life.

Our artists oannot oreate

Wholeness for people who are ohaotio and who demand works
of art as diseased as they
makes this statement:

th~mselves

are.

Mr. Frank

"The average Amerioan book aims to

titilate some flabby woman (in partnership with a box of
oandy)." 4
A work of art is a particular construoted body from whioh is to be derived the
experience of unity between the self and what
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is not self.
It is the simplest as
well as the ultimate expression of
.
wholeness.
In a jungle of deliquescentJ
unassimilated foroes; in a fi~ld of Power
whose actionJ as we have seen J is against
this marriage of self with non-self J art
will struggle feverishly and fecklessly.
In suoh a world, it will be most cryingly
needed, most passionately sought for, most
difficult to aohieve.
Often it will be
corrupted wholly from its aesthetio purpose J
to become a mere mirror or apology of Power.
Often it will emerge impure from its matrix
of the world, maimed by the forces it should
fuse, stifled by the traditions which should
nourish it. 1
This same chaos is to be found in our art, therefore.
Our art expresses no unbroken

wholenes~,

it sings no great

song of unity, because we are so blinded by our jungle that
we have no conception of what art really is.

We do not

find today poets and ertists who express the Great Tradition.

They do not have that belief and faith which make

me.sterpieces •.
Much of our ills can be traced directly to the dearth
of leaders during the past century.
have failed;

Our progressive movements

there has been a failure of morale end ethics;

a failure due to the fact that our intellectuals lacked the
humility to go to man's soul and spirit before they began
large-scale work.

Our leaders have been shallow men with

visions more shallow still, and they could lead the people
to nothing better than their own shallowness.
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Thus Mr. Frank gives us

picture of Amerioa today.

9

He says that he would not be able to paint such a gloomy
picture if he did not, with eyes filled with love end
faith, see some hope for us, if he did not know that we are
capable of sa~ing ourselves. l
~ ~

Happened

Forces at work and movements, begun and ended long
before the discovery of America, brought into being those
currents which bore ever onward the seeds of our modern
chaos.
During the Middle Ages, Europe was an "alive organic
body" 2 whose heart, mind, and soul were the Mediterranean
world of Egypt, Judaea, Athens, and Rome.

This part of the

world supplied Europe with its spirit and vigor because it
within itself was one spirit.

These people had certain

convictions and laws which "made the House - organs that
made the conceptual body - of Western Europe.

Surety they

were, end substance, of the experience of western man •••
Within them men lived and died, and created beauty and found
truth: men before Isaiah, men after Shakespeare ••• " 3
There were differenoes of opinion among the intellectuals of these countries, to be sure, but these differenoes
were not fundamental

or racial

or cultural.

But those laws which established the spiritual anatomy
1. Conference with him. (Also) Chart for Rough ~~, pp.22-23
2~ ~e-Discovery ~ !merica, p. 11.
3. ~.,
pp. 12-13.
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of Europe, the foundation blocks of the House, vanished
disappeared -- when the searchlight of science, reason,
and modern thought attacked

them~

European man, bereft of revelation, fell
back on the science of s~nse; bereft of that
he fell back, for surety, on self. Now the
surety of self was taken from him.
If time
and space might be configurations of his
thinking, cause and effect become mere relative
sequence, and the thought which found all
things within this time and space was turned
destructively upon itself.
The greet Body
of western experience broke down; and we were
hurled into modern chaos.
You can gauge the state of Europe's
cultural decompOSition, by contrasting it
with the Body wherein Dante dwelt. Everything
there had its place, moved with purposive
rhythm into the Whol~. From God to priest,
from Emperor to s~rf, from Heaven to Hell,
from star t6 atom, from good to evil, all was
integral ••• That Whole is gone. 1
The span between the Thirty Years' War in Europe,

1618-1648, and that of the first World War is the modern
era.

It was established by that "century of genius",2

the seventeenth.

It was consolidated by the eighteenth

and nineteenth, and "the twentieth century, before it was
two decades old, announced its end." 3
The eighteenth and nineteenth centuries were shallow
because they accepted the concept of the individual without
the divine, which alone could make him whole and true.
1. Re-Discovery of America, p. 14.
2. c'hart for Rough !ater, p. 28.
3. Ibid:
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Such e brief time for the life of e culture, certainly one
which

b~gan

with such promise and power, is

str~nge.

Its

great men a greed on one thing, only - that decay hed alre!:tdy
set in before it ,was half ripe.
The

~ro~th

of such diSintegration from the time when

life was good on the Mediterranean shores is soon told.
In the Christian Middle Ages of Europe, the people believed
in whet the Gospels taught:

salvation.

It was a wonderful

truth for the peasant and serf, for their life on earth was
e hard ons, and they had only their belief in B better
world to sustain them.

They looked longingly toward the

true life with all its glory and comfort.

Such e belief

leeds one to call the Middle Ages comparatively successful.
It was clear that the Dodern value was not to be
salvation, however,
wes

relega~ed

In Protestant countries, salvation

to the domain first of princely provincial

authority, then to private opinion.

In the Catholic

countries, church power dimmed and was finally disestablished.
all

ri~hts

Then state and public education disclaimed

to the preaching of salvation.

Art end

literature soon ignored the subject.
Beneath all the many contingent reasons, the basic
cause of the humiliation of man in the modern world is
his forsaking the Greet Tradition.

It has been womewhat

different and has had many forms during the several
centuries, 'but its essence has never changed.

The nature
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of the diEeese is this:
The individua!. .s~!_, fed ~ ~~
EX its awareness ~f th~ ~~~withi~
it, Eelieved it could diStenS~ with ,!,.!l~ _~iv~!l~.
had learned freedom wi hin religious
Necessity-the one true freedom.
Now it
decided to destroy Necessity.
The ego was its
own, it decided; its efficient cause would
jlonger be God or Cosmos, but self-served by
self-sufficient will and reason; its principle
of action would no longer be service to God
(a kernel of intuitive truth in the idea of
sa.lvation) but self-circumstantial well being.
This rebellion of the ego, grown great
by the truth of the Great Tradition, a~ainst
the Great Tradition, brought about man s
humi 1 ia,tion. 1
~reat

n

nO-

The sense of the Whole was destroyed, and this sense
Mr. Frank defines in this manner:
Wholeness is no mere desired goal; it
is thi origin and the end of all our creative
being.
Wholeness is one in life as in letter,
·holiness end health.
Wholeness must be both
'Eersona1 end social, in order to be either.
Individual man cannot achieve his health
~nless he live, consciously, within a Whole
tha,t holds all life. f
~
This Wholeness is the background of value which alone
can make valid the America we desire.

Religion, which the

modern world has discarded, in its highest sense is the
deliberate building of a whole, and this brings up for
oonsideration the mystics.

A mystic is this:

Now there are certain men who know the
unity of the Whole of Being--including, of
course, themse1ves--in the same way that any
man knows the unitz of his person.
These
men have been called the mystics.
Their sense

1":"" ·Chert fo r Rough Wa te r s, p. 51.,
2. Re-Discovery

~

America, p. 19.
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of Wholeness, without abandoning the
personal which is its core, reaches beyond
it.
Since they are called mystics, it is
well to cell their sense of the Whole the
mystic sense. 1
He goes even further in outlining this Mystic, the
person whom we find so often in his novels:
The mystic sense of the Whole, sirice
by definition it transcends the person,
must transcend and transform the personal
will.
The man whose "universe" is but the
tool of personal desire has no real universe
at all: he has reached the order neither of
pure science nor of religion. 2
This mystic sense, then, whose absolute perfection is
religion, is "the latest and least developed sense of
men.

1I

3
It • • • no true sense of the Whole can
suffer the exploiting of its knowledge to
partial, personal ends.
In it, the sense
of selfhood, by definition, becomes transfigured; knows immortality in the act of
knowing the mortality of the person.

• • ••
The mystic sense of the Whole
is unthinkable, also, without the personal
core.
But it differs basally from the
personal whole-sense in that it is no longer
absolutely personal: body and person become
the focus for the immediate experience of
whet is beyond (although including) them;
the common sense of self is transfigured into
the sense of life.
The true mystic is a naturalistic monist,
in whom man's instinctive impulse to assume e
whole, and intellectual effort to create one
have joined and become integrally conscious. 4
From these definitions of a mystic and the mystical

1.
2.
3.
4.

Re-Discovery of Americ~, p. 24.
Ibid.,
p. 277
Ibid.,
p. 28.
~bid.,
pp. 28-29.

p
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sense, one may make the immediate application that:
To be unconscious of the Whole is to
live in terms of the o~rt as if it were the
whole: a,nd this-the w;y ofal'lima,ls a,nd
pre cti cel men - is to be uncons ci ous.
To
be conscious of the Whole is to live in terms
of the Whole expressed through its parts;
and this - the way of the mystic and man - is
to be conscious. l

-,

In this manner, one begins to arrive at the true
reason for the present condition of the human beings who
compose our modern world.

Science,

h~ving

destroyed this

mystical sense of the Whole, fulfilled our chaos, but its
complete work was not finished, even then.

"It had to bring

a monster in our midst; an anarchic mindless master in pIece
of God, to trammel us

~nd

rule us.

It put upon disrupted

modern man the embodiment of his own dissociate will.

The

Machine • • • "2
Today the machine is intricately bound up with man's
will.

To understand thoroughly why the machine has con-

tributed its share in fostering and disseminating chaos,
we must have clearly before us its relation to will.

"The

full-born individual mannS in its highest sense came from
Jesus.

In Jesus, to incarnate the individual's bond with

the universe, there is love: actual tender love of all life.
To render it dynamic there is will, and this will as
exemplified in the life of Jesus is the grs2test contri-
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bution of the Galilean teacher.

His teachings were no

passive campaign, but one requiring action and will.

The

individual ss a being responsible for the nation and the
world was born, and this universal individual survived far
into Christian Rome.
There came into being, however, conservative and
containing forces which demanded that the masses crucify
their will.

Now the humble brotherhood in God lodged in a

will for ego survival which "corrupted christianity's
divine intuition with all the lust for aggrandizament, all
the will for being separate, which sullied the great
Catholic republic and doomed it."l
When the world, following the scientists and the
discoverers into action and progress, began to move and to
know motion, "this progress made of mankind an infinite
mes.sure".2
Within this amazing world of newly
infinite man, the intellect wes bound to
lose prestige, and to give way to the will.
The intellect conSiders, defines, makes finite.
The intellect knows no infinity.
But the will
acts, moves - its world, from indefinite, grows
infinite.
Duns Scotus and William of Occam
hAd, before their time, declared the
independence of will: from the disintegrant
north had come this note that was to shatter
the symphony of Europe. 3
The wilful individual went his way, and two adventures
may stand for the whole release known as the modern era:
r.--Ch~ .f.?_r.. .Rough Water, p. 115.
2. Re-D1scovery of Ameri~~, p. 35.
3. ~.,
p. 35:"
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(1)

the discovery and settlement of America (2)

the

invention, exploitation, and proliferation of the mechine.
The modern machine is the product of the "individual will
released from medieval synthesis",l and it will free man
when man is once free from his present enslavement of the
will.

From a spiritual Whole, men became wilful atoms,

and, having completely lost their God, they began to
worship their own desires.

"Therefore the machine, most

perfect symbOl of personal desire, was turned into an
idol: man identified himself with it end m.de it the object
of his self-adoration.,,2
Man has been "humiliated" by the age
of the machine and reason and individualism,
not because the machine is evil, not because
the individual is absolutely false, not because
reason and a life of reason are wrong: but
be~ause, as they hs.ve expr~~.!:..<!... themselV'e7,
the individual and reason and the machine
r-epresent a halfway house in th~_~r._owth of
man, a tranSition world from w~ch ~ is
che.llenged blo l:~o....!!,l $rowth t_~_~ge in
or~r to live more consciously in the depths
of his whole nature; and from which at the
sa-me--=trinehe is ¥ulled. ba'ck--a-:ncido-wnt, b?ing
still left with 00 menlo cultural tools an~
concepts of his unconsc~~~~.3
And finally:

"It is still nakedly the symbol of man's

personal will imposing itself over the world outside him.
Therefore, it embodies no consciousness of Wholeness; it is
not yet creative; it is dissolute end destructive • • ."4
Closely allied with the machine age and will is
~nother

creator of chaos, Power.

1. Chart !~?:~~~
2. Re-Discoverz of
3. Chart !£.!. Rouih
4. ~e-Discovery ~

Water, p. 120.
America, p. 44.
Water, p. 121.·
America, p. 43.
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It was not accidental that Nietzsche,
who was a child of Europe's chaos and who
refused all unity to life, deified the
will-to-power.
Power is the god of the one
who accepts only himself.
Power is the
imposition of the one upon the external world.
In the polity of Power, what counts is the one: whet
must survive is the same one.
All outside this one
must submit or be destroyed.
Power is the expression of the brute, of the sevege, of the
child, of any being whose self~ewereness has
not spread beyond the majesty of personsl will.
Wherever energy remains in the stage of
individual enhancement, it becomes Power.
The ~enesis of Power, therefore, being the
denial or unawareness of wholes beyond this
individual enhancement, is chaos; and the
production of Power is more chaos.
For Power
;efuses to die within Some synthesis greater
than itself.
A mass of power-persons cannot
integrate, can form no organ or true society:
they~make the herd whose Sum is the-cumulation
of self-assertive atoms. 1
The reign of Power in America threatens to bring
upon us complete ruin, for he who accepts the primacy of
Po~er

crucifies the sense of the Whole which is within

him.

He will lose his freedom end creativity and become

a servile creeture to the monster he worships, for Power
renders a man passive.
Since Love is a creative act,

dependin~

for its

existence upon the fUSion of anyone thing with another
so that the two become one, it is the antithesis of Powe r.
'I

It may even be more powerful than Power, but it is not

Power.

II

novels,

2

Because this theme is a. common one in Mr. Frank's

I wish to quote a.t length whe.t he has to say about

the relation of Power end Love.
'I. B.~-Disco_!.!::.!:.l of America,
2. Ibid.,
--pp. 79-80.

p.79.
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My contrasting definitions of Power
and Love are justified by the common experience of our life.
The child begins
with the assertion of his maked ego: he is
a power-person; and he must be, ere he be
ripe for love.
Unless Love transfigure his
ego, he will, however, remain a power-person:
spiritually immature, creatively unproductive.
But he cannot aohieve the stage of Love, without
going through the stage of Power.
The natural
infanoy of human spirit is an experience of
Power; by means of Power this spirit is cultivated and developed.
Only the ego which is
strong, self-assertive, prone to Power, is
ripe for Love.
Love is no submergence of a
weak personal will in others: it is the
masterful, conscious fusion of the strong
ego with life. 1
Thus we come again to the true condition of our
so ci ety toda.y.

Our deplo rabl estate, as v,e heve shovm,

is not the result of some accident or unfortunate
cata~trophe,

but the fruition of centuries of Bets and

deeds whioh moved slowly toward chaos.

Mr. Frank sums up

this state of affairs in this manner:
Barbarism (a state in which man accepts
an untransfigured nature and adjusts to it
and finds his values in it) lives on the plane
of Power; and it is precisely in consequence of
this that barba~ous man is spiritually alone,
forming no integral society but a pack or a
herd, end that nature, although he adjusts to
it perhaps with consummate skill, remains idealll
external, humanly uncreated - remains a jungle •

•
•
•
• •
Amerioa is a herd longing to become a true
sooiety--frantically longing.
It is a living
plasm, a potential Whole, and it must reach its
organic health or rot and die.
It strives to
achieve this goal of Unity, which is the fruit

1.

~e-Discovery

2. Ib i d • , .

p.

of Amerios, pp. 79-80.

82.
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of Love, by exercise of Power.
It
legislates, it organizes, it marshals
loyalty into institutions which, serving
specific ends, are mere machines.
It
endeavours, that is, to force our birth and
growth.
Thus, we enact laws regulating
morals; thus gather in Rotary Clubs and Ku
Klux Klans.
Our purpose is good, it is to
crea.te a spiritua.l a.ctive Whole from the
chaos which we feel within us.
But since
the means we use is Power-child of Chaos - we
perpetuate our chaos. l
Whs.t Can Be Done About It
Even yet, man may change the jungle which is our
American dwelling at the present for a way of life that is
infinitely more satisfying.

This very jungle may become

material for ncreative articulation".2

Man can achieve

Wholeness by abandoning his mad scramble for survival end
explOitation end by cultivating a sense of truth and beauty
and universal joy.
There is

9

growing conviction that something is wrong.

We heve begun to question the efficacy of Power and to
seek the cause of our lovelessness, to question why our
love, placed in the domain of Power, is worse than futile.
We are a "capturable" people - we who have never remeined captured have never become settled.

It is possible

for us to end social chaos and come into e nation of
Wholene"ss, but ea.ch individual must find that wholeness
within himself.

He will bring truth to bear upon e new

world just beginning, not for "any issue in time or person,
1. ~e-Discoveri of America.,
2. Ibid.,
p. 70.

p. 83.
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but for the joy of the eternity of the moment lived in the
image of God." 1
Self and the will of self must be crucified.
The experience of true Wholeness is
a light that can be centred sharp or wide;
illuming by its focus what is called self,
what is called the netion, what is called
the oosmos. 2
Even the machine can meen wholeness if wholeness is
in us.
Suppose that man aohieves this wholeness
in terms of his action.
The machine then may
become a means toward this wholeness - a means
of fusing his oontrol over nature with his
control over self. At once, it will be a
symbOl of his spiritual growth. 3
The possibility of integration is enoouraging, therefore.
Fast cultures have built the mature body; in intellectual,
technical, and social parts, man's body is mature.
All that is needed is for these oomplex
elements to integrate.
That is the true
maturing: the art of the spirit.
The
individual integrated in his Cosmos, I call
the ..E.~.!~. 4
"To inte gx:ate the Great Tradition into .?E. Ameri I?.!:!!. ~~fe It 5
is the fundamental necessity.

This is the new value which

will move and integrate the people.

There is only one way

of finding it, and that is by finding ourselves.

We must

synthesize the values of medieval Europe and the modern age
both in Europe and America.
1.FrRnk~ Waldo,
oP.c1.t:-,2.Ibid.~
p. 211:- ---

.

3.Ibid.,
pp.42-43.
4.Chirt for Rou~h Water,
5. Ibid~·,-p. 156 •

p. 310.
pp. 126-127.
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The value of Christian medieval Europe
was supernatur~l salvation by grace.
That
is the simple Thesis of hopeful, helpless
individuals • • • • The Thesis value set us
forth in life; fed us energy and dream.
The
antithesis value is tr~nsition91; it helped
men possess the body of his machine, to free
him in it·.· But it hes outlived its moment in
our organic artiCUlation and must go • • •
unless Antithesis moves into Synthesis, it will
destroy us.
The essence of the Thesis remains: the
eternal is in man and man's need to be saved
is really his need to live the eternal in his
nature.
---The Antithesis value of well-being marks
the reaction from the Thesis.
Man's home, it
replies, is here on earth: let him conquer the
earth and establish his salvation here; let him
be happy here. l
When these two are merged, with reason preserved as a
generalizin~ instrument of control,

you have the SyntheSis.

Finally the person (that individual through which the
Cosmos speaks) instead of the unreel individual:

salvation

that lets us live our lives now by the knowledge, will
and experience of persons rather than salvation

in

another world; and
• ••
instead of grace blindly bestowed by
myth, the grace of our creative intuition
of the God in us, leading us, with reason to
help, to create human relationships, cities,
countrysides, nations, in which persons can
live.
And instead of an illusion of wellbeing premised on the denial of man's tragic
dimenSions, of man's mystic dynamism whic~
take their revenge for their neglect by reason
in such mad movements as Fascism, a hBr~ony
of the whole of human nature. 2

1. Frank, Waldo,
2. ~.,

~.~~t. ,
pp. 159-60.

pp. 157-8-9.
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Synthesis must be the keynote of our existence.

How?

Our cultural criticism must be revolutionized by the
acceptance of the new value as the norm; schools and colleges
must revolutionize their disciplines by the norm of the

- ,.

new value; it is high time to found a new political party
which shall understand Blake's deep dictum that true
politics is religion; underneath all, there must be persons
and groups of persons.

The synthesis value is more integral

and urgent than a compass.
our loves and loyalties.

It is the latent potential of
It will carry us through. 1

A socialized state of America which shall
union of persons and of groups 2!
persons working ~ ~ economy ~ Elenty,
A union of peoples i!! ~ confederation
2! peaoe ~ ~ idle UtoEien dream - It is
the true beginning. ~

.E..! !::.

1. Frank, Waldo, ~.oit.,
2. Ibid.,
p. 176.

p

pp. 161-171.

p
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B

AMERICAN WOMEN
Mr. Frank has made a careful and comprehensive study of
the position of women in this American Jungle of cle.shing
wills and dominant Power.

A presentation of his convictions

and conclusions seems a necessary background for en accurate
analysis of the position of women as presented in his novels.
The order in which my

m~terial

is presented is the

same one which Mr. Frank uses in his chapter "Our Women"
in

!.l:!.

Re-Discovery

~ ~merica.

All the materia.l for this

section has been obtained from this source, from letters
which I have received from the author, and from a converse.tion
which I had with him.
In order to be able to discuss the problem of women
with any degree of lucidity, Mr. Frank first examines
meticulously certain myths concerning them.
1.

It is said that American women are very independent,

due to the industrial revolution.

This is an erroneous

statement, because their nature, molded by eons, could not
be changed in the short spen of fifty years.

Xhen, too,

women have always been in industrial work, the difference
being now that the work has shifted from the home.
is true of men's work also.
To judge the men of a land in the whole
context of their world, and to judge the
women who share the world, by a few special
cases:, is silly and romantic.
Many of our

That
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hard-headed interpreters of women are
closer to the minor poet who sings of
woman as a Thing Apart, not wholly human,
than they would like to be told.
Since
girls in a modern Paris office feminise
that office into something redolent of
old France, and since girls in an American
offipe do not feminise it at all, clearly
the orfice and the fact that girls are in
it are not the crux of the metter.1
2.

The claim that women are the strength of Puritanism,

sex-censorships, and personal prohibitions in America is
equallY false.

Men first set up the ideals of Puritanism

both in Europe and in America.
The ideals of Puritanism are not alone
a man's concept of the world; they are
hostile to women.
It is not natural for
woman to disdain the senses and the body;
to be transcendental.
It is abhorrent to
her to repugn sex, to seek values in the
hereafter, to slight this life in mystical
evasions.
Nor is it natural for woman to
be a restless pioneer, to disdain the soil,
to idealise motion and change. • •
And
whatever organic resistence Puritanism has
me t in the Uni ted State s ha,s been due in
large part to women.
While pioneering,
Puritanism's ally, was the cry of the land,
woman's aloofness from its alien ideals was
overcome by her need to conform.
As soon as
conditions allowed, her veritable nature-the
nature, indeed, of any woman loosed from
the bond of man-made culture-spoke: she showed
herself emotionally honest, spiritually childlike, sexually alert.
The clear., unconsciously
rebellious savage whom we call the flapper may
stand for the essential woman of America, left
unchastened and uncultivated in our stockaded
towns and at last released by the fall of the
stockades. 2
1. Re-Disoovery of Amerioa,

2. Ibid.,

p. lsb;

p. 184.
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American democratic rules, end not the women, ere
responsible for sex-censorships.

Our lpws merely reflect

the attitude of the messes, end that attitude in our
ountry is that sex is e privrtc

m~tter

thpt must not be

discussed.
3.

The third myth to be exploded is that the United

states is

9

matriarchy.

This to Frank is ironically felse.

If the American woman has been forced
by the conditions of our Jungle to become en
e~ent of mpsculine behaviour, to accept ideals
th~t corrode ~er stren~th, to live B life that
belittles her ho~e, to imitate men end always
in subaltern ranks; if her strug~le for P pIece
hes pushed her into man's bUSiness, man's
Dolitics, men's art, where is her rulership?
Is it logical to say that women are stronf, in
8 lend where men have forced them to act BS
if they were replicas of men?
There is
probably no country in the world where woman
hes hed less chence to be women, less cogency
BS woman, where she hps been so entirely on
the defensive; and where the re-esteblishment
of Tomen in her organic role is so sorely
needed, es in ours, for the fulfillment of the
folk.
This false idealisin~ of the American
women's "might" (in her hee~t she detests it)
is the ~merican man's compensation for his
failure to let his woman live; e failure from
'.'{h i c h he - i u'r-te r E -; S9- "i1i8n -:--The cure for all
this nonsense, with which distinguished
visitors and lecturers reg81~ us, is to see
1
whet happened to women in our formin~ world.
HBvin~

been uprooted from their homes in Europe to

seek e new life in Americe, women worked hard to mske a
home here.

Reli~ion

end morals, because they were the

strongest hold women hed on their

~en,

beceme

B

will-
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expression by means of which the women tried to touch their
men.

Ethical and mysticsl tenets were of use in helping

her make B home in the chaotic'world.
The American pioneer was not a good lover, and his
failure was not due to dangerous end arduous tasks.

"His

failure e.s a lover IB.y in his very issuance from Europe."l
We heve studied the process of
atomisation that made the American man a
particle of Power -- a driving instrument
of action and self-will.
Love we have
defined as the principle of union, of order,
of creation - the act whereby the two or the
many become one; and Power is the imposition
of a self on any object by destruction or
absorption - the principle of ~haos.
An~ ~~~
whose ~mpulse }~ Power is ~ .~ lo~.
For2
how can e man meke love, who does not love?
And thus the Amerioan man, dominated by Power and not
by Love, became the maker of chaos in the relationship
between him and woman.
his wife.

He no longer found fulfilment in

It is not strange, then, that marriage faded

and divorce begen its asoendanoy.

Beoause woman and her

family beoame merely a means, the end of which wes Power,
and since man did not fulfil her, "as a oreative being' she
was not fulfilled."3

It is true that "Much of the male

American's emotion (which American women need to become
women)
lack,

goes to the maohine."4
~nd,

The woman suffered from this

bereft and frantic,

she followed into masculine

chaos.
1. Re-DTscoverl of America,
2. Ibid.,
pp. 1S8-9.
3. Ibid.,
p. 190.
4. ~.,
p. 93.

p. 188.
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Woman became whfl.t she must, in a. reign
of Power.
She went after her man: she went
outside herself to be like her man - to win
from herself what she had always ~otten from
the man she had lost.
Self-Fulfilment - the
fallacy of Power.
There begins the spectacle
of women who worship self, since their men
worship self: of men and women turned from one
another and hence bArred from the sole true
self-fulfilment which is the union of the self
with another self, of the one with the world.
The men had their outset in the nucleus of
their own personal will; they were immature,
yet they were beginnings of men.
But the
women began by doing violence to their nature,
by taking men's will a.s their outset. 1
By imitating men and by struggling against the depreciation of home values, "our women became poor cooks,
unsatisfactory wives, neurotic mothers". 2

Their tool of

morals and religion, which they had vainly used to save
their homes, began to be used as a weapon, "destructively,
aggressively, to sterilize the world, since they were
sterile". 3
She has learned that all this business of imitating men
and of resorting to other substitutes was doomed to failure.
Today,
• • the feminist movement. is dead.
Woman
reverts to the sources of her womanhood:
to a new, hard, shrewd, unsentimental
femaleness.
She is an atom: from the fruit
of the experience of her mothers, comes this
seed of a folk.
She is pure of the old seasons,
purer than man, reedier to dawn.
Man cann6t win
her by tugging the old chords of sentiment,
tradition, law - chords himself has cut.
He must
begin, to meet her beginning.
And it may be that

1. Frenk, Wa.ldo,
2. Ibid.,
3. Ibid.,

..

~.cit.,

p. 191.
p. 192 •

pp. 190 -1.
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the first step in the cre~tion of e ~hole
from our Americen ch~os will be the union
of m~n with this new Eve who was not
formed from his rib.
.1
The aloneness which his women experience, he sees as
8risin~

in pert from their refusal to relinquish their will.

It is due elso to the seme elements

th~t

make our chaos,

for this same cheos renders the men inadequate to fulfill
her needs.

He defines this Aloneness thus:

The individual who is felse is insecure;
and the individual c:ho is convinced of his OTTn
sep~rpte, substantial e~o is false.
His aloneness, which is his conscious bogst, is his
unconscious anguish.
He knows, more or~enically
then ell his proud assertions, that there is
chaos end e lie in hiM.
He distrusts himself.
Therefore, he distrusts others-i' pertfc'ularly
those ~ho ere most kin to him Bnd with whom
he ~ill strive to form e group. 2
Thus there Bre meny problems

the modern

confrontin~

woman thrt must be solved before she

emer~es

from the state

of chaos in which modern society finds itself.

To become

wholly integreted, to incorporate within themselves the
Great Tredition, to find the pIece pnd the work which God
hes for ther1 to do, to bcome, in short,
essential meens of

solvin~

per:..?.r.t~,

ere the

the problems.

A description of the women in Russia as Waldo Frank sees
them will serve to drew en enlightening contrast with
American women:
There is intense emotion in RUEsie's
personal life.
Women here ere women indeed.

--,
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They march unafraid into the public turmoil;
they work beside men in factory, mill and
office.
When they travel they sleep beside
men, when they bathe - if need be - they bathe
naked before them.
They ~re unafraid of their
bodies, they are so accepting of essential
womanhood that they can forget about it when
other phases of life absorb them.
In their
sexual relations, they meet men freely - spirit
to spirit, unaided Bnd untrammeled by conventions.
Yet how womanly they are! how ripe in their tenderness B.nd loya.lty to their own na.tures!
Here,
in the Soviet Union, the Strindbergian warfare
of the sexes seems to have no meaning.
Here
is no male will (the morbid will of the novels
of D. H. Lawrence) pitted against a "terrible
mother".
Childlike and wise, these Russian
men and women of the new age seem to share
in the work of making it - in the ecstacy of
peopling it.
Each has what the other needs
to share fully.
"Let us work - and play and let us love - together. ft1
Mr. Frank has always had a love for what woman actually
is and has seemed to be able to understand their problems
and positions.

Because of his sympathy for them, he has

been their confidant in many kinds of troubles and on
every sort of occasion.
raw deal.

He insists that they have had a

His women characters have certain traits and

appear in certain lights, because, as he stated, he has
certain experiences and makes certain observations which
are multiplied many times over before he draws his conclusio'ns.

As we analyze his women, we shall see that he

deals with them sympathetically always, never failing to
present their side of any problem fairly and sensately.

1. Dawn in RUSSia,

pp. 51-2.

PART I

CHAPTER III
THS NOVELS AND THEIR THEMSS

PART I

,CHAPTER I I I

THE NOVELS AND THEIR THEMES
<-

The purpose of this chapter is to give a synopsis
of the novels and to sort out the basic themes.

The

synopsis seemed desirable in itself, since several of
the books are out of print; it also serves as a background
for the analysis of the major aspects of Mr. Frank's treatment of women in the second part.
The main point of this overview of the novels, however,
is to arrive et the basic themes pertinent to the treatment of women.
reference.

A chert of these themes is given for hendy
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The Unwelcome Man (1917)
The Unwelcome Man is the story of Quincy Burt and his
struggles to understand his family and the world with which
he comes in contact and to be understood by them.

It is

really the story of Quincy and his individuality against
everyone whom he knows.

The book is divided into three

sections: Number I covers the period from his birth to his
entrance into college; Section II relates his struggles
during his three years in COllege; the third describes his
next two years spent in the business world.
Quincy struggles throughout the first period to adjust
himself to his family:

the father, Josiah, who blamed Quincy's

birth for all the ills that later befell the already toolarge family; the mother, Sarah, who tried futilely to be
an integral part of her family; to Rhoda and Adelaide, his
sisters; to Marsden, the crippled brother, and to Jonas,
the lively favorite of his father.
Period II is distinguished by Quincy's strUggles to
become adjusted to college life; his love for Professor
Deering and his falling in love with Deering's beautiful
wife, Julia; his sexual experience with her, and his
decision to leave colle~e because he cannot adjust himself.
Period III depicts his entrance into the business world;
shows his efforts to court Clarice Lodge and his failure;
and his final acceptance of the business world as the only
life bearable.

F
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The psyohological study of Quincy aE he tries to live
peaceable in the world with other people end still maintain
his own identity is the main theme.

The author's firm

conviction that one should reject ways of living and acting
that entail frustration is a pert of this theme.

After one

of Quinoy's breaks from the beaten p~th, the author takes
time out to observe:
And, now, the Park was behind him.
The
adventure stood at its olimax.
And if there
be gods who cease at times their cel~stial
indifference, when the gleam of a real
heroism smarts in their dull eyes from earth,
they were now watching Quincy.
Learn the
book of life end the nature of the heroic
becomes plain.
It is the deliberate negetion
of what is sense end rate, of that which the
interminable average makes life; it ~s the
disavowl of all laws, the compliance with whet
is but a shadow, a shred, and a suggestion.
It
is the leaning on en instant and the despising
of all time.
It is the p8radoxical resolve to
prove a spot of star greater and wider end more
important than the mass of earth.
It is the
truth.
And it is even more, for it is the acting on it. 1
Quincy fails to be a hero, for he accepts those tenets
of life ~hich the author sees as the breeders of our chaos.
More than that, he is one of those who deliberately become
"unconscious of the Whole" living "in terms of the part as
if it were the whole; and this - the way of animals end
practical men - is to be unconscious." 2
The mystical experiences which are to be perfected
to an artistic entity in his later novels are Quincy's.
Then, too, in Clarice, one sees the worldly, shallow girl
1. Frenk, vValdo, The Unwe 1 come Man

(Bo ston: Li ttl e, Bro1'1"n,
Co., 1917-r;--PP. 125-6.
2. Re-Discovery of America,
p. 212.

"iiid
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who is incapable of giving to Quincy the stability and the
sound basis for living that he needs.

Dark Mother begins the story of David Markand whjch is
continued later in the book, The Death and Birth

2.!.

David

Markand. This book is really the battleground on which are
fought the conflicts between Markand, the dreamer and idealist,
and his friend, Tom Rennard, the hard, disillusioned, worldlywise, young lawyer.

It is the story of "David's efforts to

integrate himself and fit into the world where he must
earn his living.

It is also the conflict between Tom and

his sister, Cornelia, for the mastery of David.

Tom sets

out to destroy David's feith, shatter his dreams, and
disillusion him completely.

Tom, like Quincy in the first

novel, has sold out to the world and its evil, and he, out
of sheer envy of David's ability to stand proof against the
world, would destroy him.

Cornelia, the successful

sculptress, learns to love David, and she strives to counteract Tom's influence and assist David in preserving the best
that is in him.
David has come to New York, after the death of his
mother, to work for his uncle, Anthony Deane, who is head of
a large tobacco firm in New York.

David is always bawild-

ared by the business world, but he is never drawn into it.
He lives with the Deanes where he falls in love with his
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cousin, Lois.

When he leaves there, after being disappointed

in her, he lives with Tom Rennard.

Tom end his sister had

run away from an impossible situation at home years before
and had wrested from the city success in their lines of work.
They were not happy, however, for they seemed to be an
ill-fated pair.

Cornelia eventually introduces David to

Helen Daindre, a young

sci~ntist,

whom he marries.

She does

this as a final gesture to save him from Tom, and then she
commits suicide.
Several themes appear here.

The eternal struggle of a

humen to become an integrated personality, the search for a
full life, end his efforts to live the eternal in his nature
are found in David's struggle.

The author is painting the

evolution of e full, integrated person, and, if the work of
art remains unfinished in this book, we find that David
achieves this integration in Th..!. peeth
~arkanc!

end

~

Bridegroom Cometh.

~ ~irth

.?f David

These three embody well

the monistic naturalism that Mr. Frank sees as essential to
the true mystic and the real person, for in David and Mary
Donald (Bridegroom 9ometh) we have the instinctive impulse
to aSSume a whole joined
create one, thus becoming

~ith

the intellectual effort to

integralllc~cious.

One finds in Marcia Duffeld, the girl with whom Tom
has a love affair, the willingness to indulge in sex relations with a man who cannot be her husband, and the
ultimate acceptance of a loveless marriage for financial

p
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reasons while she plans to see often the man she does love.
There is the suppression of natural feelings in Lois and
Muriel Deane, and they would not think of marrying a,nyone
who did not qualify socially and financially.

One finds,

too, the falseness of society, the shallowness of its 'Women,
and the ineffectualness of the business man as a good lover
and husbend.
9ity Block (1922)
This is a collection of short stories told about the
people who live in one single block in New York City.
is composed of fourteen stories
and

rel~te

whos~

It

characters overlap

to each other, although most of the stories

could be published independent of the others.

I use these

plots and characters in the development of my thesis, but
I have given a synopsis of each story as I have used it.
That makes it u~necessary for an overview of each one of
the stories at this time.
Raha,b (1922)
Rahe,b portrr> ys the 1 i fe of Fe nny Luve ass he runs a
house of prostitution in New York City.

It is a story of

how Fanny came to accept this sort of life end leads to a
deep

underst~nding

of the prostitutes who live with her.

The settin~ is in such a house, and Fanny recalls all the
years of her life as she sits and talks to a man who has
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come there to see one of the girls.
Fanny Dirk as a young girl had given herself to her
lover, Harry Howland Luve, and after their experience, he
decided that they must merry.

After marriage, he drank

and gambled continuously as he pretended to complete his
college course.

Then one night he became mixed up in a

particularly revolting brawl where R woman wes found halfdead, and his evil life caught up with him.

His gambling

debts were heavy, and he simply disappeared to keep from
facing the consequences.
Fanny did not hear from him, although she waited
patiently and trustingly during the days of her pregnancy
and the birth of their child, Edith.

She had borne the

pity, scorn, loneliness, and the gossip of the little town
for eight months after Harry left when she met Leon Dannenberg,
a Jew from WaShington.

He accompanied her to her home, and

through her sexual experience with him, she learned that she
still loved her husband and saw clearly again that she must
wait for his return.

BecBuse Leon believed in her and in

her ultimate mission in life, she began to believe in herself.
is

9

Throughout her life, this one experience with Leon
guiding light.
Harry spent two years in drinking, gambling, and

adulterous living.

He was converted and became a preacher,

however, before he returned to his home.

Fanny, completely

happy over his coming, listened to his recital of his Sins,
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forgave him before he had told them, and assured him of her
faith in their future.

She then confessed to him her one

experience with Leon, end Harry cast her out, refusing to
live with her or to own her

BS

his wife.

He would not let

her have their baby, Edith, and she went forth from horne
and friends,

condemned utterly.

She passed through a period of despair in New York,
questioning even the existence of a God whom she believed
had cast her away irrevocably.

She secured a job in the

firm of Christopher Johns, s lovable, kindly man, and it
was not long until she had consented to live with him.
relationship lasted two

ye~rs,

This

and she terminated the affair

because she believed that further association with her
would only poison him.
It was then that she, sick and despondent unto death,
met again Clara

Loner~an,

in John's office.

a girl with whom she had worked

Clere nursed Mrs. Luve through B long

period of severe illness, end it was Clara's love and
concern for Mrs. Luve that caused her to decide that there
might be something in life for her to do.
She did not falter in her worship of Clara when she
learned that both she end all her girl friends were "kept"
women, and Fanny eventually met them all.

Their men were

crooks, law evaders, and corrupt politicians, but Fanny
came to like them instead of judging them.

They, in turn,

respected this serious, quiet, understanding woman.

Thus
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it came about that a house was rented, and Fanny became
the mistress.

Through her six years of keeping this house

of prostitution, the friendship and love between her and
Clar~

was the one glorious thing in Fanny's life.
Beceuse she refused to betray one of the men who came

there by letting him be trapped in the House, a pOliceman
who had frequented it from the first closed the pIece, and
Clara and Mrs. Luve were thrown into the street.

Clara

died of pneumonia, but Mrs. Luve opened up another house
with other girls.
Fanny is a woman whose -inner spiritual life is in
seemingly sharp contrast to her outward condition and behavior.

Believing on God and calling upon Him frequently,

she is, nevertheless, an associate of crooks and prostitutes.
She has been able to reconcile the one to the other because
she had first learned to love Clara, and later, she hesrd
the stories of the other girls' lives and was able, through
understanding, to love and accept them.

By nature, Fanny

is a mystic whose soul is suffused with a deep, abiding faith
in God and in the fact that He has some place for her to
work, some miSsion for her to fulfill.
This belief in God and that He has a job for her is
one of the main themes of the book.

Fanny comes to be a

fully integrated person because she comes to love and understand people; she refuses to judge them and condemn them,
for that is the way to death.

Waldo Frank, in this book,
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reveals his belief thst even prostitut8s have a right to
our understanding,

~nd

that often they are forced into this

kind of life because of the harshness of social conditions.
Our wills and the great influence which wills
lives are demonstrated here.

h~ve

upon our

The use of poetic symbols to

reveal the soul of Fanny is very effective.

Holida:, (1923)
This is the story of the affinity existing between a
white

~irl,

Virginia Hade, who lives in

~hite

Nazareth, and

John Cloud, a negro boy, who lives in Bleck Nazareth, parts
of the same town on the Gulf cosst.
ma~nificient

Lank John Cloud, a

yet tragic negro, is portrayed in the back-

ground of his home, his mother, and his fiancee, Mary Certier,
who cannot bring him peace because of his longing for Vir~inia.
She is seen in her work and in her relation to father, brother,
and the entire white colony.
yearnin~s

They are both filled with

and longings which they cannot understand and yet

which tear their very souls and alienate them from their
families Rnd friends.
They come to~ether one afternoon on
acknowledging their yeBrnin~s.
to leave with no more then

B

R

hillside,

It is he who finds strength

straining of bodies together,

e tense handclasp, Rnd s look of unutterable longin~.

She

resolves to wash herself clean of her desires and restless
ur~ings

by giving John up to the mob.

She tells her father
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~nd brother of

John Cloud's effrontery in dArinE to look

at a white girl, end they organize

R

mob and hang him.

The characteristics of this book are:

the manifestation

of Vir~inia's evil will which poisons all whom she touches;
for

seekin~

for peace and fulfillment;

transmitted to

the blood taint

children by their p~rents; Rnd the fact that

sexual desires often

brin~

deeth.

John's mother is a mystic, Bnd Vir~inie Hade is the
woman who denies the

w~y

of salvation in life because of the

'deep-rooted prejudices of her family and her people.

Chalk Face

(1924)

Chelk Face is the only one of Waldo Frank's books which
I did not use.

It edded nothing to my study of women, end

I am omitting it from this overview and from my thesiS.
New Year's Eve

(1929)

The Dl~v
. '., New Yeer's Eve
._' relates the stories of three
families who ere close to eBch other in friendshin end love.
The setting for the first Rct is a New Year's Eve party at
the home of the EacShanes a few minutes before 1900 is
ushered in.

Two married couples end an engaged one are there

to welcome in the new century.

The opposing forces and the

characters may be seen from this table:
Leura UacShane loves Albert Benison and is to heve
R beby by him, although she is married to Samson.
Nancy Bowe is the opposing force to Laura.
She is
engaged to Benison and intends to merry him.
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Holt Trubody LaClede loves Samson MacShane,
although married to Calvin.
The MacShanes heve two children; the LaClede's
have one a.nd are expe cting anoth'er.
Albert Benison is the opposing force to Calyin
and Sa,mson.
Alan is first the spirit of Laura's unborn child,
then he becomes later the motivating force.
In the first scene, Laura renounces Albert and refuses
to take his love, electing to remain in MacShane's home as
his wife and mother of their children.

Albert pleads for

love to triumph, but he had his chance once to marry Laura
and shirked the obligation he thought it would entail.
The spirit of Alan is present even as they drink their
toast to the unborn children of the future.
The next five scenes present these children sixteen
years and twenty years later.

Lawrence, the poisoned son

of the MacShanes, loves Cleo, the poisoned daughter of the
Benisons.

They hesten to their self-destruction.

Trubody, the son of the LaCledes, has rushed to war
to escaDe the hate in his home, and he returns, blind and
broken, only to love Nan, the wife of Benison.
him to his destruction.

She leeds

These various forces and lives are

disjointed, ruined, miserable.
love, loves and understands.

Alan alone, the child of
It is he who brings peace at

last to the MacShanes.
The central theme of this pla,y, is that children born
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into a loveless union are poisoned.

Strongly developed,

elso, is the idee that people who deliberately renounce love
and cling through fear to conventionalized standards accept
that way of life which leads to misery 8nd evil.

It is

Waldo Frank's idee again that to love is to live; that to
accept attitudes and circumstances which lead to frustration and negation of life is to create chaos and disintegration.
Through the loves of these younger people, we see that often
sex hunger brings destruction and death.

That life is holy -

and that there is a truth which one can live by if he only
searches for it are other themes found in this play.
The Death and Birth of ~vid Marka,nd (1935)
The Death and Birth of David Markand is the modern
American man's Odyssey.

David Markand, a successful and

prosperous business man, decides suddenly to resign from his
bUSiness, leave his home, wife, and two children, and go into
the world in search of himself and a truth to live by,

-~

in fact, to learn the real meaning of life and his place in
the scheme of things.
He makes this decision after he learns that his wife,
Helen, has joined the Catholic Church as a result of her
efforts to find a deeper meaning to life and for something
to fill her emptiness.

He provides fin~ncially for Helen

end the children, but his son, Tony, dies soon after he
leaves.
to Helen.

Some months after David leaves, a daughter is born
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David
born.

~oes

first to Clermont, the old home where he was

Here he neete and loves the

happily-m~rried

Polish

man, stan Poldiewicz, and his Kansas bred wife, Christine.
Deborah Gore, a widow who had known his mother, comes to
mean much to David.

After her jealous Son has spread rumors

about David and Mrs. Gore, they flee Clermont before the mob,
Bnd Deborah goes as far as Chicago with him.

Seeing him

detormined to continue his search, she feels that her mission
is over and returns to Clermont.
After a series of adventures with men and women from
all classes of society and all ocoupations, David arrives
at the home of Phil Dwellin~ in Kansas.
too, for her husband has died.

Christine is there,

Here Markand helps Phil and

his wife Hester in their efforts to organize the farmers.
David goes next to Chicago.

Helen and the baby come

there to see him, but he realizes that he is not yet ready
to return to her way of living.

Instead, he secures a job

in a Slaughter house and works until he has a complete
breAkdown.

Two Mexicans, Juan Fierro and his wifs, M~trita,

take care of him until he is well.

It is then that he meets

the wealthy, spoiled Theodora Lenck, wife of a packing house
executive who is too weak to hold her love or interest.

She

and Uarkand are physically attracted to eRch other, and they
live together for more than two years, eRch trying desperately
to find themselves and ultimate peaoe with the other.

Ted

takes him South to the New World School in Lucy, Alabama, in

/
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her efforts to possess him completely • . Her refusal to
surrender her dominant will to his, end her dissatisfaction
with less then all of him eventually separate them.

She

goes to Hollywood Bnd later kills herself.
~BrkBnd

becomes allied with the labor movement Bnd

looks to his work with them for his salvation.

After he

sees his friends, John Byrne end Jane Priest, killed in
Rowton because they ere
to

WBshin~ton,

l~bor

organizers, he makes his way

end, as he gets in touch with Helen, through

his lawyer, Tom kennard, he realizes that he cen now return
ho~e.

He knows

~thBt

it waS the awakening will, within

the body of death that WBS still he end the city and the
world: the will to overcome itself at lest, Bnd be reborn.n 1
This work is more than the wanderings of one man.

It

is en indictment against the entire structure of society in
America.

Naldo Frenk wrote this at a time when he had

accepted the tenets of the clpss struggle.

He believed in

the establishment of collective society but never in the
orthodox Marxist form.

His leanings toward labor end its

organization are seen both in this book and in The

Bride~room

Come tr.•
The entire structure of sex life Bnd its
treated.

T.

i~fluence

is

The emptiness of women's lives, their lack of emotion,

Frank, Waldo, The Death Bnd Birth of David Uarkand.
TNe"w-York:-9hp.rle-s Scribner'sSons, 1934) '"
p. 541-2.
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end their inability to surrender their, own wills ere dominant
themes.

?o~er,

wealth, end the yearnine for

the love life of Americans,' and our men ere
end, unsatisfRctory

destroys

po~er
~eak,

inadequate,

husbands Rnd lovers.

BS

The pert that the will of en individual plays in every
phase of life is treAted in this book, the force end clesh
of wills end the havoc wrought by failure to subordinate
them

bein~

shown.

The taint placed upon children who ere

born into loveless unions, Rnd the heritsge of the child of
love receive attention, too.

The feilure of modern women

to be good mothers and the lpck of fulfillment throurh their
children,

PS

well

~s

the failure of men to find sstisfaction

in sexual relrtions with modern women because she is shallow
end devoid of

feelin~,

is the dominant note.

Frank

~oes

fer

in his effort to bridge the gap between mAn and the prostitue
by meens of sympathetic understanding of her way of life.
Deborah Gore is the mystic end the seeker; Helon larkand
seeks fulfillment in the church; Christine Poldiewicz hrs
complete sptisfrction in the love of her husband, end hers
is the pAttern of deeth in her love-life.
Lide Sharon,

~arita

Jene Priest,

Fierro, Rnd Deborah are tho women who

serve; Hester Dwelling,

~elen

Earkand, end Theodore are

those who live for their own sAtisfaction.

These, together

with the prostitutes, pre the types of women he portrays in
this book.
Deboieh Gore, through long years of striving, becomes
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a person; David Markand is well on his way to accepting
only that which is good and which brings satisfaction; he
has discarded the worthless end the useless, and he feels
that he is now ready to meet life with love, understanding,
a.nd service.
The
The

Bride~room

~degroom ~ometh

Cometh (1939)

is the story of two sisters who,

born into a lower middle class family in a small town, go
to New York to live and fulfill their destiny.

It is really

the story of Mary Donald's spiritual quest; of her search
for an integrated identity end for the things that make a
~~.

It is the relating of her struggles and wanderings

and searchings to find the work and the oiroumstances that
will fill satisfectorily her life and the longings of her soul.
The Martha and Mary of Biblical fame are symbolical
of the two sisters in this story.

From earliest childhood

in Marling, Martha and Mary had been totally different in
their outlook on life, in their desires, their ambitions,
and their perceptive instincts.

Their father was deeply

religious, looking always for the Seoond Coming of Christ
end leaving the welfare of his girls to the uncertain and
unsympathetic care of his seoond wife, their stepmother.
It was Mary who absorbed the greater part of Clive
Donald's religious teachings; its hopes and fears, its
warnings and its promises had entered her soul, and she was
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never pble to renounce them nor loose completely their hold
upon her.

Sensitive, introspective, end questioning, Mary
She is seeking, always

is indeed a creature of impulses.
seeking, for th8t

hi~her

life, that deeper meaning which

will satisfy the inmost depths of her being.

She yearns,

too, to know herself.
She breaks away from home, works her way through college,
goes to New York, e.nd takes up socie1 service 'VTork.

Un-

successful at this, she pursues her studies et the University
until she meets Wi11em Taess, s wealthy Jew whom she eventua.l1y ml'1rries.
She lives with Doris Grenes and her husband, Peter,
while she goes to school in New York.
socio10~y

Doris wes her

teacher at Winant, but her ideas were too

revolutionary for that respectable college, and she is
discherged.
to New York.

Mery had loved her very much end followed her
Mary is not heppy there nor successful in her

job with the Children's Protective Society which she secures
after completing COllege.

In an effort to secure peace Bnd

contentment, she merries Willem whom she does not love.

She

leaves him, goes to Clermont to see her blind grandmother,
end there her life t9n~les for
and Luke Cerns.

B

while with those of Sprah

Her sexual experience with Luke enables

him to start life again with Serah.
After leaving there, she hasmeny experiences until
she enters the work of the Labor Movement, through the
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influence of Dolg, the Russian organizer.

She meets Lida

Sharon, whom David Markand had met and liked in Lucy.
Mary loves Lida and tries to integrate her life in the Labor
organization as Lida has done.

This is not possible, however,

and she falls back on David hlarkand for help.

David had

returned to his wife only to find an adjustment for lasting
happiness impossible; he, too, is seeking fulfillment in
his work with the labor people but hes failed to find it;
he and Mary, through love for each other, find themselves
and true life in their love.

We can know that they, as real

persons, will love and serve humanity at the same time they
are finding happiness with each other.
Martha, on the other hand, takes a business course
and works in the mills at Marling.

She is sultry and

passionate, has absorbed none of the religious teechings
of her people, and is scornful of restraint.
herself wholly and fully to Sid Harvard, and

She gives
follows

~he

him to New York where she lives only for the deep, allsatisfying love she receives as his wife.

8i d,

til

gangs ter

and bootlegger, is killed, and she, unable to live without
him, drowns herself at Loomis Lake where she has gone with
Mary to visit her father.
The inability of modern men to sati'sfy women is an
ever-recurring theme, manifested chiefly in Peter Granes
and Willem Taess.

The desire for power and his affiliation

with the business world, together with his fear of life
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and his inability to break away from his mother, kept Willem
from living a full life with Mary.

Mary, in her search for

the meaning of life, sees again and again its futility if
one doesn't love deeply.

All movements and all works are

unsatisfactory if there is not love as a motivating force.
The emptiness of sexual relations where there is no affinity,
and the

U raw "

deal given women are found in this novel.

That a belief in God and the incorporation of the Great
Tradition in one's life are necessary for complete integration
is emphasized.

Children born in hate are tainted, and many

mothers are bad mothers.

The author's sympathy for the

labor movement is found here also.
Mary Donald TaesE is the mystic, and she becomes the
full, integrated woman which Waldo Frank believes is essential
if we ere to abolish chaos.

Martha is the antithesis of Mary.

Doris Granes seeks for Some way out of chaos, but she only
plunges deeper into her unrest and emptinoss.
Summer Never Ends

(1941)

Summer Never Ends is a'record of a man's search for
peace and happiness, but it varies greatly from that of
David llarkand.

This story tells of the seeking of a dis-

illusioned husband and father for e secure and satisfactory
foothold in a ~orld that is rapidly diSintegrating about
him.
Mortimer Crane, a successful Wall street lawyer, is
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givinr his
-,)

-.'".)

mercen~ry,

shellow, worldly wife a divorce when

the Bction of the story begins.

He is concerned ebout the

lives of his son and daughter, both born of a loveless union
end both groping blindly for whet the world has to offer.
Leila, his wife, has ruined all their lives.

Yet,

ye~rs

ago, he deliberately chose a career that would bring money,
power, and social position to him;

in so doing he turned

his back on his one big interest, the cause of the laboring
class.

He deliberately turned his back, too, on Judith,

the strong character, his childhood sweetheart and the woman
with idealS, the one who would have given his life meaning.
Now he realizes the shallowness of his existence and the
tragedy of his choices.
Danya Petersen, a young college girl, comes to his
office to talk with him in regard to her theSiS, and he
snatches at happiness by falling in love with her.

Denya

is a self-contained, successful, efficient young woman
whose fether is a radical without a job and whose mother
supports him and her son uncomplainingly.

Danya's friend

end the man she thinks she will marry, is a young Jew,
Herbert Stein, who hes completed his law course but who
doesn't seem to be able to adjust himself to the world and
secure a job.

He depends upon Danys completely for love,

sympathy, and support morally.

He lives with his sisters.

He is a decadent character who needs all that a strong woman
like Denya can give, but who, even then, would never amount
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Denyp permits herself to be entertained by

to much.

2ortimer, and she seys she can even love him if she wills
She

to do so.

~ives

herself to him on

sever~l

occDsions

in his epQrtment, but eech attempt et sexual satisfaction
is e failure.

Mortimer loves her Bnd feels that he must

have her.
He ruins himself financially to

~ive

his former

~ife

the alimony she desires and to set his children up independent financially of either Dsrent.

He then decides to take

some CBses for the Lebor people Bnd
He

be~in

his life again.

to see Judith, Bnd she opens his eyes to some extent

~oes

to the course he must pursue.

he returns to his children

in an effort to bring harmony and peace in their lives and
his by

unitin~

them all in one home.

Eerbert kills himself

because Crene takes Denys aWRY from him, and Danya alone
moves on to her ultimate goal, sure of herself Bnd her
ability to direct the outcome of her life.
The themes to be found in this lest novel by Weldo Frank
Bre the emptiness of sexual reletions that are devoid of
love, es is

demonstrat~d

by Degney

Rnd Crane; that children

ere poisoned by loveless marriages such
Leila's.

Judith Swift is the

found that love is

th~

~omen

BS

I .

Crane sand

who serves Bnd who has

key "to ultimate redemption; Lei18 is

the shallow, self-srtisfied women, end DB~ney in her peculiar
way seeks contentment.

That men Bre week Bnd have

to offer women is brought out well in this nove.

nothin~

The pert
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thpt will plevs in the relation of men e.nd women is the key
_ _. _ _ _

t,

note to the reletionship between D~~ney and Crane.

We heve seen Waldo Frsnk's development BS en exponent
of certain idees end ss a creative writer; we have traced
his beliefs and opinions re~erding modern American women in
relption to his conceptions of society end the universe end
heve seen how he incorporates these idees into his tre~tment
of women in his fiction.
Now we shall Bxpmine his presentation of modern women
end· their problems in more. detA i1.
terms of his fictional

This will be done in

presentation of:

1.

Modern Women in Relation to Sex.

2.

Modern Women in Helation to Marriege.

3.

Motherhood end Girlhood.

PART I I
CHAPTER I
MODERN WOMEN IN RELATION TO SEX

,.
.J

CHAPTER I
MODERN WOMEN IN RELATION TO SEX
The purpose of this chapter is to show the relation
between modern women and sex as presented in Waldo Frank's
novels.

From his first novel,

last one, Summer Never

~,

~

Unwelcome Man, to his

there is a gradua.l ohange

of thought, a deepening of the significance of sex, and
the addition of sociological and psychological points of
view.

This growth and expansion in Mr. Frank's oonoeption

of the importance of sex relationship fell into four
distict
1.

p~tterns.

They are as follows:

The biological.

In this

p~ttern,

the attractions

and desires are purely physical, Bnd sex relations have
no gre?ter

import~nce

than the mere satisfaction of bio-

logical urges.

2.

The transcendental.

I use this term as it means

the reaching beyond human experiences into the spiritual,
.~

mystioal, and superphysical.

This sex pattern calls for

more than the physical act, for Mr. Frank integrates it
with mystical experiences that lift it beyond the scope
possible in the first pattern.

There is also

cont~ined

in this a justification extending even to the prostitute.
It is here that he finds an artistic treatment for the
sexual sct •

..
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3.

soci~l-psycho1o~ica~.

This pattern emphasizes

the emptiness and frustration of sexual experiences where
there is no love, and the leek of both love and deep feeling in the restless, lonely women of today.

Mr. Frank

now attaoks the problem from both a sociological and
psychological point of view, giving serious consideration
to sex relations as a universal, all-ambracing problem
which confronts every human being.
The fourth pattern interprets the
universal problem in terms of the individual or the person.
None of the wide scope of the third pattern is sacrificed,
but, rather, it is intensified as he now translates the
experiences into the life of the person or the individual.
There is a relationship between these four patterns
of sex behavior and the four periods to which his literary
works belong which will appear more fully in the analysis
of each sex pattern.
1.
the books,

The biological sex pattern is to be found in
Th~

U!1welcome lIan

~md

Dark

Moth~.r_,

both of which

were written during the experimental stage.
2.

The transcendental sex pattern is to be found

in Ra.hab and Holiday and in the collection of short stories,
.£.~~~ .!3..!.o.£.~.

These books are the outstanding examples of

his work during the aesthetic period.
3.

The social psychological sex pattern is

-

_._- --

_-

developed thoroughly in The Death and Birth of ...David
Karkand
- _
-._.. _-'
..

--------_._- .•. -.--

---.

__ ._------_._. __ .-._-
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the book that is the outgrowth of the period .of social
consciousness.
4.
Summer

The personal sex

Ne~eL ~

and

p~ttern

T~~ Bride~room

is typified in
Cometh.

The latter

deals with marriage particularly, and the sex problem
assumes importance rarely except in relation to marriage.
Since that problem will be considered in another chapter,
I shall make only a passing reference to the material in
The

Bridegr9~

Cometh.

Sex relations have no greater importance than the
biological one in the books,
Mother.

~

Unwelcom~

Man a,nd Dark

Neither the significance attached to the act nor
disturbanc~s.

the reactions are ever deeper than physical

Quincy Burt's experience with Judith Deering is the
sole trea,tment of sexual relations in Unwelcome Man.

There

is a mere mention of such experiences on the part of Quincy,
but it is no more than s. suggestion.

Even Judith's actual

feelings are never directly analyzed, neither before the aot
nor afterward.

It assumes no greater importanoe for her

than the attraction that an older woman often feels for an
unsophisticated boy when she finds herself lonely, or when
she has the desire to feel that she has helped him in some
way to be a better person.

Quincy was not equal to carry-

ing on the affair, and it ended with the one night they

--------------~....--....------------------.----~--.--

-
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spent at the hotel.

Even this meeting is not described in

any detail, and, compared with the sensate descriptions one
finds in Mr. Frank's later workS, it is of little or no
importance.

It is true that Quincy suffers terribly that

fall end eventually quits school, but the sexual Bet itself
did not CBuse these disturbances; it was Quincy's nature
that caused him to tangle this affair with his love for
Judith's husband and his own actual cowardice.
Several sexual experiences are recorded in

~ ~~,

but they, too, are the satisfying of deSires, and even the
physical aspects are dismissed lightly.

Tom Rennard and

David Markand have intimacies with women, but these are
broken off at will with no one experiencing more than a
passing feeling of pain.
Marcia Duffield suffers considerably when Tom ends
their affair summarily, but the fact that she plans to marry
unwisely and without love cannot be said to be an absolute
outgrowth of the affair, for, in her circumstances, such a
marriage would have been planned anyhow.
David Markand and Anne, the servant girl, left alone
in the Deane home for a few weeks one summer, satisfy their
phYSical cravings when she slips into his room at night,
but after several such experiences, she withdraws, as

8

good servant shOUld, and it is never mentioned by either
one again.

A few sentences suffice for putting the in-

timacy in its place:
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But the heat did not stop: nor the
wearing away of will and the rebellion of
nerves.
Anne came again.
It had nothing
to do with the wide remainder of their
lives.
It was somnambular.

• • • • •
All one week, Anne's step on the
threshold of his room was gone.
David
fumbled in bare feet along the tunneled
hall.
His flat palm felt her door.
It
was locked.
The end-sweet end of unreplenishment.
No word further: no glance toward
the past to open it once more. l
Lois, his cousin, liked to play around with the idea
of loving David, and he thought he loved her, but she
never gave anything but a few kisses, and David felt that
she was too young to know passion.
This calm acceptance of sexual relations can last
but a short time, however.

Mr. Frank himself grows beyond

that, and his own sympathetic probings into human lives
and his expanding awareness of the problems of women
naturally lead him into deeper analysis of the problems
of sex.

This can be seen readily enough in his works of

the next period.
2. The Transcendental
From the pattern of pure phYSical satisfaction which
he presents in his experimental stage, Mr. Frank now turns
to problems of

gr~ater

1. Frs nk, We 1 do

J

significance.

p~ Moth~1:.'

The artistic treatment

(Nevr York, Boni end Live ri ght ,
1920) pp. 43-44.
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of sex in this trenscendental manner suggests that the
author is trying to free himself from something repulsive
in the sex relationship by translating it into the highly
aesthetio language of mystical realism.

There is also an

indication that Mr. Frank is trying to bridge the gap
between men Rnd prostitutes by presenting the latter in
the most humane light possible in

Raha~;

the ga.p between negro and white in

he tries to span

H02.2:A~..l.

Raha.b
There are two themes developed in the presentation of
the sex problems in

!a~~b.

The first is this:

If we are

to live richly and abundantly, we must have a sympathetic
understanding of people a.nd a love for them; these two
characteristics will
prostitute.

transfi~ure

even the life of the

The second theme is the clear conviction that

God has a place for eRch of us to fill and a tesk for us
to perform, and 'it is our business to search until we find
it.
Rahab is the story of Mrs. Luve who becomes a nmadam n
presiding over a house of prostitution.

Her mystical

experiences, her talks with God, and the gigantic struggle
to bring her life into line with what God would have,
give us a new light on the life of a prostitute.

We are

even willing for, her Bible to be her most intimate companion in such surroundings and experienoe no feeling of
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sacrilege that it is so.

It is in such a setting that we

meet and come to know well four of the girls who are
prostitutes.

Mr. Frank tells us those things about each

girl which win our sympathy before we are aware of the
fact that they are prostitutes.

Each one of them has had

that in her life which not only has forced her into this
way of living, but which, when we see it through the loving,
understanding eyes of Mrs. Luve, creates a sympathy for the
girl and causes us to look less severely on her.

The

harshness of life and of society or the cruelty of fate
has forced her to sell herself, and one can do nothing but
condone her life and wish her well.
Clera Lonergan worked in the same office with Mrs.
Luve.

She was not happy; she was restless, tired; her

parents had been unhappy foreigners, and her home was
something she could not want to remember.

When Fanny saw

her, Clara's eyes were "very black,very large, dry and
within themselves like windows of some hidden world having
no faith in the sun."l
Then, when Fanny Luve was down and out, ill and
penniless, it is Clara who waits on her, brings the doctor,
buys the medicine, end moves her into her own apartment so
she can care for her better.
1. Fra,nk, Weldo,

Rahab,

Clara and Fenny love each

(New York, Boni and Liveright,

19 2 2) ,..p. 89.
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other, and it is the tenderness that Clara has for Mrs.
Luve that makes us willing to love her, even when we learn
she is a "kept" woman.
Tessie Liebovitz and Susan Sennister come to see Mrs.
Luve before we learn what they are, and Tessie's story
makes us willing to accept her and say "Bravo!" to her,
no matter what her life may be.

Her Jewish father had

sacrificed all he held dear to send Tessie to New York
to take violin lessons.

She was told that her fingers were

too short, and Some doctor offered to stretch them, and,
in so doing, broke them and ruined all her chances for a
musice.l career.

She had to send her old father money, and

she took the easy way.
Susan
her so.

WBS

warped end twisted and hard - life had made

One feels sorry for her as she says:

"I believe in the power of Hate,
I
I

believe in the truth of Sin.
believe in the failure of Truth. "1

Thelma is the girl who stays with Mrs. Luve when the
Law steps in and closes her house; Thelma rents another
place and gives to Mrs. Luve the kindest treatment possible
and sees that she has the best of ,

everythin~.
0

There is a great amount of good in each of them; much
to a.dmi re.
Mrs. Luve, of course, is the central figure.

Driven

from her home and her baby because of one sin, she seeks
1-;- Frank ,- ",Na 1 do,

op.cit., p. 194.

-"!"~~

- -
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always to know the truth about God and Christ.

She comes

to realize at last that God is near and that He has a
purpose in life for her.

She says:

"When I came to New Y.ork, my coming
meant one thing. • •
All my life was a
hideous jest unless my coming to New York
meant one meaning."
"Whet was that meaning?"
"When I know, I won't be any longer
where you are." 1
When

~he

was ill and penniless and almost dying, she

cries hysterically:
"Godt
You aren't much for me.
But I
believe in you.
Do you heer?
Even now.
I am not rotten, God.
I heve done wrong,
God.
You must hear me, for I believe in you,
somehow, my Father • • • • I am leaving the
world.
But I have been a pert.
I believe
that, God.
I have been 8 pArt and you need
all p~rts.
You have needed me, God? • • •
"Say you heve needed me, God for a p~rt
something.
Whatever it is.
You've done with
me now.
But you've used me.
Haven't you used
me, God?
You're casting me in the ash-heap I
know.
Can't you say at least rThank you' before
I am gone?" 2
After she has been for Some time with the prostitutes,
she seemed to have them clear.
These men and women were no accident.
They hed words now she understood.
They hed
wills now - here was the wonder of her life that touched her own.
Not Harry's will had
touched hers.
Not her child's, to eat her's up.
Not christopher Johns'.
And Leon's • • •
Leon's will had stood beyond her, over the ken
of her horizons.
These wills touched hers! - these wills of
women disgraced, of men criminal and broken,
outlawed and dissolute. 3

1. Rahab,
p. 123.
2. Frank, Waldo,
~.cit.,

..

3•

.!.~.,

p. 219 •

pp. 158-9.
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She came to feel that she had come to New York just
to be with these lives.

The House which she ran became

a reality, the one success on her tree of failures, and she
gave herself wholly to the House.

She did not judge them -

the prosti tutes, the gamblers, the lewbrea.kers who came
there - she understood them and loved them.
That is why, years leter, when Samson Brenner sees
her, there are "centers of glow, thrown from the woman,
solid like her spirit.

He was aware of loveliness." 1

(A~ain)
She seemed a chaste woman
with burnt eyes.
He could not help seeing her, seeing her
more and more. Frail slain fingers resting
upon a table warmer than her hand. She all
a sapling brokln in frost • • • standing
se!:lsons dead.

When she hed accepted the last one of them And had
loved them through understanding, it is no wonder thet
"from the wreckage of her features there was born a smile
making them clear and sharp,

makin~

them fair and high.

A Li~ht shone in them". 3

Holiday

.
The sexual hunger of John Cloud, the tall, stalwart,
proud young negro living in Black Nazareth, for the lonely,
rebellious white girl,
1. Frank, Wa 1 do ,
~.
2. Ibid.;
pp. 15-17.
3 • Ibid.,
p. 250.

Vir~inia

2...i..!..,

Hade, of White Nazareth,
p. 14.

-

-

-----

------~-------------------------------------------------~
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will offend the prejudices of many readers, but the sex
problem transcends, somehow, the race problem between black
end white, and becomes an elemental thing, larger than
either the white girl or the negro boy.
The town seethes in the hetred of white for the blacks.
The chaos of the town enters Virginia Hade.

We see her

first:
She walks down the aisle.
The grace
of her strong way is broken by a strain
vising her hips and her dark eyes that meet
the gleam of the candelabra.
She is tell and
firm, but her harmony is broken and her eyes
ere not happy.l
She cannot sleep when she goes to bed.

She thinks -

That's why
- I em afraid of sleep.
my eyelids tremble end burn; that's why my
hands hold rigid on my brow.
Thrust out your arms.
That'~ right.
Lie all stretched out.
There is a poison
in your body, and it lurks in knots.
If you draw in your leg, the poison
lingers.
If you cradle your face upon your elbow,
so

•

• •

Your lips close to your breast • • •
The poi~on lingers.
Then you'll
Stretch out clear like a rod.
be clean.

o
o

I went to go to sl~ep, I am weary.
I want to wake up.

She goes on to cell the night a "raping nigger"; the
dream world is a Nigger too; the world is a dark flame;
her insides are dark.
r~ FrAn~, Waldo.,

2. Ibid.,

Then she muses that perhaps death

Holida'y, (New York: Boni and Liveright,
1923) ~ p. 44.
pp. 64-65.
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is white; perhaps her soul is white.

Then, again:

- 0 I'm unhappy.
That's why I
can't sleep.
o I thresh about all day in straw
• • dry, dry • •
o I wrestle nights against dark forms
of my soul
Breaking upon the dry white of my breast
Saying No • • saying No.
- My soul's not white!
Death's white: my soul wants to live.
It cries to live~
It sings to live,
It stirs within me like an unborn bebe,
bleeding to live, all bloddy with my blood • •
And my white breast says No.
- Why does the world say No?
Why d£n't I dare to learn how to say
Yes?
John Cloud's mother senses his longing, and she is
afraid of the look in his eyes.

She wants him to marry the

negro girl, Ma.ry Cartier, who loves him.

Even though he

decides to do so, "he longs away".
His body lies prone and sweetly wakeful within the
magic of his folk.

Yet part of him is uncovered, longs

beyond: no glowing blanket of his folk can touch it.
He thinks:
- There's a white dream stands between my
mouth and Mary's
A white sunbeam in my soul.
I'll climb it.
Tha's what it's for!
r'll
vault with the white sunbeam!
Empty pa.le world • • world of the Free,
Wait till I come an' warm you: wait till I
come an' fill you.
- Mary, the world is proud: world's a white

"i7' Frank, Weldo,

Holiday, pp. 69-70.

"

I

-
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,

far-away women,
But she's waitin' for me to pour my flame
inside her.
Th~t ain't hate, Mary: she is waitin' for me!
~~ammy, you're wise!
o Mammy, how little wisdom helps when you're cold. 1
Inevitably, these two sex-hunger souls are drawn
together.

It is a half-holiday, end he goes along a stream

to the land's high edge - a wooded knoll near a deep pool
in the stream.

He dives in the cool water for a swim.

Virginia Hade goes to that seme place.

Mary Cartier,

watching, questioning, says
- Why?
He went that way,
What moved him?
She went that way,
Whet moves her?
He and she
And I
An' the slidin' sun
And Nazareth risin' risin'
Risin' flame?
When John comes out of the water, he sees Virginia
sitting there, quietly, waiting.

As they talk together,

a warm bond draws them close, throbs tensely, moves them
nearer together.

.

Then, at her suggestion, they rise to

exchange knives, and his hand touches her - - - their
bodies are close.
But still her body is beyond his clasp:
he is possessed by it, he cannot grasp it.
Within his eyes her body's moving form invade
him.
He is transfixed, he is displaced and
1. Frank, Waldo, ~E.~.,
2. ~.,
p. 153 •

•

p. 62.
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wracked end marvelously broken • • filled
with this sweet unbearable trample of her
flesh within his breast, within his heart
and loins.
- I am John Cloud. John Cloud! His
hand drops hers. Both of his hands fall limp.
"Will you exchange?" she ~hispers. In her
voice, the voices of many wills collide to
silence. For a moment she is his creature there:
a sterile moment. For he obeys her: takes
her knife, gives her his own crude blade. Above
the knives is darkness. He seeks to see her. I am John Cloud. !igger. I
And, ashe sees her features, drawn and hard, he walks
away.

Vir~inia,

left alone, weeps and pities herself.

Whether it is the frustration of her desires which John
deliberately refuses to satisfy,

denyin~

both himself and

her; or whether it is her desire to overcome the loathing
she feels for herself beCBuse she has wanted a negro; or
whether she hopes to stamp out forever the burning desires
which torment her soul; or whether it is a mixture of all
these, - - - she turns John over to the mob.

As they hang

him for daring to look at a white girl, Virginia finally
sleeps.
This

p~ttern

incorporates the sex desire that can

only bring death, and Waldo Frank presents it again in the
case of Martha Bnd Sid in _'!:.h.,! Bride,e:room
hunger that can end in nothing but death.

.q~eth

- a sex

There is also

in this CAse a deliberate betrayal of the man for whom
the girl feels B yearning.

The

trB~ic

-IfoiTdi'V,
p. 170.
_ _ _ . ..L

frustration in
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this instance has deep

si~nificBnce

~nd

element of the psychological

that takes on the

the sociological.

It

points the way to the embracing of the sexual relationship
as

B

universal problem, wider in scope than the artistically

transcendental treatment given it in this period.
3.

The Social-psychological

The social-psychological pattern of sexual experience
becomes universal as it is presented in
of David Markand.

_~hf3

,Qe..!th

~ Bi!,.!~

The sympathy and understanding with

which Mr. Frank portrays the prostitutes in the transcendental pattern are emphasized in this period, also, for the
story which the author tells about each girl permits us to
see her in a kinder light; and knowing her personally takes
away all condemnation.
Lois Pollard is pitiful in her loneliness and lovelessness.

She is not needed by anyone, and she is seeking

something with which to fill her life.
frank, honest, end young, comes from

B

Betty Milgrim,
small Ohio town.

Her mother worked in a mill until she took sick, and Betty
manicured nails in

B

barber shop until she saved enough

money to come to New York;

She yearns for financial

security and the day when she can afford to get fat.
reven~eful

like Virginia

HB~e

Lucy,

when her passions know

frustration, is motherless, and her father gives her nothing
but those things which destroy her.

She is restless,
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wilful, and unhappy.

Irene's parents were of the lowest
/

class, and when she sees what a hard time her mother was
having as a good woman, she left home to beoome a bad one.
She has never had a chanoe to be anything better.

Theodora

Lenok's life has been empty, end one feels sorry for her
beoause she has never had a man who oould satisfy her, or
bring to light her latent possibilities.

Jane Priest's

terrible experience when her step-father tried to beoome
intimate with her leaves us wishing her any sort of
happiness.
In addition to the inoorporating of the transoendental
charaoteristios, there is the added emphaSis on the emptiness of the sexual aot and the ultimate frustration when
there is no love.

The frailty and shallowness of modern

women is the main theme of this ppttern.

That there are

sooiologioal reasons for this condition may be seen from
the stories told above.
David Markand's sexual experience with Lois was a
failure.

nHer breasts were weak and limp, her body was wan

like a flower too long out of the eun • • " and "Her body
touching his was soft, frail,

strengthless, bringing pity." 1

The consequences of this aot and of her entire way of
livin~ may be

seen from their oonversation Some weeks later.

She says:

r;

Frank, Weldo,

Th~

Death and Birth of David Markand,
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tlYou've tsught me something.
Until
last week, I was "true ~o Chprle~.
I've had
a bit of a love affair now, and I liked it.
Sure I don't love you. But I love myself,
see? That's all a women needs.
If she loves
herself enough she can always find a man to
help her • • • "
tlYou'l1 hurt yourself."
She lit a cigarette.
"I'm hurt already."
He looked at her, not knowing how to answer.
"In ten years, Devie, no one will want to kiss
me any more. Well, for ten years, why not
devote myself to the one thing I haveY"
"And then _ ?If
liTo hell with then."
"Lois, you can't fool me. No woman argues
herself into love affairs, like this.
They
come naturel, or not at all."
"What is nrtural, nO'l'redays?" 1

",

The sociological indictment against a way of life
thet permits such a fine, rich young woman to come to this
state is strong and unmistakable.
His attempted intercourse with Betty Nilgrim goes
wrong when he kisses her.

"Her lips tested frail, girlish,

passionless • • • its taste had cooled him.

Can one lie

vith a woman, he asked himself, without kissing her mouth?" 2
As he wes about to leave, "He stood silent, and he

.

saw her.

Not the vague summons of his own desire; he sew

the objective creature • • • neer." 3

.

The pictures of her

herd life and her struggles came to him, end he simply
could not take her.

He tried to analyze his feelings after

he had reached home.

He only knew that IIlife that had

1: Fra.nk, Waldo,

_

2. Ibid. ,
3. Tb!!!.. ,

p. 72.
p. 72.

The Death.... B.nd Birth of David Ma rka.nd, p.S6.
..-.-~.'-
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been strange and far away had suddenly been strange and
nea.r.

Intolerable.

He had run away from the girl's

intolerable nearness." 1

Then the solution comes:

- And where is the need gone? His body
has no hunger. Something has changed. The cold
water as he took a shower • • • he feels close
to it, close to the street floating in globules
of sound through the open window, - Is n~arness
to life a substitute, which he has sbmehow won,
for nearness to the body of a young woman? He
knows ~ he !! going to do!
Tha~ is nearness
to life, the good feeling • • • •
Thus from his sexual experience arises feelings that
are universal in meaning.
When Markand would have taken that which Lucy Demarest
offered, he was repelled by the touch of her breasts.
"There was something in them weak and infirm • • • • : the
deficiency was of the woman". • • • "Ee touched her throat
with his mouth • • • the same sense of shAllow frailty
stopped his passion."

'2

0

Then there was Irene in Kansas.

He knew his deSire to

be thrust against "the emptiness of this woman."

He says

she was "emptiness incarnate". 4
By her hand he knew her. Weakness.
Pitiful will of a child to live and to have
pleasure. Bravery of brown suit, bravad6 of
her laughter; the stifling of her senses,
almost in birth, by her will, in order to get
Fra.nk, Wa.ldo, The Dee.th end ~!:.th of De.vid .~~arka.nd,
2. Ibid.,
pp. 76::r:
3. TbfiI.,
p. 163.
p. 209 •
4. .!.!?!i.,
1.

.

p. 76.
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dollars, dollars.
He wss revolted, not
by the child-hand but by its clutching the
bill.
He wes ~oved too violently from his
pASSion to feel oity. 1
Irene, in order to do her business well, never permitted herself to feel at ell; she remAined pAssionless.
Markend de~ided that he must see her a~ein end arouse Some
show of paSSion
skillfully.

~nd

feelin~

Snerlin~

in her.

This he does, quite

curses et him, she leaves, filled

with hate for the men who aroused her.

Thinking; over

the demnable pprt he hed played, he seid to himself:
You wented to meke her feel, you lu)ted
to make her feel.
Just to teke her end use
her, pAssively, AS she consents to be used,
was not enou~h.
You hed to trick her into
feelin~.
And whet if her sDlvBtio~,-pIByin~
this ~Bme of hers, is to feel nothin~?
You
didn't think of that.
Shrewdly you played on
the child, broke her defenses, roused her,
shattered her.
She felt in the"end - whet?
Your vri 11. 2
His life with Theodore Lenck beqins with the

ur~e

to

sptisfy their physical deSires, And this they do, impersonelly, for Some time.
that, however.

Theodore Soon yearns for more than

She beqins to feel dissetisfrction.

All else, even his comin~ close and
his heeding the subtle hun~er~ of her body,
wes her will and her Action.
And she wes
letrnin~ that the soul of her will wes not to
want of him, but thAt he should went end use her
by his own lew.
Since he wes elwAys hers, she
wes not hiS, Bnd so she did not heve him.
Since

....
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he moved ss she willed, she did not move him.
Only when he swam alone was he moving of
himself • • • in the cold water that somehow
was the world And was between them. 1
Theodora could never surrender her will, however.
Perhaps the fear created in her at the thought of
surrendering her old life; perheps it was the lack of love.
Markand feels this struggle in her.

•

In loneliness, and in pity, he holds her
hend: pity for her who seems so childlike,
spreeds to enclose him also. Will it remein
alw!ys pity? Might not self-pity turn to fear,
Bnd make him rend her? He sees her body which
C9n be so passionate end certain: body of the
thrust of her will • • • leaving her behind,
childlike Bnd bereft in the shadows. His will
has won her nothing, save to make her vulnerable,
end to ward off from her his love which she
alone desires. 2
She yearned for his love more and more, end,

8S

the

months passed, with no lessening of their pession, she
found that it no longer fulfilled her nor released her.
She grew tired.

He ressons out their reletionship in

terms of her will:
•.
•

..

He knows now why he and Theodora Lenck
have lived together: the passionate conspiratorial geme they heve played so hermonious together, he for his own end, she for hers.
Through her, he hopes to re-incorporete himself
in the world, in the person, of the old David
Merkand. • • Ted? She wants me to seve her,
through love, from her own will: but in terms
of her will! in the seme damned world of her
will!
She w~nts her harven without giving up
a spot of her beloved hell. W~ ere Bccomplices
e!ch of each. 3
1. Frank, Waldo,
~._c~.,
2. Ib i d • ,
P• 379 •

3. Ibid.,

p. 387.

p. 365.
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There comes the time when Ted knows that she cannot
live without the loving of this men and yet she can no
longer accept

wh~t

he gives.

He tells her:

"You want to separate us from everything
in the world.
That's your idea of love.
I can't
do it.
You know I care for you; I care for you
now more than I ever did.
But I've never felt
our relationship could be separate from the
world; which would mean that I, personally,
could be separate from the world..
• • For
you can't be alone, Ted, there is no bein~
slone - not even with a lover." 1
Inevitably, "she was alone, now, with her will to be
loved wholly, to possess him wholly.
prived, turned on her;

..

....
o

elf'. I'n d ren t

h er " • 2

And her will, de-

it WBS cold, it was loneliness itBecBuse neither of them loves the

dther enough, the affair must end in tragic frustration.
Ted, seeking surcease from her sorrow 8nd loneliness,
takes en overdose of sleeping powder when she finds that
feme in Hollywood is empty of comfort, too.
Again, a whole way of life is responsible for the
tragedy.

I shall not attempt to analyze this affAir

psychologically, for that is not my task, but there is a
wealth of material in this one sexual affair Bnd its com-

"
licstions -

enou~h,

I should think, to keep a psychologist

busy for Some time.
Seeing the sexual problem as a universal pattern ,
Waldo Frank now gives us two other experiences that are
entirely different.

Lide Sheron is the social worker who

p. 399.
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has given up her entire personal life to cerry on her work.
She is not rcmrrknble in strong sexual feeling, and she
accepts her work in the labor movement as a substitute,
only to find that it doesn't fulfill her.

This conver-

aation between her and David illustrates my point:
"I don't find you pretty, Lida, that's
a fact.
And I don't mind telling you, e bit;
for I'm sure plenty of men do find you more
than pretty."
"You're clever. And you're a liar. You
know I'm not attractive to men."
"How should I know that?
I don't believe -"
"Well, it's true, David."
"Does it hurt?1I
lilt hurts like hell. But what of it?" 1
At another time,
movement, David says,
felt sorry for you.
pretty.

I

WBS

BS

they talk of work in the labor

,.,

"L'd~
].

there've been times when I

Because I didn't find you physically

a damn fool, then.

I'm not sorry for you.

You are happy." 2
Wh~t

,.

•

an analysis of their problem is here!

He sat on the bed, Bnd touched the hair
of Lide that shone like black flame in the
luminous night. He wes at ease with her so,
Bnd she with him: she wanted no other then
his hend's light touch on her heir.
Then
Markand knew that sex, as men gave it form,
could be e lie: what was this between them,
but e continuin~ of his impersonal union,
and of hers, with the dark earth singing?
He could not give it other, truer form. And
this, Lide knew.
If he now touched her sexually,
he would harm her. Women are wise, he thought.
They know when the sexual embrace is truth, the
sole truth • • • end when it is false.
Ted.knew. This quiet pause with Lide is whole, and
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she accepts it.
With Ted so much more,
and yet, since it wes not whole, so
desperate little!
Why should I not give
Ted whet she could accept? Because I could
not, she hed to U1e.
Because she was destined
to die, I could not wholly join her. 1
Jane Priest is the girl whose stepfather

e~tempts

to

force her into the sexual act with him, rnd herkend end
John Byrne find her as she is attempting to run awey.

They

take her elong, and she and Byrne, working together in the
labor movement, come to love each other.

They live together

for months without the benefit of B marriage ceremony, end
they ere very happy.

Markand, wetching, "knew the quality

of Jane in her intimate life with Byrne, how in their embrece the balance to Byrne's dominance was struck:

she then

was dominant, his wes the ecstacy of surrender." 2

She

believed in God rnd that He wes in ell things, ?nd nothin;
could shake her in this belief.
They 1'ere happy.
• Jane, to her man,
hrf the sevor of the eerth's fruit; Byrne to Jane
Priest was the eerth's iron end fuel end strBi~ht
pine, made by the Godin whom she still believed
to be e man end to welk amon~ men end to 16a6 them
to the benison of fulfillmenf. 3
Uerkend watched them as the months passed.

Byrne,

"from all his journeys and conferences, crme back, tender,
to J!'Ine. "

4-

~he bo~y of Jane, when they first found
her, was sultry hot, BS if it hed lived sunless
and breathless: norr, beneath her poor clothes,
it hed B qUiet fervor.
She hed seemed, with

1 • .c'rank, ';7eloo, Ope ci ·C;~- p. 448.
2. Ibid. ,
p. 464.;)

. 1'6 id. ,
-Ibid. ,

4.

p. 469-70.
p. 477.
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her stoop, flat-chested; now her head held
high revealed her breasts tenderly snd
proudly. Her eyes like Byrnes's were the
color of dawn; but they hs.d softened end
deepened with this gladness of her body.
Byrne too hed changed; he was less tense,
more boyish; the grimness of his mouth had
ripened into repose.
There wes a current
alternant between these two; a.nd it was
impossible to say with whose strength Byrne
worked eighteen hours at a stretch, conferring
with stubborn Irish and inarticulate Slavs; or
with whose vision Jane returned from her
drudgery at nifht to become B woman delicate
and watchful.
The sexual life, giving complete fulfillment, has
love -- deep love from the man for the woman and from her
for him.

They ere both busy doing the work which they love

and which-they feel they were destined to do; she believes
in God and in His direction.

They have muoh in oommon,

both in mind and in spirit, to give body and soul to their
sexual life.

These things, then, bring fulfillment.
4. The Personal Pattern

The sexual ppttern in Summer Never Ends foouses sharply
on the individual, Dagney Petersen, and the man who wishes
to become her lover and husband, Mortimer Crane.
themes of the other

p~tterns

All the

are touched in this book, but

the experiences of these two form the sole basis for the
plot of the novel.

The part tha.t

.!..!l.l:.

plays in sexual acts

is -empha.sized here, as it was in the affair between Theodora
and David; the emptiness of modern women and the frustration
-r:--Frank, Waldo, . ~. E.. cit., pp. 477-8.
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from

l~ck

of love are important also.

The lovelessness of modern life is the note sounded
eerly in the novel
talking.

wh~n

Mortimer Crene and hiE son are

Crane hes just asked Somerset whet he knows about

what girls want.

The boy's answer is:

"Well, I know how to hate the bitches.
They
love that."
"How do you express your hate?"
Somerset joined his hands behind his neck
and laughed in his father's face.
"That's not
so easy to tell, old man.
It's called making
love."
"Hating?"
"Hating," the boy replied. 1
Dagney hed been going with en unfortunate youth, a lew
student, for Some time.

She felt sorry for him end wanted

to be kind to him, knowing that she was all he hed that he
cared for.

When Crene tells her she does not love Herbert

or she could not enjoy his caresses, she answers, "Then I
will love him.

I'll learn to."

He then asks her to sweer by her mother thet she loves
Herbert.

She answers, "If I choose to love him, I shall

love him."
When paSSion draws them closely together in a long
embrace, Mortimer asks, "Whet you felt in my arms doesn't
count? It
She replies, "Not if I choose."
When he asks her if she was ever moved that way when
Herbert kissed her, she told him thet she was not.

.

"But

Summer Never Ends. (New York: Dwell, Sloe,n
and Pearce, 1941), p. 45 •
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it's unimport~nt?" he s.sks.
"If I choose." 1
She permits Herbert to kiss her, too.

Two of these

times are described:
He kissed her. She did not return his
gentle pressure on her lips; passive, she
permitted him to drink the life he needed.
And when he moved away, again to See her,
there she was, cool, observing him.
He took her in his Brms, holding close
to his body the slenderness of her shOUlders,
end on his mouth her mouth th~t did not resist,
that slumbered, and that told him nothing. 2
This same psssiveness and calm acceptance are seen
when Herbert asks her to go Some place with him and spend

..

the night.

She felt his crying need to be close to her)

end her one answer wes, "Come."

When he can find no room

suitable for her for the price he cen pay, she accepts that
celmly, too.
"Why," Herbert said, "did you come along when
I wsnted to take you to e room? Why did you
come away so eaSily, when I said No: it was too
horrible? You didn't care, one way or another.
You are horrible."
"Whet should I have done?"
"Care!" he cried.
"Care to do something _
enough to strike for it!
Care not to do
something '- enough to fi ght e.ga.inst it." 3
She says that she does not believe in God; moreover,
she has told Herbert she will marry him, but she has no
intention of doing so unless he fails to succeed.

In that

case, she will marry him to help take care of him, but the
,.

pp.l04-5.
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faot that she doesn't love him would not matter.
When Mortimer makes love to her, she responds readily
enough, but she

fi~hts

for a long time ageinst further

intimBoy.
He knew he oould not really make her ou~.
She seemed to him a virgin, and yet not a virgin;
her eyes were distant and 0001, her mouth was
olose and warm; she was submissive and she had
a will of her own; her body, when he held her,
was wonderfully hiS, end at that moment, evaded
him.
But whatever she was, bound him; there
was no contradiction in her that did not weave
the bond.
He knew he did not know her; and he
knew he must.
Imperoeptibly, treacherously, his
will had come into his passion.
At the end of
the deep, final embrace: he will know. - I won't
touch her till she knows it is important!
But
she knew: he saw her mouth faintly parted in
what might be the beginning of an outcry against
hurt, against fear.
And resolving not to touch
her Bgain, he touched her. 1

.

When she does, et last permit the sexual intercourse,
he knows complete frustration, for she is a sudden deadness -- a great abyss -

complete emptiness.

A second time

the same thing occurred.

..

At that instant, Crane knew not only what
he must do; he knew what he was going to do,
and whet would come of it.
He hated himself
because of it.
He hated her because of the
abyss in her which lost him.
He was full of
hete, end he knew it:
his paSSion and his
deli~ht were swollen with hete BS a tumor with
black blood.
This was loveliness, he knew as
he took it, end it wes hateful. 2

.

•

Studying over the unhappy affair,
Crane saw that there re~gined e final act
for his deeth.
He would have to finish off his

17
2.

i

~...

Frank, We ldo, .£.£ •.~~~.
p. 294.

~.,

,

p. 102.
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dying, BS h~te hed finished off the love
between him and De~ney. Hate.
There was
the secret! there was the-sQUrce of the painl
He heard his son on the Huntington terreco:
I hete the bitches • • • meaning he mede love
to them. --f'f-I--l1ad ected differently vrhen she
was here and in my power, perhaps she would
have loved me; perhaps at that she loved me
better then I loved her. Hate crowded her out. Where in my life has there been room for love?
Had he lived • • • and all of them • • • lives
where alone hate could live? Did h~te bring
together the bodies of lovers? did h~te bear
th~ children? 1
Judith, the women whom he loved as

B

boy, hears the

story of Dagney from Mortimer.
"Your Dagney is evil."
"Judith!lf
"Whet she wants in you is not foolish; it is evil!"2
H~

realizes that these are not jealous outbursts, but

thBt Judith is really sincere.

-..
'

She tells him that

Da~ney

does not love him, or she would have acted differently.
"That's what draws her: your coni'usion,"
Judith spoke softly.
"She has an appetite
for confusion.
She'll make a good thing out
of it. II 3
'-She adds, later:

. ..
•

"She loves your confusion; probably elso
that Jewish bay's confusion.
I can't blame her.
Whrt else have you men ~ot i'or women nowadays?
Perhaps She'll ~et over~it.
Ii' she ever meets a
man that's cleB~." 4
Conclusion
Women end sex!

~r

Frenk{s conclusions ere cleere

He hes dei'initely esteblished the fact that sexual relations

~

_-

T:FrBnk, Waido, ..........
op'-cit. ,
2. I.!?2:i. ,
p. 199.
3. Ibi-.i. I
p. 200.
4. Ibi_~. , p. 200.

p • 199.
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without love hpve very little if any satisfaction.
more, these relations have
then the mere physical act.

~ore

meenin~

further-

and significance

He has a genuine desire to

lend people to see the circumstpnces which more often than
not force prostitutes into the business--at least, he himself hes a deep understending of them that transcends ell
blame end censure.
Modern women ere empty end shnllow unless they have
They need sexuel relations,

become a person - BE Jane Priest.
Bnd nothing else quite takes the

pl~ce

much of the blBMe of women being

BS

the shoulders of the men.

of thet.

He pleces

they pre s q U B r e l,r
oJ
~

0

n

They just haven't much that's

worthwhile to give to women - sureness, love, stability, or
understanding;.
Lastly,

combinin~

psycholo~icel,

the transcendental, the social-

end the personsl, there is the belief that

God is in us ell end that He hes a pIece in our hearts
and lives.

He sums this up in a letter which he wrote me

on J!'lnuery 28:
God is in every man - every self.
ThAt
I know with an immediate certainty that h!'ls no
equal':" And I do try, in my poor bunglin~ way,
to realize, BE I tslk with my brothers end my
sisters, !'lnd BS I look out on the historic
scene, that GOD IS in them all.
It is B
frightful paradox; end the sole threshold to
truth.

'"

·PP. RT I I

CHAPTER I I
THE TR'SATli:ElTT OF WOMEN IN RELAT ION TO l;'rp-.RH IAGE

,.

PART I I
CHAPTER I I
THE TREATMENT OF WOMEN IN RELATION TO MARRIAGE
This chapter is an analysis of modern marriage as
presented by Waldo Frank, the emphasis being placed on a
study of the pRrticulRr problems of the married women in the
novels.

The analysis proper is preceded by a brief sketch

of the pertinent background.
Background
Waldo Frank has had an opportunity, because of years
of living in and traveling through all European countries,
South America, and the United States, to study widely and
deeply this human relationship of marriage in all its
complexities and varying aspects.

That he has definite

beliefs and principles concerning all American life,

ac~uired

from years of intensive study and keen observption, was set
forth in the second chapter of Part I.

Working honestly

and sensitively and with continuous vision upon life, he has
shuttled back end forth between an analysis of social
aspects and the using of his conclusions in his fiction.
The best

e~bodiment

marriage is found in The

in fiction of his conception of
Br~degr~~

Cometh.

It was written

after he had reached the full years of his experience and can
be considered as a most mature piece of work.

His idea for

this story had its origin in the fact that his second wife,
Alma, cpme from Manchester, New Hampshire, which is just
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the sort of mill town that he has given us in

Marlin~.

She had knovm how the mill workers lived and some of the
problems they had to face.
Donald was, in its initial

Mr. Frank's conception of Mary
sta~es,

that of his wife.

As

he gathered his fActual materials in Manchester, however,
and as his other characters and the" plot took shape, Mary
grew away from his wife and became an individual in her
own right, far different from what he had originally
conceived her to be.

She became a person, totally unlike

anyone he has ever known.
The problems confronting modern married women are
presented in The B_ride~~ Cometh from women's perspective;
they are primarily those of women; in the attempts at solving
the difficulties and steblizing relationships, we are
concerned chiefly with the women - - their actions and
reactions.
For comparisons and for different points of view, I
shell use the ma.rria.ges in 9ity Block, Death and Birth.. of
~a~ ~arkand,

and some references to

The stories in

Ci_~X Bloc~

.~.~~

Never Ends.

a.re included for three rea.sons:

it is one of his earliest works dealing lucidly and carefully with marriage; the stories are told impersonally,
as if the author were just taking a peek into the lives of
these people, the book being written quite objectively;
and, thirdly, the themes running through some of these
marriages not only forecast his ideas regarding our society
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and marriage, but they are the very themes which are
developed more minutely and thoroughly in depicting the
success or failure of this relationship as he portrays it
in his later books.
Much of the factual material in City

!~

wa.s obtained

during the year in which Mr. Frank lived on an East Side
block in New York City.

People he met and observed at that

time gave him the nucleus for Some of his ideas, plots,
and characters which are found in the stories.
In

.':l'~

peeth and Birth

.?.!

Q.avid Markand, the central

figure is David, and all the events are more or less subordinated to him; they are seen from a man's point of view,
or they are presented in their relationship to his actions.
The marriages which have been discussed at any length, therefore, are seen from a man's perspective.
One marriage in ~~~ Ne!.~..r. ~~_ ha.s been dissolved
before the story opens, and the reader looks on while the
husband completes arrangements for the divorce; the other
marriage is not between principal characters.

These two,

therefore, can be viewed objectively.
Since Waldo Frank's marriages may be claSsified as
those which bring frustration and those which produce
fulfillment, and since there is a gradual elaboration in
the later novels of the themes in ~~ty ~lock and the addition of new attitudes which lead to an ever-widening
perspective on the part of the author, it is necessary to

..

make an analysis of the marriages i~ all four of these
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books.
Analysis of the

Marria~

That "all happy families resemble one another, every
unhappy family is unhappy after its own fashion" 1 is
conclusively proven by the fictional marriages of Weldo
Frank.

The few successful ones, as we shall see, conform

more or less to one pattern, but each unhappy marriage is
a failure because of certain conditions and circumstances
which are peculiarly its o,vn.

Beca.use of this fact, I

shall analyze the one general pattern for the marriages
that bring fulfillment and that we may call happy ones.
The marriages that end in frustration and unhappiness will
have to be studied separately in order to present clearly
all the factors which Waldo Frank sees as contributing
frustration.

The analysis will present the several types

of marriage and the treatment of two phases - - the physical
and the psychological.
Ma~riage~ o~ ~fillment

Three marriages of fulfillment which may be found
in City Block are:

Anna and Mi cha e 1. Suchy, Lotte and

Iaidor Rebinowich, and Mr. and Mrs. Benati; one the The
Death a.nd Birth of

_~a_vid.

Markand: Merita. and Juan Fier,ro;

leTo 1 stoi, Count Lyoff ~T.;-

Anna Ksrenina, p. 1
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one in Summer Never Ends: Dora and Oskar Petersen.
These five unions which bring contentment and happiness
to the husband and wife are, first of all, those made by the
lower middle class -

- the struggling working people who

have very little education and no financial security.

The

women, without exception, are the peasant types - - ignorant,
unCUltured, but loving and good.

The men ere of the same

class - - hardworking, content, and unquestioning.

There

is a complete lack of physicsl attractiveness, both in the
man and in the woman.

Althou~h

they have neither the

mental possibilities nor the worldly comforts of an average
family, they are content with each other and their children, asking nothing better of life than what they have.
How little physical attractiveness without other
qualities meens in a marriage seems to be emphasized in all
these, especially that of the Benatis.

Her son, looking

at Mrs. Benati, thinks:
Mama seemed ugly because she had so
thick a skin: Olive-green, leathery, always a
little oily.
And her black hair was a mane
I have seen her break a comb in it.
But it
was good to look at mother.
Her grey eyes were
deep.
Her hands were sweetly cool!
Her voice
was lOW, it throbbed so very quiet.
No wonder
father who was young and had a voice like a
cornet loved mother who was fertile with
mellowness, who was kind and deep and quiet
like a harvest field • • ugly mama whose smile
made me sad, so full it was of beauty. 1

1. Frank, Walno, City Block, ( Darien, Conn: Waldo Frank
1'922) p. 306.
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The element of understanding,
must be present if the

~DrriBge

seasoned with comcfssion,

is to be one of fulfillment;

it mAyor may not be a part of deep, abiding love, and the
author portrays it both ways.

The

m~rriage

Isidor Rabinowich is a good example.

of Lotte and

Lotte was filled

with compassion and understanding for her husband and for
the whole world.

She

~ave

to him and to their child the

wealth of e great soul, pouring out upon them the mercy
and kindness that heal the world.

Then, too, "there was a

light shining within the lives of Lotte and Iaidor
Rabinowich", 1 and that light wes the mutual adoration
which they heaped upon their son.

..

As the mother looks at

him and then at her husband, she breaks into this chant:
- 0 you who work beside me and who Bre weak,
Whose weakness I shere end shell share always,
Behold we have brou~ht forth stren~th!
- Our path is dArkness we must walk it
Our bed is darkness
there we must lie.
Shadow is the world.
Shadow is the world.
Behold we have brought forth light!

'.

~,;

-)

- My flesh is yours whom I could never love,
Behold it has brought forth Love! 2
These husbrnds ere unprepossessing, slow, awkward
men who will never rise above a day-laborer.

Neither big

business nor power will ever come between them and their
wives, for their ambitions end possibilities do not point
the way.

The fact that the women ere too busy with work

and home and children to hBrbo~ discontent, to brood over
"

.

1. Frank, Waldo,
2..l2... cit .,
2. Ibid.,
p. 125"•

p.121.
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their condition, or to find fault with their husbands, goes
fer toward accounting for the success of the marriages.
Something of this is given in the marriage of Dora and
Oskar Petersen particularly.
B

Dora worked hard all day in

delicatessen and CRme home to prepare dinner for her

family.

Oskar worked sometimes, but more often he did not.

He stormed and raved end muttered sometimes about being
the heed of the house, but Dora went placidly on, managing
always.

This scene is typical:

The fifty year old father, the fifteen
year old son, were both subjects under the
benevolent reign of two women: a matriarchal
state more typical than Americans like to
admit. They never had B word to say to one
another, having BS to their body needs no
common grievance and cultural interests as
mutually alien as those of the average
Ecuadoran and Alaskeri. ThiS, too, is typical. • •
It was always a jolly good morning, something
of a feast day, when Dora baked.
Dora sat with her two men, her knees
wide-spreading the tgut grey skirt and her
bare elbows on the t~ble.
In some form not
physical, she loomed end bulked, although in
fact both nen were as tell as she.
It was hot in the shaded room, the beer
was good (she had a bottle also for herself),
and the men were good. Not a bit of them
would she have changed! • • • There wer~ always
her men who needed to be taken care of. And
she knew her men: knew the faintest wrinkle on
their souls and she knew their skins.
Since he was her man, Oskar was a good
men to Dora; eVAn though prone to lunacy,
like a,ll men. I
1. Frank, WAldo,
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Marriages of Frustration

The marriages of frustration as presented in the short
stories in City J310ck need to be considered because the
reason for their failure in each CRse forms one of the
basic cauies for the frustration in the marriage reletionships which ere presented in a more complex and complete
analysis in The Deeth end Birth of David Merkand end The
!~idegroom

Cometh.

Sophie's marriage to Victor Breddan in Murder is one
of complete frustration end great loneliness for her.
Her husband permits his ambitions for e future in politics
to shut out completely Sophie and her desires.

Because

her first baby is born dead and the doctor refuses assurance
that she can have another one successfully, Victor decides
that he cannot jeopardize his future by going in debt to
try again.

He becomes completely absorbed in his career,

changing into the cold business man who never sees that
his wife is starving for love and companionship.

He robs

this quiet, dignified woman of the normal, full life which
she is so capable of receiving unto herself.
Her husband was full with his ambitious
life. She ceme to know the herd will of her
husband • • • She did not understand, but she
felt that it was cruel. She received his
cruelty, the seed of fear that lives in cruelty
like a seed in a herd shell she received also.
She was a woman, she wes a receiver of seed.
She wes a wom~n who needed another seed than
the herd will of her husband.
He lay beside her at night. He was very
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near end aloof: a dull knife that her love
threw herself upon, end that would not cut
her. She was all whole: Like a knot she lay
writhed beneath"her man who would not cut her and
loose her. She went forth from him into the
hammering world: it elsa would not loose her. 1

__-----

Esther Lanich is Under the Done: Aleoh
.. is miserable
..

~

and unhappy, dwelling in complete chaos because she has
no love in her heart for anyone.

One of Weldo Frank's

recurring themes is manifested here: that one must love
if one is to live.

Esther despises her husband, hates

her baby, and has nothing but scorn for all humanity.
She is afraid of life and will not let her pent-up soul
pour warmth upon her family.
Dora Carber and her husband Godfrey, portrayed in
Can~,

live the m!1rriage wherein each is solely depend-

ent upon the other and both are completely shut away from
the rest of the world.

They, lost in each other, do not

admit people into their lives.

When her baby is born dead,

Godfrey is glad, because he has wanted nothing to come
between him and his wife.

When she realizes th!1t he does

not try to understand her suffering over the loss of the
child and that he hurts her cruelly by deliberately
refusing to become one with her in this tragedy, all life
seems to go out of her, end he, too, becomes hopelessly
bewildered end lost.

Theirs is a marriage of complete

frustration because they have lived for themselves alone,
1. Frl'lnk., Weldo,

~.cit. ,

p. 37.

-

-- -

-.-------.---~----
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never permitting the love for fellow-humans to widen their
hearts end broaden their souls.
In the story, Ecclesia Sanctae ..'!'!!:.~~~, Mrs. Lipper
reveals to the priest to whom she has come for advice that
her marriage to Clarence is a failure because she has
never been able to give herself fully end wholly to him.
She loves him end has never denied him his physical rights,
but even in this sexual fulfillment she has not been able
to become fully his.

The priest is drawn irresistibly to

her on this Christmas Eve, and they come together ing, seeking.

seerch-

After theirsexuel intercourse, which both

seem powerless to prevent,

»her eyes were different eyes.

They were the eyes of a women wise and sure of herself."
'I have something now to give at last to my husband!
~"y~.,;;.

t.:;Cl

I,

she

t

I

The Death and Birth of David Markand
Many of the themes which Waldo Frank presents so
simply in these short stories are treated with sociological
and psychological significance in the mrrriage of David
and Helen, analyzed thoroughly in The Death and Birth of
David Markand.

After eleven years of married life, during

which time they have two children, they find themselves
unhappy, both suffering from a sense of frustration.
1. Frank, Wa.ldo,

Cit~

Block, pp. 298-9.

They
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feel that their marriage mesns little apart from the physical
aspebts, and Helen has turned to the Catholic church in an
effort to find some meaning in life.

There are three phases

to Helen's quest for the absolute: faith in materialism;
faith in materialistic man who is without faith; faith in
Catholic anti-materialism.
Always, ever since we married, in my
search for a truth to live by, I have been
absent from you.
Why?
Because you would not
seek with me.
You made me do it all alone.
But now I have found the truth, its first gift
is to bring me back to you, since all along I
left you only because I needed truth in order
to be really close, really yours.
Have you ever been concerned in my need to
understand?
Think back, -Da.vid!
When we married,
I gave up my work at the Institute under Conrad
Westerling.
You never really knew what that
meant • • • whet it did to me.
It Vi!lS giving up
a life.
Conrad was a magnificient materialist,
sure that truth could be measured, and only what
could be measured was true.
I believed this also.
When I loved you, that faith died.
For Conrad
loved me, more than you, and yet his scientific
faith meant less to me than you who had no faith
at all.
I adored something in you a million
million times more - it was not to be measured,
it wes not paSSion, David, not yet.
Yet it was
strong and true.
For years, to be your woman was
my religion and my life.
I lived wholly in you • • •
that was my truth.
Until I realized it could
not last, because you yourself did not accept
it.
How could it be truth for me when you did
not believe this truth, yourself?
You were
asleep, living in sleep, and seemed to need
no truth.
Living less like a man than like a
plant.
Just growing where you happened to
have taken root.
I could not stifle my mind
any more • • • • • • • •
I began my search aga~n for the truth I must
live by!
That search, I made alone.
Always
alone.
While you went on sleeping • • • •
What I want you to see, Dave, is that you
left me alone in that crisis.
You never saw
or felt, no • • • not when you were closest

.
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in my prms. But now, I hAve found whet I
sought.
• And now, you must be with me.
A women can seek alone, if she must, without
her beloved.
But when she hes found the truth,
thet is life: end I must live it with you. 1
He sumS un the

David's uoint of view is different.
re~sons

for their unhappiness thus:

I see it now.
I need to be clear of
you.
It's your sureness, everything
strong I feel strong in you, pertaps, that
I must run away from.
Until 113m free
of something in me thrt is dying; my whole
world in me, Helen, that is your world, end
must die.
It will not die 13nd set me free,
until I find a new world to tske its pIece. 2

A cleer insight into their years together may be seen
from their thoughts end words on the

ni~ht

when Helen

reveals to David that she has definitely joined the church.
Both of them had been restless and unlike themselves for
some time.

He

~es

as one

wakin~

from

8

deen sleep end

feels life unreal:
Helen sensed her husband's state, and
thought she understood.
Longer than he, she
has been awere of e trouble, like a riSing tide
in him. -- He is not made for the ani~Bl existence we heve led, and at lest, at last! Oomas
the beginning of the end: restlessness, vague
unhappiness, then seeking, end then finding!
She hed been through it all a little eerlier
than he, as wes right in a woman who unconsciously
assumed her greater maturity end strength.
She
has found, after what seprch! the haven.
Now
on the anguished And glorious threshold, she will
rait to take her husband's hend that they may
Helen feels the men's physicAl
go in together.
desire stor~ing against her in the quiet room,
and it fri~htens her And calms her. For two
weeks, such crucial deys! she has deftly

1. The Deeth end Birth 6£ Dpvid ~erkend
2. Ibfd.,
p. 344.
",----,

pp. 412-3.

III

avoided his caresses, and in his strange
way of long unconsciousness end sudden action,
he seemed unaware of the unusual deprivetion
until this hour. But toni~ht she must speak
to him first!
She d~re not put it off, en
Authority higher than her comfort spoke to her
this ~ornin~. How will whet she hes to say
blend with this hun~er of her man, kindlin~
her own, to let their bodies, in silence,
know each other? -- There will be no embrAce
tonight! Why not wait rather with my words?
After the caress end the sweet release, when
he knows afresh that I love him,. let me speak!
No, it would be an outrage to him; love cannot
rise on cowardice. Much as she rejoices in his
deSire, knowing the full food her body is to him
end the mortal life that his has been to her •••
knows the womBn born B.t last and at last able
to be known. I
David,

.

weitin~
"~.

for her to come to him, looked at her

books.
Does one know his Wife, he pondered, when
her mind is full of unshpred worlds like these?
Well, she does not share fuy business. Whet the
hell is bUSiness, a shellow bag of tricks! But
the books one silently lives with?
Instinctively,
Merkend knew they did not metter.
Their many
voices negating one another were remote from the
heart of livin~. He thought of his afternoon with
LOiS, of his need now for Eelen. - You live with e
woman, eat end sleep with hir, beget her children;
you live within her, year after year consuming her
beauty like food. But do you know her? 2

"

Both of them, then have
they heve missed
relationship.

somethin~

B

feeling of frustration;

soul-setisfyin~

in their

Helen seeks to find her peace in the church,

and DBvid searches for fulfillment.

Yet, both speak of the

deep love for the other; as far BS they themselves ere
able to tell, there is nothing but love for ea6h other in
their hearts.

..

They have been liberal-minded with each other.
pp. 37-8 •
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David reletes this phase of their lives together:
Be hed been almoEt unexceptionally true
to Helen through no virtue; she held him. A
single handfull of times in eleven yerrs of
marriage, he hed casually dropped into bed with
Some woman, always when Helen was away or unavailable. He always told her and she, convinced of his love, seemed not to care.
(At
the time of her operation, she said to him:
"Dave, I can see that this is hard for you.
cant's you find Some pretty woman, just for
e while?lI) 1
Her news that she had become

B

Catholic after all these

years stunned him:
This was serious, this was no "intellectual
conviction" found in her books.
If she had told
him she had lain with a man, AS he with Lois, it
would have h~rt him more, and been less serious;
he would have felt her less far end less lost.
This was an infidelity, although to know it was
amazement, more destructive than a man's mouth
on her breasts which he loved, yes, than a man's
passion within her flesh that was his home and
his altar • • • She wes whole, and he for the
first time outside her. He felt himself crumbling
as B leB~ dropped from a tree and lying upon
autumn.
On the other hand, Helen is convinced thAt everything
will soon be all right between them, and, relying on that
feeling and on her faith in her church, she is marvelously
"c

patient with him

BS

he fights his battle alone.

He is

ultimately unable to enter into her security, and, disposing
of his bUSiness, he leaves home to wander in search of
himself and the true life which he knows he will find.
Helen does not despair, however, for she believes he
1. Frank, Waldo,

2.

•

Ibi~.,

pp. 40-1 •

~.cit.,

p. 33.
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will eventually come back to her end that their marriage
will be an ideal one.

Although she seems so sure of her

happiness and her peace now, she does not become B better
mother or wife.

She does not mean Bny more to society

than she hed ever meant.
family.

She lives for herself and her

Waldo Frpnk lets us see clearly this fact when he

gives us the picture of Helen praying in the church.
very poor woman is kneeling beside her.

A

The son of this

pitiful creature had been hurt in the foot and needs Bn
X-ray made.

She was praying for money to save her boy

from being a,cripple.
The two women rose at the same time, Bnd
Helen smiled at the wan, sweet f~ce in the gray
shawl.
Qlnstead of her smile, Qthought the
woman,QI wish She'd give me the money for that
X-ray.Q
But Helen, despite her closeness to all
men and women, did not heer her. l
How utterly she failed to satisfy David may be seen in
The Bridegroom Cometh~

He had returned to her from his

wanderings, and again they had tried to live together.
(Markand was thinking of the evil in the world.)
--You heve to know evil in yourself to
know evil; you have to know yourself.
And the
dogmas of most socialists bar the possibility of
self-knowledge.
I've gotten pretty wise; but what
is self-knowledge that doesn't act?
Another name
for evil? He thought of his wife, Helen: she and
her Catholics believed in evil; but not in action
against it.
They turned to a magic called the
Sacraments to get rid of the evil. --And the
magic gener~tes another sort of evil.
I don't
believe in magic; not knowing where to turn, I
turn impotently wise, emptily wise?

.......................
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A Catholic church behind him and above
him shouldered the city.
He thought of his
wife who was wholly in the hends of the Church:
the long attempt at peace between them upon
some mild collaboration or at least tolerance,
was failing.
War wes ahead with his beloved
Helen.
Winter •• And the night above the cold,
monumental church was soft;1
Relen's pesce, therefore, was for herself alone - B
sort of blind satisfaction that embraced no obligations
to her fellow men or to society in general.

When Barkend

TIeets Mary Donald TS.ess and knows a groet love for her, he
has found a

.Eers~

-

a. well-integrated huma.n being who has

preferred any sort of deprivation to a life of shams and
shallow pretenses.
and his search -

She was the one who ends his loneliness

she was his answer to his years of quest-

ioning.
Helen and David had lived for themselves, both blind
to the world, both

sleepin~.

From the sense of their

frustration, Helen accepted the church for her substitute,
and David, repelled by what he knew to be a mere substitute,
went

fo~th

to seek life BS it should be lived.

The inability of modern men to satisfy their women
is found in the marriages of Lois Pollard and Theodora
Lenck.
Lois is restless and lonely.

David "saw that under

the soft features, her face was of hard structure.
was Simple strength, given to Lois by her race.

Here

But the
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baffled hunger in her eyes made the strength remote like
thet of ~ tigress in e cage." 1
David tried to pIece Lois on the dAy he has his sexual
rel~tions

with her.

"He could not see her clear, she was

neither the woman of today nor the girl of the past.
he could feel in her was a void." 2
Pollard for years, Lois hed

A

All

Married to Charley

sense of frustration that

she tries to allay by furnishing herself an apartment, a
hide-out, end there she takes David.

She says to him:

"Charley's all right and I suppose I love him.
Anyway it's been easy to be true to him, if that
mesns something. But he's B bore, and he could
get along without me, end so could Junior since
they took him from my breast when he was three
months old.
I've not done e real thing for him
since, for there's always been a nurse or a
cook or a doctor or a teacher that could do
whatever it was lots better. What I could
do best was pay for them. Yet I do-love him.
More feeline:s ths.t do'nothing."
"Whet ;ould a feellng be, that does
something?"
"A ihrill. When a feeling changes you,
even if it's a pain, it's a thrill.
And when
s proper woman has one or sees one coming,
she's got to stop it!
It was a thrill giving
birth to Junior: that was a feelin~ that did
something.
And if women were honest they'd
tell you (lots of them at any rate), they's love
to have a baby every year." 3
Theodora Lenck had feiled to find fulfillment with her
husband, an executive of the meet packing industry in
Chi ca.go •
•
• his wife was sorry for him.
Lenck was a failure of hers, and she knew it.

2.£.

•

1. Fra,nk, Weldo~
2..~ t. ,
2. Ibid.,
p. 17.
3. Ibid.,
. pp. 28-29 •

p.65.
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Maybe, she thought, the big job and the war
will give him more confidence.
She smiled,
And Lsighton Lenck grew pale with promised
ecstacy.
If he could once possess her, he
was cured of his feebleness.
She had done
what she could, eagerly giving her body in
return for what he gave her.
But her eagerness was not the love he needed.
It wes
will ••• good will, perhRps ••• and will could
not enter him to give him strength, it could
only touch him to destroy him." 1
She had meny lovers, seeking surcease from frustration,
but they ell fei1ed to satisfy her.

Instead of going to

England with her husband, she went away with Markand.
After their affair is over, she goes to Hollywood, but
that life is empty, too, snd she kills herself.
Christine and Stan Poldiewiez
Christine and stan love each other devotedly, and there
is the great bond of understanding uniting them.

Yet their

marriage ends ,in frustration and deeth because they have
shut out the entire world and have broken ell contact with
their friends, fa,milies, Bnd loved ones.

They try to be

everything to each other, and they ere not able to make a
satisfactory adjustment with society in general.
He ster e.nd p~.!1. D~e 11 ing
Hester loves power and money, and she does not hesitate
to place these gods of hers above love and sympathy.

She

pushes unambitious Phil to the front in every way pOSSible,

1. Frank, Waldo, 0..£ •.c_i~.-, p. 358.
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deliberately killing all emotion and affeotion which might
have existed between them.

She says:

~In the days when I still dreamed of love,
what did I oare for politics or power or women's
ri~hts?
It's only as I saw the hollowness of the
thing that I grew sensible. Lovemakin~ and
seriousness don't go together. Either a woman's
a fool, wanting a man to kiss her body, or she is
sensible and finds a work in the world." 1

The

Bride~room

Cometh

The three marriages of the women of seoondary import13noe in

_~he

.Bridegroom Cometh form a. oomplete background

for a full presentation of that of the main oharaoter,
Mary Donald Taess.

Although all the marriages end in

frustration, it is in this novel that the author definitely
tells us how a marriage of oomplete fulfillment may be had.
With the three themes for a background -- Martha as
an

ex~mple

of the woman who gives up all contact with the

world and with other people in order to live for her husband
alone, only to find that this ends in frustration and death;
Doris Granes as the highly intellectual woman who finds
modern man too shallow to satisfy her; and Lida Sharon as
the one who gives her life willingly in order to serve
humanity and the CBuse of labor with which she is affiliated,
never thinking of herself - - one finds the marriage of Mary
and its outcome a complete presentation of the problems

1".

.

Freii.~, Waldo, .£.E..oit., p. 283 •
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confronting modern woman in mr.rringe.
Mary is the mystical seeker who yearns for the
elements v'Thiel; she finds in the other three

m~rricges

who suffers absolute frustration in her life
Teess

b8e~use

her own.

the evils found in other

~ood

~ith

merri~ges

r.nd

~illem

permeate

She is ever seeking, both within herself

~nd

in

others, for those qualities which will produce e perfect
end she will not accept less then this.

~hole,

We shall, therefore, make an analysis of the other
three

mprrip~es

before considering that of

~ary.

kartha and Sid Harvard
In order to understand the mArriege of

~Brtha

and Sid

Harvard, one hes to study briefly their relations before
this time.

Martha hed met Sid

and she never
ste~dily

for~ot

him.

~hen

she was but a child,

It was as if she werA moving

towerd him in everything she did.

When she had

secured e job in the same mill where he worked, she sew
him again, and it was not long before she was going to his
home for sexual indulgences •
• • • Marthe dOBS not know where she is
in g • Tih a t met t e r ?
It i s r i [?; h t !
Ever ything is in its pIece; everthing that
happened, or could hp-ppen; because everything is ~ithin her need of Sid: and that
is everything, and is right.
Eoving Bcross
town through the April gloaming, ~erthe was
not p:oing anywhere end wes not moving; since
everything lives within her heart and her
heart is steadfest.
P: 0
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By law of the same fixed possession, she
foresees and foresenses nothing.
She has no
image of the man she is to be with, of the
pIece where she will find him, nor of what
he will do, whet she will feel of his hands
end mouth.
No feer she has and no joy;
almost no interest.
All these are deviant
emotions of the soul or flesh when sundered
from one another." 1
In giving herself completely to him,

she was doing

that which she must.
She ley while he worked, seArching,
strong, quiet.
This was not pleasure, this
was not joy: this was p~in; but hed it been
so great as to burst her flesh, it was
nothin~: it was the search of life in life
for life.
2
Then:

'.

A shadow stirred in M~rthe • • • something to fear.
It was fear!
Death • •
Near her!
She became herself, feeling death
there~ herself separate dreadfully from the
naked men beside her, to whom she was joined
forever. 3

Sid wes the perfect gangster type - the nihilist;
hard es nails; eager to make money the easy way end fearing nothing but poverty.

He had used many girls before

Marthe, but she held him.

He once seid:

"..
Christ, I been with you months Blready~
I tried a couple of others, I got to admit they
don't teste so good.
I don't like it.
And it's
all your doin'.
Why, you fat little bitch,
until you come along, it wes never like that.
No sooner'd I have B girl, then I was ready
for the next."
"You're hurtin~ me!"

...
~"::J

1. Frank~ Waldo, The Bridegroom Cometh, p. 16.
2. Ib i d. ,
p. 161-.-"
3. Ibid., pp. 161-2.
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"Hurtin' you?
If you don't like it,
get up end get out.
Why don't you?
You're
a Goddamn cute bitch; think you got me? • • •
Just wait.
I ain't anchorin' to no woman.
I want more • • • 'n you ever heard of."
His
hands were still hard on her breasts; but his
eyes ~ere childish.
"Sure, you're pretty swell.
Compared to
the other janes in Marling you got _me any time
Rnd every time."
His hands, convulsed, hurt
her.
"What does that prove?
How do I know
what New York's got?
Some day maybe, you'll
look as cheap to me as R French Cenuck woman
looks to me ~ow, seein' you."
•
• And Martha closed her eyes, shutting
in to herself the sweet boyishness, as he
kissed her • • • the death. 1
They met in New York some months after Marthe had
followed him there.

The joy was mutual:

And it was easy, this violence of
birth: this sudden revelation through his
presence that life is in her, now she lives!
who but an instant before had not been livin~
• • • the sudden birth, yet easy as to stand
letting the air and his voice into her lungs.
"Martha," he whispered huskily.
"God!
Come let's get out 0' thiS."
She saw, first, an i!!1possible thing: Sid
seemed smaller - Something has shrunken him;
then she saw irrelevant things: the smart gray
hat, the blue serge under the gray top coat.
She felt in the fece more drawn and in the eyes
more feverish, the little hungry life that WBS
the man, and she its hunger!
Her heart ceme alive
for him in pity of the hunger, and in fear of
the folly and the danger she illogically felt in
his prosperous clothes.
She said nothing: his
hand bit ~ith the ~ld brutality into her flesh,
and she followed.
Sid took her to a hotel, locked her in, after having
provided well for her comfort, end told her to remain there
until he came to get her for their marriage.
1. Ib i d • ,
P p. 188 - 9 •
2. Frank, -Wa1~(), ~. ci.!., pp. 190-1.

She did not
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try to find Mary or to see her, but one day they met, and
Marthe invited her to dinner.

When Mary Asked pertinent

questions about Martha's life, she did not answer her,
pretending not to hear.
Martha and Sid lived in a suite of rooms in an expensive hotel, end it was evident that they had plenty of
money to spend.

In fact, he became exasperated with Martha

because she could not spend more for her own desires.
had no

re~ular

He

working hours.

Martha used the word often:
"Sid, when
will you be home?"
"I wes home all day."
It was like when she bought things and hed
them sent to "Mrs. Sidney Harvard".
Her love
was real, so wes Sid's: why was its world unreal?
Seeing no one did queer things to you.
You were lonely, and yet you were afraid even
to see Mary.
Your husband never brought a
friend to the house, you were never invited
out with him, you wondered, but you knew it
must be.
- Must be!
ThRt was the word for everything since his hend drew her from the SUbway
station, from the crowds making a fuss about
nothing • • • they called it Peace. 1
Sid went out usually about four in the afternoon,
returning about midnight.

"Then CRme the best hours.

Often there was B hot excitment in his eyes, a twitch
of his mouth, and when he loved her, Martha felt he was
racing to his refuge, passionate less for joy of her then
for escape from some danger." 2
His

T.

bein~

a bootlegger Bnd working with e ring of

Frank, Waldo,
op.cit.,
pp.223-4.

2.~.,

pp. 220-1.

t
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"
criminals made them lead an unnatural life.

When she

asked Sid why this or that must be, his inevitable answer
always was "Must be."

That became her world and she lived

in it and accepted it.
One glimpses Martha's feelings in this passage:
Martha wanted Mary to come; she wanted Mary
to be here now with Sid; alone, she dreaded
Mary's presence.
She's gotten used to being
alone.
Words with bellboys, waiters, manicures,
milliners, modistes, words with chance ladies
in the lobby, were words of silence.
And
living with Sid was also living in a silence.
Being alone! the words with Sid brought nothing
close, the sweetest hours with Sid were the
most perfect a.bsence.
Ua.ry was .E..~esence.
Now Ma.rtha. knew that the gray hlarling kitchen,
the school, Loomis Lake, the hotel at Sunlight,
had been real, because of Mary!
She made
things real! - I don't want her near me!
Martha tried to think of Mary: - Maybe she's
lonely, maybe the kid needs me?
She could not
make Mary alive; her loneliness threatened,
overwhelmed her in its own panic.
For a
moment it glanced through Martha how this
life of absence with the man she loved emptied
her, except of submission and cruelty! Must be!
And the twinge went • • • even if
Mary is in trouble. 1
~ary

t

knew that Martha was not completely happy, that

something was wrong, even if she and Sid did love eRch
other.

"Mary saw Martha married to a man she loved and

who loved her, and both (she knew not how)
world.

against the

Her heart overbrimmed for Martha • • • with her man

against the world." 2
Martha's world had closed in on her, crushing her
heart, because she had excluded everyone from her love,

•

1. Fra.nk, Welda, .~.E.. ~.,
2. ~.,
p. 230 •

p. 224.

t
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sympathy, end understanding but Sid.

Could she have the baby

she wanted so badly, hers might not have been such a tra~ic
f~te,

but Sid an~rily demanded that she have an abortion

as soon as he learned of her

pre~nancy.

Martha had wanted

this baby, end when he hed such e fit of rage at her even
:;

su~gestin~

such a thing, she thought of killing herself.

He dressed her, lookin~ at her all the while with his black
eyes.

- I' m s a fe, she s aid to her s elf •
Un til
he kills me.
Only his eyes were important; they were
not speaking the kind words, they lived their
own life • • • not cering for her life, not
cArin~ for his life.
They were leBdin~ her
now to depth.
She had always known it would
be. 1

• • • • • • • • • •
Sid ~as Bn~ry, beCDuse somethin~ lived
between him and Martha's body.
He w~s killing it, double-quick time, God damn it! but
there it was!
Martha's body hed been unfaithful, and Martha couldn't help it, Rnd that was
just what mede it bad.
If a mAn touched Ua.rtha's
body, it would be easy: he would kill the man
And Martha..
Thi s intrude r hs.d ere pt in 'Ilhe re
no life must be but his own flesh, and he could
not kill Martha.
He knew he could not kill her,
it was not her doin~.
It, he will kill: but
it hAS lived in her e.s his own root; it throbs,
it ~rows in her!
Sid's an~er, possessing him,
did not speak to him.
He did not know why he
sat nervous in the car, why he hated Martha
yet longed for her and felt he must talk sweet:
why he set coved like a licked boy. 2
Marthe's heart and Soul were hurt by the abortion,
but she did not talk.

Eonths later Sid was killed.

For

days Martha had waited for him to come, and then she knew

..

1. Frank, Waldo,
op.cit.,
2. Ibid.,
pp. 261-2 •

p. 261.

I,
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that some rival mob had finished him.

As she told Willem,

~If he was alive in Hell, he'd speak to me.~ 1

Martha seemed asleep, too stunned to talk or grieve
or weep.

Mary tried to break the terrible dalm within

Martha, but she could do nothing.

It was as if she had

died, ~nd in her eyes there was emptiness, ~the void of
an immense possession gone forever.~ 2
Martha existed for some months, but her life was over,
and nothing Mary cQuld do ever aroused the least animation
in her.

It was merely the ending of days when Martha

slipped into Loomis Lake one night, drowning herself.

The

death she had felt in her relationship with Sid had overtaken her.
Martha's love for Sid is an example of Mr. Frank's
belief that woman's hunger and man's hunger, sexually,
often bring death.

The Martha-pattern ~s similar to that

of Christine and Stan Poldiewicz in The Death end Birth of
Devid Markand, in that the wife gives up friends, family,
and world to be close to her husband.

The end is the same -

dea.th.
Doris and Peter Granes
Doris Granes, Socialist, teacher, and writer, is hard,
worldly, and unbelieving when the reader first meets her;
but one senses that she has great possibilities.

She finds

nothing in her married life with Peter to call forth the
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best that she is

c~pable

of being.

He is a newspaper

writer, a cynic, and a shallow thinker.
The relationship of Doris and Peter is far from an
idea.l one.

Even while Doris is teaching at Winant, one

becomes aware of Peter's jealousy and his attitude towerd
their union:
Peter was jealous!
Of course he loved
his wife.
He looked ~t her now, the lush full
body sprawling on the sofa, the milky skin;
and the thought that. any man might taste
these treasures • • • his! • • • sickened
him with rage.
He was sure he loved Doris;
but when he got a chance at a sweet girl in
New York, didn't he take it?
Hadn't he
slept with five since the War somehow made
them more accessible, as if lying down in
bed with a young man were the next best
service to laying down one's life in a trench
for Democracy?
And Peter was sure that Doris
loved him.
But if he, although he loved Doris
• • • ? More than one women, while he was
helping her strip off her chemise, had told
him that she loved her husband.
Styles change.
They used to say: "He doesn't understand me".
Now, it's "We love each other; but we understand
each other's need of freedom", How the-devil
can he ever know with Doris here alone? 1
He was expecting of his wife that very fidelity that
he was unwilling to give to her and that he had no scruples
in destroying in someone else's wife.

He desired a married

life that calls for the double standard - an outmoded
custom in our dey and age.
Once

Peter, finding Mary alone in the apartment, tries

to make love to her, but she repulses him, asking, innocently, how he would feel if another man kissed Dorls.

..

1. Frank, Wa Ido, ~.-ci t., p. 169 •
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Immediately, he is a flame of jealousy, trying to force
Mpry to tell him if Doris hes a lover.

She shames him for

the very thought and he is silent, glad she had given him
back his security in his wife.
Mary

kne~

then that Peter was at war •• thpt he hed

no peace within himself.

She, however, had been worried

about Doris ever since she CBme to New York, for she had
known immediately that the teAcher whom she sdored
happy.

W8.S

not

When she entered the apartment for the first time,

she knew that "Doris was never there",l spiritually,
wholly.

She worked until noon on the book she was writing,

but it was not at horne.

Peter never spent

B

quiet evening

at horne, in fect Mary scarcely saw him except when there
was company or a prrty.

Mary asked herself questions

about Doris:
Is Doris happy? at peace? • • • were
questions as impossible to the vague emotion
wherein she held DoriS, as years before they
would have been about Jesus.
That e~otion
did not break; Mary could not judge, nor
doubt Doris was wise and true. But within
the acceptance, here in her horne, were facts
that must be seen: Doris rlamin~ from her
rOOM, torn with anger, "I can't~work!"; Doris
in ugly temper against Mary, her husbend, the
world.
This wes not Bll Doris: she could be
chBrmin~, motherly, tender.
But Doris also
we sat we r • • • Wh i l e t he s t reG t s h out e d
Peace, Peece wes undiscovered! 2
One day, coming home early, Mary surprised Doris with
her lover,

Ed~ar

Drew, a friend of Peter's.

She knew"

I

B S

soon as she sew them sitting guiltily on the sofa that he

•

1. Frank~aldo, ~.~i~.,
2 • .!.b.id.,
pp. 199-200.

p. 196 •
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'tves her lover.
Mary saw him, the clever hends, the
smooth smell head, the well-fed body: No God
smote him! Doris, too, got up.
It wes a pain,
the seeing them together, as of her arm bent
back till the flesh tore.
The door opened and shut, they ~ere together in the hall. The door opened again,
Doris was there.
Mary could not lift her eyes, she was all
sheme. Doris stood for a long moment over
Mary rigid in her chair, her head down, clutching the seat as if it whirled in an abyss. She
sat heavily on the sofa.
nWell?" she said.
Mary felt the woman's will, the loved
one s, prod her eyes upward. She lifted her
head and looked at Doris. She wanted to run
away, she wanted to cry, she wanted to fling
herself on DoriS, kiss her end say: Forgive
me!
"Well,n Doris repeated, "I'll say it for
you. You know it now my dear. He'E my lover." 1

,

Summing up her excuses for her guilt, Doris reached
the Actual reasons for the bad situation.
" • • • I'm glad about this.
I'm ~oing
to talk to you, Mary.
To begin with Peter:
he mustn't know.
If Peter knew, it would
simply smash him. He's a child, he clings
to me like a mother. His smartness earns
him a good living; just the same, he's
brittle as a biscuit. All the strength he's
got is his security in me: thinking I love
him alone. lt

.........

nAIl right, that's Peter. What about me?"
Doris Solberg Granes got up; her hands
clutched her throat, then fell to her haunches
and she paced the floor, a peasant woman. Mary
"retched her.
"There's only half-men in this twodimensioned town.
I'm a woman who needs a man·.
God, I do!
I'll tell you, two half men don't
make one man, despite all the mathematics."
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Again she sat on the couch. "Don't you dare
blame me, you damn little Puritan. Wait till
you're s woman • • • • • • You're not born yet,
Rnd that's why you sit there and judge. Sure,
two half men don't equal a man. Not twenty helf
men equal a man (snd maybe, r've had twenty).
And trying to do a novel, that don't equal a
man, either. But when you're a woman you take
what you can get. Even the helf men. You hold
on to it. Yo~ don't sey: the True, the Wonderful,
or nothing. Not by a lon~ shot. Not when you're
h ungry, • • • • • • "1
Mary, out of her deep hurt, humiliation, end disillusionment, struck Doris full in the face.

She

be~en

to

see her more cleerly, end knew that Doris's mind was "hurting her,

hurtin~

the secret place where one must live. A

womb in her was being blighted.

By her mind?

fu ery rememb-

ered whet the biology professor had explained about the
radium

li~hting

sorry for Doris:

the live

ti~sues

of our bodies.

Mary was

she deserved better than the Peters and

the Drews". 2
Fear, too, ?layed its pprt in the failure of this
marriage.

Doris admitted it one day in conversation with

Peter.
"Sometimes I'm scared! Where are we
going, Peter? Suppose we ever stopped • • •
fsllinr;?"
"We'd land somewheres."
"You feel it, too? that we're falling?"
"Sure, we're falling • • • • • we're all
falling.
And if we ever land • • • smash~"
~c<, ...
... e d • " 3
"I' n ""'

To Mary's first party in her new home sometime later,
Peter comes exoeedingly drunk.
r:-Bride~room Cometh, p. 202.
2. Ib i d • ,
p. 216

3.

!bid.,

p. 218.

The smash-up for him has
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arrived.
HI'm ce1ebratin' toni~ht, Mery.
Just
dishcovered somep'n and I'm ce1ebrstin'.
Dori~ got a lover.
Doris and Drew • • •
just found out • • • • • " 1
And yet these two go on living together, even though
they meke each other miserable and unhappy.

Perhaps Dolg

is right when he says of them all:
•• So fer are you gone in your dissolution,
that you love your chaos, you who spread
chaos (ah! England), you make a god and a
philosophy of your cheos.
• • • • • • • ••
• ••
Individuals as such are formless;
individuals as such are not real.
Making
themselves into truth, as individuals, they
are lies, they are destruction of form, they
are your chaos!
• • Demons they ere, as our
friend from Peru knows.
An individual who
believes he's reel as an individual • • • •
who tries to act as if his uniqueness had
form • • • is a demon.
Only in so far as
individuals enact the collective whole and
know themsel'V'eS to be abstractions apert
from the collective whole, do they have
form, do they live.
• • • • • • •
(Then to Peter specifically) I'm
talking about life, Granes.
And you - you
are pert of the principle of chaos. 2
Lida Sharon and Kurt Doll
Lida and Kurt married beceuse the officials of the
workers' movement wanted them to be married and go to Howton
to organize the workers.
than Lida.

1.

2.

He was twenty, ten years younger

He wrote party publications and poetry about

Bride5roo~ Cometh, p.
~.,
pp. 398-9.

355.
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or~8niz~tion.

Lide hed

Kovement for yoers, And the

offici~ls

lebor end the

consieered her

beCAuse she BlwAYS obeyed orders without
rie;htness.
hed lived

in the

~orked

questionin~

~ood

their

She TTfle A friend of I.:l"ry Doneld's, end the two
to~ether

for

A

lon~

time.

Lide end Kurt hed been

lovers for Some time.
Mary in bed lingered in the closeness
of these two.
She knew the sDorsdic lovers
of LidS's past: casual, unfor~unBte comredes
who needed consol~tion or just a women, end
Lide ~9S sl"fe.
Why not?
She kne~ how these
men, taking for their weakness, giving
only of their weakness, hed CBSt B spell of
sleep on Lide.'s body thAt !3ccepted its aim
joylessness, its own worthleseness.
But Kurt
Bnd Lide rere close And her body lived!
Lide
waE whole in his devotion Bnd wonderfully strong;
he, the sprite-child with the sp9rk mind, WAS eerthed
in her~ snd he enriched !3S a young tree its soil. 1
But Mary felt that they didn't love life
they Rccented death too easily.

enou~h,

thet

When she knew they were

willing to be sscrifices for the labor

~ovement

in Howton,

beceuse tht wes where John Byrne snd Jene Priest hed been
killed

~hen

they went there to org!3nize the people, she

tried every wey to keep them from

~oing.

The Party felt

that the resson JAne Priest hed been murdered WRS beCAuse
she

WAS

livins with John Byrne unm!3rried, end so they hed

ordered the

mBrrie~€

of Kurt pnd Lide.

As one of the men

told Mary:
"Well, you see, in cpse ~nythin~ does
hap pen t o ' e mit '11 I ° 0 k e lot bet t e r in' the
bourgeois press, they'll play it up a lot more
if they were e respectable married couple." 2
~ Bridegroom Cometh,
IT.-aldo, £..E •.~_it.,
p.606.

1. Frenk, Waldo,

2.

Fr~nk,

p.

582.

.
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Mary appeals to Lida to refuse to go through with it,
but Lida's ever-recurring answer is that she must obey
orders and that she must go because the Party wants it.
Lida says to Mary:

.
<

"Mary, you're a bad sOldier."
"You think I'm afraid to die?"
"No, Mary.
Thet's the hardest and bravest
of all. To go ahead when you don't see."
"I don't want to see, I want to feel."
·
"1
"We have to be ready to give up f ee 1 l.ng.
That was Lida and her marriage - "To the fulfillment
in Howton, to the flower of sleep that is death." 2
Mary and Willem
Mary had suffered greatly because of the failure of

-.

Doris's marriage; she suffered infinitely more because she
sensed death itself' iri Martha's marriage; her longing for
children end her love for them, together with her sensitive,
tender feelings which filled her body, made her suffer;
the fact that Martha had submitted to an abortion was almost
unbearable.

She was all feelings, end she was ever search-

ing for the peace and ultimate satisfaction which she knew
she would find somewhere.

Willem Taess, the wea.lthy Dutch

Jew, loved her and wanted her to marry him.
That Mary was always unutterably tired and weary and
that Willem was unfailingly kind to her and suggested
restful, quiet recreations; that she longed for peace which
she had never found and that he and his mother's house

1: "Frank, 'Waldo,
2. Ibid.,

~.ci~.,

p.6l7.

p. 615.
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seemed to possess; that her body lacked and hungered and
she believed

~illem

could satisfy her; that her contact

with children and Martha's tragic abortion hurt her; all
these influenced Mary in her decision ,to marry Willem.

None

of them, however, would have caused her to make up her mind,
had she not seen one evening that Willem really needed her
bedly.

When she m!'lde him admit it, "all his need entered

her body". 1
"You've always felt I want to take care
of you, Mary • • • It's true.
I want you to need
me.
It is l who need zou. 1t
She lifted his face from her lap. She felt
strong for the first time, knowing she was
conquered. 2
They agreed to get married at Christmas, and he proposed
that she continue her studies at the University after their
honeymoon.

He was thoughtful of her and most

gener~us,

loving her with his whole heart.
Their wedding night which was spent in the Pullman of
a fast moving train, revealed to Mary one weekness of her
husband.

Willem could not break through his fear sufficient-

ly to possess Mary.

She knew he was frightened when he did

eventually come to bed, and she finally held him close
.until he fell aSleep.
" She a wo k e in the p.: r a. y dawn, the n i g h t

0

f vi ole n t

motion and violent aloneness within her • • • It 3

When

they arrived at the hotel, the next morning, and were
alone,
jl. Bridegroom Cometh, p. 284.
2. Ibid.;

3. Ibid.,

p. 288.
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She wpnted him to meke love, she wanted.
him to tear off the dainty white candlewick
from the bed; it was warm in this room, the
sun ~lowed the curtains, end she wanted to
lie with Willem end be open to him.
Willem
looked toward the bed and then he sat in a
chair.
It was morning, they could heer guests
chetter down the hallway.
Mary knew her
husband could not drre make love with the world
awake end impinging.
Doubtless there wes B
proper time for makiri~ love, not a night on a
train, not a mornin~ • • • Mary looked at Willem,
she ssw the hands that had caressed her breasts
and his soft mouth.
• She saw him. - This is
my husband.
The sensitive long face in which
solitude dwelt: - This is my husband; the heavy
eyes: - This is my husband, and the mo~th too
frail. 1
That

ni~ht

she knew they must be one:

in that oneness she must know at lest why
there is life.
he se~, murmuring her name,- his eyes
upon her, his body not yet moving.
- I must be the strong one?
Only at
the beginning.
Only to free his strength. 2
She wes satisfied thet all would be well pfter their
merriege was consummated.

She

WDS

happy.

The ecstacy of her will daring at last
to know itself alchemied ell that happened.
The ecstacy of her woman will wes greet
end sufficed, the ecstacy of knowing: - I em
a woman now, and this is my man!
S~e loved
when he slept, ~reduelly !Rllin~ from her BS
e child from its mot~er.u
The nest morning, Mary awoke before Willem.
looked at hin.
unlighted.

She

nKary ssw Uillem without his eyes, the face

For an instant

~ary

knew this wes not the fece

to see the world with; the thought, unbearable,
off into a shudder.

q

4

1 • Bridegroom Cometh,
pp.288-9.
2. Ibid. ,
p. 289.
3. Ib i d • ,
p. 290.
4. Ib id • ,
p. 290.
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Mornings were happy times with them until the papers
were brought, and then into his sense the world came and
lived.

He knew this, yet he could not rerrain from having

the papers.

He knew that he must go deep to find Mary

and give her all of himself, which was all that she demanded.
She was not easy to arouse, as other women, and it must be
he in his entirety if he were to keep her.
And Willem was divided.
Reading the news of the world, he sensed
the barrier that living in the world made from
the full kno~ing of Mary which alone could win
her.
The leakage of energy and will into this
elien world of news weakened him from ~ery and
made him need her. 1
Willem's absorption in his business and his utter
dependence upon his wealth was forever driving them apart
and holding them asunder, but he was powerless to prevent
it.

He wes not strong enough to break the hold his mother

had on him, either, for he went to see her every night
after work before he went to his and Mary's apartment for
dinner.

He was selfishly blind to all the misery and

p07erty and sorrow in the world, and he steadfastly refused
to aSSume any responsibility for alleviating the distress
of the downtrodden.

He smothered

1C~try

in luxury and re-

sented any attempt of hers to reach out a helping hand to
the unfortunate.
for Willem

WBS

It was not

BS

if "he wented to be like this,

a good man in every sense of the word;

it was

fear - fear th?t his own world of security would tumble;

1.

Bridegroom Cometh,

p. 291.
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fear that if he once began any sort of reform work his own
peace would be gone.
Another problem of Mary's was the matter of children.
There was in Mary e great understanding of children and a
yearning for them.

That was why her work with the Parent's

Aid had been so upsetting, tiring, and unsatisfactory to all
concerned.

Mary sympathized with the children too much,

and at night in her hotel room she coule not sleep for their
presence in her heart end soul.
the faces of the children". 1

"All ete remembered was
They seemed to be crying

for her to give them a body.
Her nights, sobered from the day's
sweet cere of children, grew sad and herd.
Soon the melody of the children, bitter-sweet,
made all she felt in life its accompanying
music. 2
When she received the assignment to take the children
to the clinics Rnd the pprks, she dreaded the end of the
day when she must be separated from them.

Throughout this

phase of her life, what children meant to her and did to
her soul is depicted poignantely end heartbreakingly.

Yet,

when she Rnd Willem ere married, she refuses to have childreno

She learned that her mother-in-lew expected her to

have a baby

BS

soon

BS

possible, end she knew that Willem

wanted one, but something inside her refused.

-I cen't love. I'm hard. Thet's why
can't give you e child, Willem, my husband.
I'll use you.
I vowed I wouldn't use you,

I

1. Bride~room Cometh, p. 257.
2. Ibid.; p. 282.
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between them, end

~ary

and be happy with him.

decided to forget what she hed seen
He soleced her with:

"Darling, don't think I don't understand.
It's like you to have gone there. Yesterday,
you sensed something wrong and terribly sad.
You had to find out what it was.
I admire
you for it. But we're helpless, love. Whet
can we do~ The most we cen do is spoil the
little joy we heve.
Oh darling, can't we be
heppy just with each other?"l
There came to be in Mary the pert of her which cried
to be allowed to live end then the other part which begged
to be lulled to sleep.
weary.

Thet struggle kept her tired and

Such thoughts went through her mind

in her apartment.

She began to think!

was wrong with the world.

BS

she worked

She knew something

And then:

Am I wrong~ Better read the book before
you jump at conclusions.
I don't want to; I
don't care. But something is the metter, I
feel it in Willem.
I heve always felt it.
Wherefore take unto you the whole armor of God
that ye may be able to withstand in the evil dey •
.~ll days, I used to know are evil. And then I
forgot.
I wanted to forget.
I wanted • • • The
beds ere eired enough • • • Cold~
ImB~ine this
cold and no warm pl;ce to go in all th; world!
But you would die.
Imagine dying, and then
waking in such a cold forever!
Oh, I want to
be warm • • • Willem, dear, I want your bed to be
warm. With you, warm • • •
want.

- I don't want to know.
I don't went to
Dearest husband, I want to be warm.

- Shout it! Do you hear me, God~ I don't
went anything else!
I don't want to believe in
the noble words you once put in the mouths of
Prophets. Hello, God, please listen.
I WANT TO

BE WARM.
1. Bridegroom Cometh,

pp. 303-4.
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- Beware.
- Be warm and beware.
Whet have they
to do with each other?
I don't want to BEWARE, I want to be WARM. l
Her discontent with her life of ease and her unwillingness to live a life of lovelessness grew
awoke.

~s

her senses

On the night when she had seen Martha suffer so

tragically because of Sid's deeth, Mary is returning home
from Martha's hotel.

She is walking through the tenement

section near the river when she sees a woman standing in
the dark in her yard sobbing.

She did not cease crying or

try to hide it when she knew that Mary was seeing her.
Already upset by her sister's great grief, Mary analyzes
herself:
Mary walking down the street lighted
only by a woman's sobs sees, BS if dying, her
whole life in a day.
From the desolate,ecstatic
dawn of the gray kitchen whose ceiling is the sky
where Jesus waits, she sees the long freeing of her
soul that was a rending of the flesh; the long
quest upon the horizontal earth for another Heaven,
for another Jesus.
The long search, the never
finding.
The long day; at the end weariness,
night and sleep.
Night, not of this street but
of her home and marriage, lighted by a woman's
sobbing.
Her love with Willem has been a conspiracy for sleeping.
Her marri~ge a sleeping.
- He will not went to wake.
As if asleep, Mary walks away from Martha
toward home where she can go on Sleeping.
Ah,
forever!
With Willemls money and Willemls
weakness and Willemls need to sleep upon her
breast, she will be safe from wakin~.
But while Mary sleeps, she says to herself:
- I sleep.
While she yearns away from the wound torn
in her sleep by Martha, it is lighted by the

1. !!idegroom Cometh, p. 338.
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woman, no less real, who stands and sobs
before an iron gate. While she hurries
toward home, she knows: - This is sleep,
and she was not born to sleep.
The peace
she has known and loved • • • Jesus, Willem
• • • she knows is a sleep before life.
She knows she was born to awake. 1
Willem knows he hes failed with Mary.

She seemed to

by saying to him, "Live with me the true life; danger and
failure.

Discard your mother." 2 And Willem seems to be

unable to believe in madness even though it is true and
even though it is life.
pIece, his warm bed.

He must have his comfortable

Mary tells him she must go away

for a while, end she decides to go to Clermont.
Mary stays with Sarah and Luke Carns and visits her
grandmother and the pIeces where her mother lived and
loved as a child.

She learns that Sarah and Luke are

unhappy.
Mary sew: Luke Carns whose whole life
lay beyond his wife's wes fond of her, and
Sarah who was grown into her husband, who
could not live without her husband, hated
him.
This steadfast seeing made Mary strong,
and strength was a new joy. Sarah distrusted
what she felt in Marv: it was outside her realm,
and her husband like~ it. 3
She saw "a boy imprisoned in his body." 4
Sarah told Mary that she would kill with an axe any
wome. n whom she finds wi th Luke.

That very d!:ty, Luke ta.kes

Mary to his hideout.- a little cabin deep in the hills.
1 • Bride!5room
2. Ibid. ,
p.
3. Ibid. ,
p.
4. I~id • , p.

Cometh, p. 369.
383.
411.
411.
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He tells Mary he knew she was not married right.

Then he

confessed that he has needed to make love to her.

Seein~

his great need, she permits the sexual intercourse, but none
of the experience touches or arouses her at all.
The next day he takes her again to the cebin, but
Mary refuses a second intimacy.

He then tells her how

lonely he is, that his soul is dead.

Luke admits that

he has needed to steel Some of Mary's life because he lives
with deadness.
hunger.

Mary, too, has always felt Luke's great

Being loved by Sarah, he says, is like "bein'

loved by one

0'

them sandstorms you read about in the

Sahara Desert • • • There ain't much difference between
the love of certain folks and hate." 1
"You didn't love her; that's when it happened.
know!"

I

Mary spoke as if she were reeding e new exciting

text within herself.

"When love is blighted, there's hate." 2

Of Mary and her trouble, he says, in answer to her
assertion that she is not wonderful or else she would not
be in trouble, "Asoul can get in trouble because she's
brave.

That's you.

e coward.

A soul can get in trouble because he's

That's me." 3

He then reveals that once he was en honest man, human
and sympathetic.

Serah, soon after they were married, began

to inSist on his making more money, even if it meant his
being e rascal in his dealings with his fellow men.
1. Bridegroom Cometh, p. 425.
2. Ibid.,
p. 425.
3. Ibid.,
p. 424.

He had

l
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never thought enough of money to be dishonest to get it,
but when his wife insisted, he threw principles to the winds
and sold out his self-respect.

The joker wes that after he

became the fellow who was getting rich in any manner possible,
his wife refused to live in the new house he wpnted to
build for her, refused to touch a penny of his money, and
made her own by taking boarders.
contempt for him.

She hed nothing but

Their lives became meaningless, and he

had no respect for himself until Mary, in giving herself to
him, restored Some of his belief in the man he could have
been. Mary told him:
"We're both no good, Luke Carns.
I won't
let my husband give me anything better than a
swell apartment.
You WOUldn't let your wife
give you anything.
She was decent enough to
refuse the swell house."
"I loved her well enough, Mary."
"Don't you dare use the word!
Sarah's
better than you, because she loved you.
Willem's better than me." 1
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
"That's why we ceme together," Mary
kept on thinking aloud, her hand in his.
"God! a man and woman can come together,
just ~ecause they have no love!"
tie let her hand go, and his mind went
back to his wife.
The girl was tellinv the
truth.
He had never been tender, neve~ called
for Sarah's tenderness.
Now he sew them both
• ••
their sons grown away or dead • • • go
down the hill together toward death.
Tenderly.
- We're old.
But we can still be decent.
As
from a gray gloaming with Sarah at his Side,
he looked at Mary ablaze in her youth.
A world
he hes left. - But there is another world.
At
that instant, for the first time, Luke Carns
accepted his life: his heart was full of tenderness for Sarah. 2
1. Bridegroom Cometh,
2. Ibid.,
p. 426.

p. 426.
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Mary has given to Sarah Carns her husband, and she
has the pleasure of seeing them together, contented and happy,
before she laaves Clermont.
Mary writes Willem from Loomis Lake a few weeks later
that she is leaving him.

In the letter pnd later in talking

to him, she gives as her reasons that she could not live
in his world; it was poison for her; it was choking her to
death with loneliness; and she did not love him.
Willem, ppthetic in his deep love for Mary and in his
~reat

need for her, realizes that he cannot hold her longer.

From the depths of his sorrow, he tries to make financial
arrangements for her, but she refuses his money.
Years later, after she has tried many jobs and has
failed, to some extent, even with the Labor Kovement which
she has joined, she meets David Markend.
him and his love.
waking.

She is ready for

For the first time she feels herself

"Mary knew that to wake was to love.

To wake and

to love were one." 1
This coming together of these two persons points the way
to a marriage of fulfiLlment and happiness.
Conclusion
Marriages, according to Waldo Frank's fictional
presentation, are of two kinds: frustration and fulfillment.
There ere many contributing factors to both of them, social
as well as personal.

The phYSical aspect of the marriage
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relationship heE little to do with the success or the failure
of the unions.

Although he devotes much EpAce to descript-

ionE of the physical phases of marriage, he uses this high
sensateness as a means of

~etting

int~

his fundamental

philosophy - - the import8nce of the psychological element.
The recurring psychological themes which the author
sees as bringing frustration are expressions of his ideas
concerning women and their relation to men end to social
conditions.
The havoc that is wrought by strong individual wills
is emphasized.

Mortimer end Leila Crane in Summer Never

Ends get a divorce ending their unsetisf['ctory mFrriag;e,
and Mortimer's thoughts as he looked at her express the
author's ideas concerning wills.
She wes shut from him, she hed always been
shut from him, she in her will, he in his will.
There could be no marriage of wills, he figured.
He thought of his parents' marriage.
They had
both believed in God, believed that in marrying
and bringing children to the world they were
doing God's will.
They hed submerged their
own wills.
It h?d not been a perfect marriage,
far from it: but it had been a marriage! 1
Marriages without love and sympathetic understanding
cannot bring happiness.

Crane, in thinking over his life

with his wife, said:
He had been in love with his wife; but
it seemed to him now that this meant to love
himself • • • even as Leila had loved herself
~ love with him.
And during the years of
1. Frenk, Wald-o:, Sunmer Never ~,

pp. 88-9.
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disillusion after he knew Leila was lost, he
hed had his love affairs - not many. He was a
satisfactory lover, the women made that clear:
not for a moment in those episodes had he loved
the ,.romen! 1
That women often demand so much in the way of social
pOSition, luxuries, end financial security that men sell
their principles for money is portrayed in several instances.
This is typical.
And elthou~h Leila knew she had done
the mane~ing: the weanin~ her husband away
from labor to corporation practice, the
making of the ri~ht set in Murray Hill and
Huntington, Long Island, the selection of the
children's schools, everything • • • she blamed
the feilure on Crane.
Crene sat with his
nervous cigarette at his desk, waiting: he had
loved her fairly • • • so it seemed to him, and
he had given her everything she asked for.
It
wes e puzzling modulation.
She hed married the
Qtribune of the people Q; and, deliberately, she had
destroyed him.
She had wanted a husband earning
big money, devoted to her ways; and when she had
got him, she despised him. 2
Husbands end wives who live solely for each other
without universal love and without bringing into their
hearts a full understanding for other people cennot hope
for satisfactory

m~rrieges.

This course often leads to

a refusal to have children, end Mr. Frank believes strongly
that children are

B

necessary part of any happy marriage.

The love of power, machines, end money spread chaos
in the homes and prevent those who are slaves to such
things from becoming an integral part of their homes and
families.

Fear, which is often present in the hearts of

1. Summer Neve~nds, p. 15.
2. Ibid.,
p-:-r2.
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men

~nd

women, is a produot of our power-machine servitude,

and such fear corrupts marriage relationships and brings
frustration.
Women who, because they have not reoeived from the men
the respect, love, and moral security which they have a
right to expect, have become restless, dissatisfied, and
empty.

Frank says:

Women are most clamorous for Uri~htsU
in lends where oulturally they have counted
least. Witness England or the United states,
where for all her liberties woman is spiritually sterile. I
He portrays several women .who'are intellectually strong
and desirable in every respect, yet they have been unable
to find men who were capable of bringing out the best in
them.
These contributing f8ctors to frustration are social
and psychological.
if men qnd women,

They ere problems that can be solved
st~rting

at the beginning, will bring

a.bout a change in their own lives and then attack the
evils existing in modern society.
There is a way to insure merriqges of fulfillment.
When American society becomes composed of integrated persons
who are Whole - persons believing in God and incorporating
in their lives a love and a concern for universal mankind,
and when these persons, integrated in their cosmos, marry
other persons, then the union will be one of absolute

-

1. Fr?nk, Waldo, Virgin Spain, p. 247.
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fulfillment.

Such e

mBrriR~e,

permeated with that greeter

love, which not only includes the husband and wife, but
which embraces all peoples and life itself, will be a
source of complete fulfillment, dispelling all doubts and
chaos.

PART I I
CHAPTER I I I

MOTHERHOOD AND YOUNG GIRLHOOD

PART II
CHAPTBR III
!\IOTHERHOOD AND YOUNG GIRLHOOD
Two aspecte of Waldo Frank's

treatmen~

of women remain

to be studied: those of motherhood and young girlhood.

Since

there is less materiel on these, I shall analyze both of
An analysis of the relationship ot

them in one chapter.

these types to the problem of sex and marriage will serve
at the same time as

9

correlated recapitulation of his

treatment of women.
A.

Modern Nothers

The outstanding aspects of Waldo Frank's treatment of
modern mothers are: the mother end child relationship, the
longing for motherhood, and

Devid Merkand.
The
•

Bride~room

p~rentBI

influence.

The mother

The longing for motherhood is seen best in
Cometh and Rahab.

For a discussion of the

parente.l influence, I shall use New Year's.

Th~

_~~,

Deeth. and

Mothe.!: and Child Relationshi.p

Waldo Fra.nk's first novel, The Unweloome Man dwells
at length on the mother-son relationship.

-

In the beginning
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the emphasis is placed on Quincy's need of his mother's
understanding, when he, as a little child,
in

~n

alien world.

She recognizes their

find~

~ffinity

himself
and knows

that Quincy end she are kindred spirits, but she deliberately refuses to acknowledge this for fear a close relationship with him will raise a barrier between her and the rest
of the family.

This denial of Quincy's inmost need by

Sarah, the mother, causes him to build up, as a defense
mechanism, a feeling of resentment against her that turns
to sheer animosity.
But his looking up and within himself
made it as if Sarah and her last-born had
been alone.
She WBS seated on her favorite cane chair.
At her knees stood Quincy, helf leaning against
them, his hands in hers, his heed on a level with
her eyes.
And so, facing each other, they remained.
There was a pathetic similarity between this
aging woman and this growing boy.
Their faces
were long and drawn; their heads were generously
moulded.
The eyes of both were a deep blue-grey
that reminded one in her of faded violets, in
him of violets that were fresh but in a shadow.
Even their mouths were alike - large, tenderpointed, mobile.
And at this moment, there played
upon them a tremor like the echo of a single
pain.
Sarah shifted her gaze.
To her, this
searching intercourse between them had become
almost unbearable.
It waS as if, in this
deep sympathy that had annealed them, lay
infidelity toward the others to whom she was
attached.
For Quincy could not be the only one.
In the rapt intensity which drove his spirit
toward her, and in her impulse to respond just
so intensely, just so wholeheartedly, it was
as if, easily, it might be brought about that
there should be no others.
But such a blessed

-
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gift was not ordained for Quinoy.
Sarah
repulsed her p~ssionete inner gesture of
bestowal; she beet down this mother in her
which threatened to clasp Quinoy to the exclusion of all else.
She summoned her sense
of duty, her sooial sense, her common sense •••
And deliberately, coldly, though she knew not
the full nature of her act, she broke this
blinding, seething current that threatened to
sUbmerge the pair, one with the other. 1
When Quincy is grown, end the opportunity for winning
him no longer presents itself, Serah tries to tie him to
her by arousing his sympathy for her, by telling of all
she has done for him, and by endeavoring to keep closely
affiliated with his affairs.

None of these methods serve

her purpose, however.
Sarah
ren

cou~d

re~lized

when Quincy was a baby that the child-

never take the place of her husband nor satisfy

the void in her life when he coldly withdrew from her.
It was to regain the loving regard of her husband that
Sarah strug~led, and Quincy could always feel the presence
of his father come between him end his mother, even when
they were closest.
The mother end son relationship is found again in Mrs.
Taess end Willem in The Bridegroom Cometh.

Mrs. Teess

has him chained to her so firmly that even Mary, his wife,
cennot break the hold.

When Mary suggests to Willem that

they move from his mother's into an apartment of their
own,
1. Fran~, Waldo, The Unwelcome Man, (Boston:
and Co., 1917)-p7 53.

Little, Brown

..
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"He lay infinitely far away, beside her;
his mother his mind, his mother the skin of
his body.
Undernea.th she must find what is
not his mother. • • • • • •
She moved her hend
upon his.
He moved his hand away.
He was his
mother's child, petulant, not yet hers • • • to
be created hers." 1
To satisfy Mary, he consents to move, but he promises
his mother that he will come to see her from work each
evening before he goes home to Mary for dinner.

The fact

that the drive is a long one and out of his way home only
serves to show his devotion more.
your boy.

I will never forget." 2

Mrs. Taess keeps him by
and by

He says to her, "I am

leadin~

makin~

him feel sorry for her

him to acknowledge what a wonderful,

sacrificing mother she has always been.

self-

Mary sees her in

a different light, however, and it was the breaking of an
antique dish by the servant DjunB, that led Mary to see
the real Querida Taess.
Querida stared at the disaster; her eyes
gorged on it and were young with an open
hetred.

"

.,

..

This woman taking the dish (Querida Taess)
loved no human being! • • • No love for Lilie,
no love for Willem! • • • She loved not the
lives of her children: what she loved was a
death, end her children's place in it • • • 3
Mary knew at last that this mother was "a monster", 4
a person whose life fed on death and who would break her

1. Fran'I{', Waldo, The Bridegroom Cometh
Doran ~nd Co., 1939);
2. Ibid.,
p. 325.
3. Ibid.,
pp. 318-19.
4. Ibid.,
p. 319.

(New York: Doubleday

p. 321.
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This led her to say to Willem "there aren't

children.

any mothers in the world". I
He I en Ma rka nd, in The De a.th

_f!! nd ~~!.'th

.of De vid Marke.nd,

has three smell children, and the problems she faces in
rearin~

them ere felt keenly by her.

that their

comin~

She realizes, too,

hes called for readjustments between

her and her husband.

It is here that we find Waldo

Frank presenting the duties and obligations of motherhood
in a broader sense.
The children were born and they were
of a rift in which her mind,
lon~ slumberous in her husband's flesh, must
stir again.
It wes not that their love
weakened; even their phYSical need for one
another, after a pause, returned with a new
deep wonder that dimmed the glamor of the
first year. But Helen was no longer perfect
in her man; there were the children, the
children.
They called her forth from her
David, led her in myriadly branching ways to
efforts, plans, fears, joys, that were not
David.
She was still close to her man, far
closer than to her children; there was no
moment when she did not know that she loved
him Bnd needed him more than she did them.
But theirs were the innumerable tentacles of
the hours.
Into the intricate everyday web of
the ties of her children, her husband could not
enter.
He was not even aware of them end of
their d9n~er.
Each day he went to work,
returned to romp with the babies and to do
the little chores she put into his way in the
piteous effort to bring him inside the weeve;
each night, he ley with her.
Avail-less.
That perfection, luminously white, of her end
him elane, not so much in the world as making
it, was gone.
And Helen learned that children
were no substitute.
Though she diapered them
and fed them and bathed them end took them
welkin~, and sang to them, they Tere themselves
• • • spreading each day farther into their own
beginnin~

the

1.

Bride~room
>"

Cometh,

p. 320.
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dimensions.
She must follow them to protect
and sustain them, she could not make their
world her own.
That world was hers, not in
the joy of self-fulfillment, only in the
strain of responsibility.
Was she an unnatural
mother?
Then she knew:- New York and America are
full of mothers like me.
Came an illness and
e resolution.
She hired a competent nurse,
buying her freedom.
But it was a delusion.
She leerned soon enouRh that freedom was nothing
without fulfillment. r
It was then that Helen became converted to the Catholic
faith,

end she developed a different philosophy concerning

them.
Helen was happy.
Her world had
meaning • • • • • Her children had meaning.
Slie could love them at last without torture
(and she knew that no pain, unless suffered
consciously for God, was ~ood).
The burden
of Tony and MarthA had been well nigh unbee~able to helen.
They were hers, how
could she be sure that she was ri~ht, doing
end thinking right at every instant for them?
Now, thank God! she knew they were not hers;
she understood the insufferable pride in
assuming they were hers.
Had she created
them? did she understand the mystery of their
blood and eyes? God had worked the miracle of
their life within her body, and she had borne
them.
They, like her own life, were lent unto
her soul a little while, to bear as bravely as
she ~ight.
If she did well, the virtue was not
hers; if she feiled, although she did her best,
the same Grace that had given absolved her.
To
be responsible in the actual flesh for her
children had been unbearable, she knew, because
it was a lie.
Could she foretell every possible
wagon in their path, every possible germ,
every possible poison of word or gesture that
a playmate might spread?
Her fury of responsibility assumed that all this, and no less, was
expected of her: and it was a fury of pride.
Now she WBS light.
Her children, like herself,
were in God.
Life was inscrutable, at times
. 1. The Death And Birth of David Merkand,

pp. 55-6.
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glorious, et times cruel. She tried to make
it beneficent for her children.
This also
wes ?~rt of life, part of their life; that
they should heve a mother who did all she
could to make them strong end clear. But the
ultimate was life itself, and its creator was God. 1
One does not feel, however, that Helen has become a
better mother; in fnct, it seems as if she has shifted her
responsibility to God, and she denies the very problems
that motherhood should bring.
because she never seems to

I

~row

m~ke

this deduction

into a mother-person;

she derives no fulfillment from the fact that she is a
mother.
youn~

Tony, the little son, dies; she admits that the

daughter, Martha, irritates her and that she does

not heve the right kind of love for her.

The Is st oi cture

we see of Helen is when she is trying to get the baby out
of the room in order that she mey be alone with her husband's
letter.

Joining the church did not make

better mother

8

of her.
These mother-child relationshins which I have discussed pre unsatisfactory; they bring happiness neither
to the mother nor to the child.

There is something definite-

ly lecking, end this leck is felt by Mary Donald as she
works

amon~

children and

lon~s

for them.

This leads us

then to the second phase of our study.
2. Longing for Motherhood
The

yearnin~

for children comes to Mary in The

...
1. The Death and Birth of David Markand,

p. 53.
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Bridegroom Cometh as she works for a children's protective
agency in New York.
• • • Children. Mary completed her
final visits lete, and returned to the hotel.
As the sun drooped, the heat rose. Her room,
facing east, was cool; a breeze breathed
moistly in, auguring thunder and showers.
Mary undressed and bathed and lay on her bed.
Children • • • It was not a voice, not even a
thou~ht: it was the stir of en organ in her
fles~ dying at the surface of sense in her
fati gue and the good ea.se o'f her room and the
memory, inexplicable painful, of Martha:
children • • • Martha • • • nothing. Mary
wes sorry she had not brought her good
or~andie dress for dinner; but she comforted
herself, no one looked at you in this hotel
whose steel machine was featly fended in
cretonne and pastel courtesy.
Children • • •
She dined well, end went straight to bed and
to sleep;,the fatigue of the day's height and
yesterday s depression overwhelmed her. And
still beneath her ease, the visceral voice:
children • • • 1
As she tried to write her reports, "all she
remembered was the faces of children • • • • And always
the feces of children •.•• always her own body." 2
She liked her new job because it gave her an opportunity to care for the children and be with them more.
When she was with her children, she
forgot all else • • • the city, the echoed
burdens of the world, herself.
It was a
sweet intoxication to dwell within the children,
share the play and fears of children, and yet
heve power to guide them, even at times to make
them happy. Children, she felt, were a world.
And she loved it. had Someone forced her to
declere what was wrong with the other world:
this Sultry, sodden summer, these sullen people,

..

1. The Bride~room Cometh,
2. ~.,
p. 257.

p. 256 •
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she would have said it Simply, It's too
different fr6m the children.
Many of the
little ones were hard cpses:
they ceme from
asylums where no love had mellowed their
animal egoism, from bo~rding homes where their
little lusts and ugly habits were ingrown like
cencers.
Often, they Tere unruly, perverse, but
Mary was not troubled, because she Saw the
problem from within, doubly: from within the
~eart of the child which always she found sweet
and from within the adult world which she
blamed for all she found bitter. 1
Yet it was intoxication..
and each
night the awakening.
Each night, the children were not there! her touch upon their lives
led to no hold.
The sweeter she felt tern,
the closer saw them (every child she knew
became for her a pessionete problem), the
more dreed the separation. 2
UI'm selfish,u she seid to Willem.
uThet
I make 8 child a little happier does not make
me happy.
I want to give them more ••
always.
And because I can't, I went to ~ive
nothing.'1 3
Her nights, sobered from the day's sweet
care of children, grew sad end herd.
Soon the
melody of the children, bittersweet, madt all
she felt in life its accompanying music.
This yeprning for children is not satisfied in Uery,
for,

h~vin~

married a men whom she does not love, she

refuses to have them.
l~!rs.

Luve, in

R~~~1J_'

having been driven from her home

end her baby by her husband, grieves deeply oner the
sep~ration,

end her longing for her baby is at times almost

1. The Bride~roo~ Cometh,
2. Ibid.,
p. 281.

3. Ibid.,
4. IbId.,

...

p. 282.
p.282 •

p. 281.
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unbearable.

The pain she felt as she moved away from

Edith on the trein was "one pain • • one moment.

Pain.

She saw that it was not a thousand pains, weeping in gray
wings mistily about her.

She saw that it was Life". 1

The depth of her longing may be gathered from these:
Edith my child!
Soft hands upon my srms,
soft lips upon my mouth biting me with such
savage softness.
Edith?
0 my soft lave whom
You
I held all about me • • who held me all.
are p;one.
-I shut my fpce in my hands end you are about
me, my Baby.
Only you.
Your hands and your
hair and your little mouth.
Edith, Edith • •
-I shut my eyes in my hands and you are about
me, my Baby.
I am a baby with you.
Our flesh
is one: our hands are on& like petals entwined
in a flower. 2
Such deep emotions as those of Mary Bnd Mrs. Luve
in their longing for a child are not found in the mothers
who have children.

Perhaps Helen Markand's words were

quite true when she thought "how she and David, and soon
their children, rattled about in chaos!" 3
Waldo Frank's belief that the feelings which parents
hAve for each other will determine to a great extent the
kind of dispositions and characters their children have
is one of his recurrin~ themes.

A study of his fictional

treatment of this phAse of the problem will be helpful.
1. The Bridegroom Cometp,
p. 282.
2. Rehab,
p. 131.
3.TheDerlh and Birth of David 1iarkand,

p. 60
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5. Parental Influence
Waldo

Fr~nk

emphasizes the fect that there will always

be something lacking in the children who are born of parents
-who do not love each other.

He goes even further by ex-

pressing his belief that what parents are snd how they act
have a definite influence on the children.

The positive

side of this psychological truth is to be found in the
description of the place David Markand held in his
parents

,

lives.

In describing DaVid's mother, he says:

Her husband was a wise man of many talents,
abused end unmastered; his agile mind served to
rstionalize his pessions; he lacked the staying
power and the steadfast light which he loved in
Martha.
That love, and her love for that love,
were incarnate in their child without whom they
would have flung off from one another, as their
minds often flew and their moods.
David held
them; David was the life deepest and most reel
in them: their desire.
And David's flesh now knew how his childhood's being with his p?rents had been good,
strength-making.
The storms he hed witnessed
of his fether did not disturb him.
For his
father s eyes were tender.
He took him slang,
when he hunted for mushrooms; he romped with
him under the trees of their garden; he let
him puff his pipe and was proud when the
child did not sicken.
At times, like one
child with another, he yelled at him, even
struck him: which, as one child of another,
David understood.
And the eyes of his mother,
whatever storm brooded or burst in the house,
were always full of peace when they beheld him.
Until r:ar deeth, even after her death, her eyes
beheld him • •
• 1

,

After his fether died, his mother and he were closer
Y:"-The Death end Birth of Da-vid Markan~,

p. 147.
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to~ether

than ever before.

from this relationship.

In Derk

New York to live end work,
before.

He

thou~ht

All his faith and goodness come

hAvin~

.]~ther,

David he s come to

lost his mother sometime

of her:

She had died that :r"~1:'y.
Until a few years
she hed talked a greAt deal with him.
Their
talk dwindled.
The open spece of their few words
became en easeful place for him to lie in. He
withdrew more end more to it.
a~o

He loved his mother.
But his love remained
at the depth where it began: one with' his needs when
he was en infant and she nursed him, A child
bruised against the world end she consoled him.
She was gone: but the glow of her motherhood
still warmed through his life.
Like his love,
his loss WAS mute.
He did not know how deeply
he loved, he did not know how deeply he hed
lost his mother. 1
This relationship that David knew with his parents
is in his thoughts as he tries to discover whet is
wron~

with Harold Gore end his mother, Deborah.

He And

Hrrold have SOme words one dey when Herold tells him to
leave his mother alone end not come near her again.
But he held on; Rnd with his rege mastered,
came now a deeper vision. - The boy hes never
grown up; he knows it, he relEents it, he blemes
end hetes his mother for it! Why?
She wes e
woman knowing, in the dim way of ell of us,
there is a world and her own small part in it.
Xhy had this normal knowledge escaped her son?
For he did not know his place in the world:
thAt was the cBuse of his resentment, his
jealousy, his pride. Wes it that he had not
hed hiE place AS e child? The warm centrel
pIece within the world of his mother?
Seekin~
now vainly in the world of men whet his child
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soul nee~ed?
The enger wes gone.
Merkend
knew thet he hed hed his centrel plrce with
his cprent~:
Tony And MArthe hed it. From
it, perhsps, alone might come to B men
coure~e end power to go on without it, in
in the world of adults.
Merkend looked at the two, end there
wes Another nresence in them both!
Semuel
Gore had molded the youth and hed molded the
women.
Her derk suirit e~einst her men Markand felt it! --wes in-her love for her
son.
Out of her leen, supple body hed come
this youth: the color of their skin, of their
eyes end hair, WAS one; but hed come also the
derk coil of her spirit against the fether.
They ere one, ell three, bitterly w6und within
one rnother, making their own world. 1
Deborah's married life, from the dey she became e
bride, WAS one of terror, fear, repressions, and misunderstandin~s.

Her children hed not been born of love,

end all died but Herold.
SBes the effect of such

1:e'--, a.s they qU!3.rrel, one
9

marriage on the child:

Q
I Ain't ashamed of my life."
( Deb 0 r e h to H 9. r old) He un d e r s to 0 d the s 1 u r
to his fether.
Never once did she say a
good word of his-fether.
• or any word.
she never linked her life with his fether or
with him.
•
He recoiled, dimly understanding thAt
her feAr was enold fe~r, older thAn he;
underEt8ndin~ e~ein the slur, in her fear,
on his f",ther. 2

..

"This I'll tell you," Deb6reh clAsped
the ed~e of the table .wi th both hends.
"Do
not strain too hArd my love for you."
"You don't love me.
You never loved me."
"I loved you."
"You lie."
II I don't 1 ie,
Her old. But we Are s t r p n::: 0 r s •
p. 132.
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When you are like this, we ere strengers."
"You lie! You never loved me, because
you hrted father.
That's why we Are stran~ers."
She looked et him silent.
"Go ahead, deny it!" He ~8S half weeping.
"You don't dare. Why if you love me, don't you
say it?"
Her
gaze at her son hardened for she knew
that she loved him, and that she must hate him,
a.lso. 1
Summer Nevar Ends presents e similar problem of
parent-responsibility.

Judith Swift had married a man

whom she did not love fully.
and decadent.

Her son was wild, unstable,

She felt thAt her job was to look after

him And try to reclaim him through her love and kindness,
sinee he hed been ooisoned by her feelings for her husband.
She says to Mortimer Crane, the man whom she hed loved in
their youth:
"Lerry is B p~rt of my marryin~ Grey.
was the irresponsible act. And yo~
were in it."
!'Go on."
She took his hand, held it pensively;
then dropped it.
"There's nothing more.
It's
not easy to say - yet so much herder to know!
I know it, Bnd Larry feels it in me; that's
important and more hopeful for him than all
your reasonable methods.
If Larry comes to
know it himself. he's spved." 2
Th~t

Then Mortimer sums it up:
"I wes afraid of your love for me end
of my love for you.
You've told me that, and
it's true.
I felt no respo~sibility for us ••.•
for the life between us.
To get on in the
world was more important.
That's what you're
sByin~.
And from that irresponsibility of mine

lSl
toward you, came yours • • • your irresponsibility in marrying Gray.
Then, Larry • • • " 1
He applies the reasonin~ to himself,

~nd,

because he

acknowledges that fear was back of his love for his wife,
he saw his own children as the product of fear.

The im-

perfections in both of them are but the offspring of the
flaws in his life with his wife.

Judith does not see her

case as hopeless, however, but she knows for a certainty
how to deal with her son.
"You think it's wonderful of me not to
be more upset by what happened tonight.
It's
that I know, dear, that love will work, love
will win---b~cause nothing else works, nothing
e 1 s e wi n s ! It G
The best example of the influence which a loveless
mer r i

I?

r; e he son chi 1 d r en i s to be f

Year's Eve.

0

un din the pIs. Y N E3_'!

In each of the three couples, one party loves

someone besides the person he or she is married to.
they live to~ether and have children.
with all the offsprin~ -

Yet

Something is wrong

they are social misfits or dis-

integrated humans ~ except Alan M~cShane, the only one
begotten in love.

His mother, Laura, had permitted herself

to have one afternoon with the man whom she loved, and Alan
was their child.

In direct contrast to all the other

children, he is loving, kind, understandin~, and intelligent.

l~ Summer Never Ends,
2. "!bi~:-; -p.-19:r;-

p. 194.
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Laura, as she sees the wreck of all their homes and
lives, decides she is to blame because she did not leave

hei husband and marry Albert Benison many, many years ago.
She says:
",

For that ruthless act, behold the issue.
Albert merried Nan in desperation.
Albert hurt
Nan.
And the hurt of Nan has passed to Trubody to Holt.
And the hurt of Nan end Albert turned
to poison in Cleo, 2nd married with the poisoned
soul of Laurence.
Laurence, poisoned in our
home.
And Laurence and Cleo dead.
And Trubody
is blinded.
And we are here, again, alone • • •
Whet will you do with me? 1
The hurt of the child in the home without love is
typified in this conversation between Trubody, the boy
who has come beck from war blind, and his mother, Holt.
He told her he had volunteered because war was an escape
from home, an opportunity to get away.
UThe situation is not without its humor,
mother dear.
To protect me, you stayed.
Your
mother-sense it was that drove me away into
that shambles.
Holt:
I a,m the one who blinded you.
Trubody:
Tryin~ to blind me Holt:
Don't!
Trubody:
To your own misery, married to
a fool,
A vain and sounding fool.
Married to a caricature of your
dreams.
Yes, mother. 2

-,

Later:
Trubody:

You suffered.
That is all you
had to do with my birth.
I should
have stayed with you.
I knew how
my enlisting would hurt you.
I
wes glad I was not of draft age,
so that I could enlist - so I could

17

'Frank, Waldo, ~fe'w Yeer's Eve,

2.

~.,

Son

p. 70.

(:He\v York:

s:-rs;nn 'p. 70.

Charles Scribner's
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hurt you.
I wanted to blind myself so
much.
To my love for you; to the
humiliation of my father with his hideous
~estures; to the irony of Lucy - flashy
£uoy, being the child of you.
Well, I
sucoeeded.
BlindThen he oontinues:
You wanted always to serve beauty.
You
want to still.
I see you, my mother.
Lon~ a~o, perhaps, your eyes were open
to the truth of father. ' Still, they
dream • •
Holt: For you.
When you were born, already I
knew how wrong I had been in him.
Only
your life mAde me dare faoe that death. 1
Laurence, in talking to his dad, says he loves Cleo
beCAuse there is nothing else in all the world to love.
When he

~rows

too rude, MaoShane reminds him that his

mother suffers when he Bets in this way.

Laurenoe

replies:
Don't make that appeal to me.
Why is she
incompetent as B mother?
Whet right has she
to brin~ from me what should be natural or not
at all?- Is she responsible for what I am? or
not?
If not, let her clear her mind of me.
2
If so, then whatever I am, she has her deserts • • •
-,

l,[acShene admits:
Mother is not he.ppy.
I
have given her what I had.
She is not happy.
That is the meaning of failure.
Grace is unhappy.
My daughter.
That is the meaning of
failure.
Larry is morbid, morbid in love of a
morbid girl, Morbid in hatred of us.
That is
failure.

a

Alan is getting at the root of Laurenoe's trouble
when he says to his mother:
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The house!
That is what has sickened
Larry!
The words of this house.
There is
something wrong in this house. 1
But his mother seBS them all poisoned and filled with
evil because the narents have murdered life.
Definitely, Waldo FrAnk finds that modern women are
deficient in the qualities that make for reel motherhood.
Leila Crane, in Summer Never End.:,., hH s no concern at all
for her children and no love for them.
I

The mothers whom

have discussed have let other interests come first, or

they have children who are

~iserable.

his mother ere the sale exceptions.

David Markand and
Mr. Frsnk is ever

seeking the well-integrated person, and, as in Mary Donald,
his characters are striving for personal fulfillment.
It is striking, therefore, that he hes not created a mother
who is a person; that he hes not presented the evolution
of a mother-type who fulfills her destiny Bnd becomes the
integrated mother.
One of the characters in N~.! !_~:...~~~ ~'Y_~ expresses
what Mr. Frank has implied in several instances and what
he probably believes implicitly: "A woman who has felt
nothing is e slave when she is a mother." 2
B. Young Girlhood
I

shall give an analysis of the young girls found in

Waldo Frank's novels first, and then I
r:-New Year's Eve,
2.

IbTd.-,---p7

59.

p. 93

shall relate these
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types of girls to his presentation of the mother, mgrriage,
~nd

:::ex.

The

Bride~room

~nd

Cometh,

Summer Never Ends.

The young

girls in the first two are not important characters within
themselves, but they assume their

pl~ce

because of their

One never sees them BS

relptionship to the young men.

eeC9rete individuals, and Mr. Frank does not devote much
space to e psychological analysis of their cherecters and
Bctions.

The sisters of Quincy Burt in The Unwelcome Man

ere analyzed briefly in their relet ion to him, end they are
seen through his eyes.
presented

throu~h

The girls in Derk Mother ere

Devid's experiences, Cornelia Hennard

being the only one whom we see through her own analysis.
Both of these books
StB~e

~ere

written

durin~

the Experimental

of the author's career.
The

l~st

two novels which Mr.

Fr~nk

has

~ritten

return

a~ain

to the young girl characterization, but there is a

~reat

difference to be seen in the manner of treatment.

The

~irls

s~

which we find in The Bridef,roo_l!':

I. eve r

End s ere

!'l

C~P::leth

and

n B 1 Yzed end pre sen ted e sin d i v i d u a 1 s ;

they dissect themselves; other characters Sum them up; and
the author helps develop them
sociolo~ical

angles.

~ully

from psychological and

These two books

belon~

to the periods

which I hBve termed that of Consciousness of the Ferson.
Rhoda and Adelaide are contrasting cherecters in
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The Unwelcome Ma.n.
unselfishly

~nd

Adelaide loved her brother, Quincy,

understandingly, but there was a certain

embarrassment which held them apart until

~uincy

came to

prefer Rhoda end her selfishness.
It was the common mistake of most people
to call Rhoda the prettier of the two.
Such
are the triumphs of an aggressive spirit. For
although the younger (Adelaide) was essentially
the finer girl, her subdued nature shone forth
1
badly beside the obvious brilliance of her sister.
And meantime, neer Rhoda, in whose cold,
perverse, spoiled beauty his ironic instinct
had caused him to seek a haven, there was
another Sister, yearning for his companionship.
But Adelaide's eyes were diffident, and her
wry wes quiet.
Quincy ~new ebout her only that
she wes in Rhode's ~r"ces, Rnd therefore to be
tAcitly envied end ;esented. 2
Adelaide yearned for her brother's love and confidence,
but the deeper her

feelin~s

were, the less articulate she

became, Bnd it was Rhode, COld, proud, and indifferent,
whom Quincy yearned to have as his companion.
flict is seen

throu~hout

This con-

the book; Adelaide hes no boy

friends end no lovers, while Rhoda is very popular.

hhode

gets married, Bnd 7e heve every reaEon to believe that no
man ever discovered the true gold hidden within the
reticence of Adelaide.
Some of her chrrecteristics rre to be found in
Cornelie Rennard, one of the girls in Dark kother.
seme motherliness toward her brother is to be found,
1. Unwelcome
2. Ib fd. ,
.

p. 81.

pp. 85-8u.

The
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although it is much more pronounced in Cornelie,

~nd

she

penetrates much more deeply into the life of her brother
then does Adelaide.

In fect, Cornelie is e second mother

to Tom, end for years they ere closer together in love end
underEt8ndin~

than most brothers end sisters.

he fills

her life comoletely until Devid Kerkend comes along.
Cornelia is a sculptress who hes come to New York
to meke that her life's work.

She hes already won prizes

end feme end seems on the roed to genuine sucoess when Tom
brin~s

Devid to her studio.

end thet
Tort •

brin~s

She falls in love with David,

about the eventual rift between her and

Success and feme soon ?re empty words to Cornelia.

Her life end mind

~ere

chaos.

She hed never needed to find the word
for whet she felt toward David.
Often, she
needed to sev to herself in self-Assertion:
I em a women:
Her life b~ought doubt of that.
~ere women supposed, like her, to live alone
~nd work, and have no home, end have no one to
care for?
Her instinct despaired often of the
life she gave her body end her mind.
In
protest, sometimes it would speak: em 1 a women?
But here wes e hermony so deep it required no
voice outside itself: in whet she felt toward
Devid. 1
How strange it ell WAS, what an ironic time
of it the world wes having with its men and women!
She hed yearned to escepe in order to be en artist.
She hed left home, risked life.
She Bnd Tom hed
starved, while she pursued her dream.
Here she
Vie.s: Cornelia Rennard, SCUlptress. And eshes in
her hend.
But what wes more then stran~e: she did
not seem to cere. 2
.
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When she end Tom leArn of the death of their fether,
Tom rem8rks!
~FBther wes e happy man: he had e pIece
to ~o, from this desecrated world. Fether
wes B strong men: he hed his God.
Where is
our God, Co~nelie?"
(Then he answers himself:)
"We heve no ~ods. We have lost the old
one. We have won-no new ones." 1

Then Cornelia tells him thet they both ere unheppy.
"Are we thBt?~ he asked her.
"Heve we
the strength to be unhappy?
To remain unhappy?
Oh, how I wish I could believe thBt~" -He WBS
gresing both her wrists.
He dropped them.
~No,~ he seid.
nIt's a lie. We ere
nothin~.
We ere not even martyrs.
I with
my Law - my successful rotten Lew.
You with
your paltry, remunerative Art~
We ere on the
wBy.
Something is on the way, through us,
perhaps, through the wilderness of life. We
ere they who shall fall by the wayside." 2
Unhappy Cornelia, the loving, the kind, end the understanding girl, in order to seve David from Tom, gives him
into the arms of another girl, and she commits suicide.
It is e cAse again, like Adelaide, of just such a

~irl

not being deSired at all by men, and their life lacking
fulfillment.
Cll'!rice Lodi;e, in Unwelcome Man, is the girl (=luincy
hed met end liked when she was sixteen.

She entered society

the next seeson, Rnd Quincy did not see her for several
years.

She is now a young woman, hard, cold, blase, but

for Quincy, this night, she can be her old, girlish self.
1.
2.

-~.

l

Derk Mother,
Ibid.,-

p. 318.
p. 319.
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Mr. Frank then gives this criticism of society and girls:
The City's intricate machinery for bringabout whet is already there - an engine for
makin~ paper leaves grow on reel trees - creates
a pathetic du~lism even in its girls.
It
provides well that the gulf of after-marriage
between their natures Bnd their pOSitions may
be sure to have had time to widen.
Already in
their choice of friends, girls know the limitetions of the laws that bind them, develop a
technique of evasion, straddle two mounts in
order to ride two ways.
And if leter, as a
clear due of this, they are torn limb from limb,
man with his insect vision blames their desire to
ride, instead of the false direction in which
they have been placed.
It was with some such canny calculation
that Clarice welcomed Quincy.
She knew well the
sort of man whom she must w~d.
She was able
to judge how his capacity for filling certain
major needs of a conventionalized life must
unfit him for many pleasant matters.
She was
well-prepared to split herself in two, dally
with Quincy - while she went on hunting for a
husband. I
in~

Clarice despised the life she lived, and she had
become completely disillusioned.
Quincy

h~d

She loved all the things

once stood for, but she knew she must persevere

in ttis world of hers and that she was willing to do so.
That wes why Quincy sensed in her "the strange admixture
of tenderness and flint, joy and detachment, which Clarice
displayed". 2

He saw her, intellectually radical,

emotionally set and conserved - more than existing, living
with

B

clear efficiency and

B

firm conscience!" 3

She hed

completely mastered all her emotions until they served ter
purpose well, but in so

doin~,

1. Unwelcome Man,
pp. 325-6.
2. Ibid.,
P:-327.
3. Ibid.,
p. 327.

she hed become hard and
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demandin~.

When she is rebuking him for not utilizing all

his te1ents to become something better than he is, he esks
her what she hes to give him to help keep him real except
e set of rules;
strength to

she hes no enswer for that, for she hes no

~ive

him.

She hed "no power to beer and no

heert to quicken" 1 his greet need if he were to become a
nerson.

C1erice needed, BS much as he, to become B reel

and B live person, but she was not willing to crucify her
will until she could help them both change their lives.
This same kind of girl, with a few variations, is to
be found in Lois Deane, one of the young ladies in Dark
Mother.

David, her cousin, thinks for a long time that he

loves her, and while he lives in the Deene home she, sixteen
end seventeen, end he, twenty, play around at being in love.
David would heve been very serious indeed if Lois hed
responded just as seriously.
Lois is a very likeable, friendly girl, and she
possesses the characteristics for becoming
well-integrated person.

8

truly heppy,

When David kissed her first,

answers his questions by asking:
"Do you think, if you hadn't been nicer,
Bnd everytb.ing, I'd let you ki.ss

Rnd".£!.~~,

me?
Her liked her intimACy.
It flattered him~
He did not wish to tell her of his work at Mr.
Devitt's, end how easily he might have steyed
there long end forever.
And she liked his
1. Unwelcome Ma.n,

p.3''l0.

she
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.reticence, feeling its power.
She liked the
ve i 1 ed pro.mi s e 0 f pI e p sure and strength tha.t
he suffused from all of his big being.
It
frightened her. 1
When David

l~ter

gives her a kiss of passion, she

becomes Angry.
Something started up in his breast and
beat against his brepthing, hurt him.
Not the deniel of the kiss.
It ~as the
sudden pierce of her insensitiveness. She hrd
not cared to understand how he cared for her.
And when he hpd longed for her mouth, her mood
had not chenf!;ed~
If only-it had~
If only she hed been moved though it was in denial.
He had et times believed he saw her little
body stir with p~ssion when he was near her. But
so faintly, so containedly.
Never in doubt of her
control. Something she tasted in exquisite
moderrtion and enjoyed.
In her deniel she was
cool.
It was as if her hunger for e closer kiss
were a question answered in her cetechism: one
she knew all about; one she hed learned the
answer of by rote.
There she wes smiling, chatting. She hed
already forgotten. 2
It

WBS

this wey throughout their courtship.

She

deliberately denied herself the feeling she might have had
for David because she hed been trained to look for something
else from society.

The same thought which was expressed

back of ClArice's philosophy is found in this:
Sested at the wide round table with hluriel
and her mother, she instinctively inquired into
her own future freedom: and in this mood studied
them.
She studied their dress; she studied their
activities.
She absorbed their judgments and
their ple!'sures.
She wes sixteen~ A spirit of gayety and
candor denced in her heart.
But she hed no

1.
2.

Dark Mother, p. 60.
Ibid.,
pp. 92-93.
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knowled~e

to build a mansion for it: to
train end cherish it: to give it weapons
wherewith to confront the world.
It was
dancing, this unblemished spirit, d~ncing itself
to death. For it was the daughter of the sun,
and it breathed no fresh air; it had been born
careless and frail end ell ebout it walls of
convention: it was starved and forced to feed
upon i tsalf. 1
Lois knew airead the inwardness of
There wes much talk of this at
the luncheon table.
She had the right
contempt for the girls who married unmoneyed
men for love: for the men who risked their
future - their finances - in alliance with
unmoneyed girls:
~erri9ge.

And Lois knew already the inwardness of
friendship.
~uriel end her mother had friends.
They kissed them end flattered them and entertained them.
At the luncheon table they discussed them.
No one but was a tissue of deceptions, of selfishness, of deceit.
Their
reorsls were l?rgely obstacles they ~ere forever dodging.
They flirted - with fops or
fools.
They pngled - for goldfish.
They were
miserable at home.
One was none too anxious to
One was none too faithful to
to heve children.
her husb~nd.
All of them ~ere none too good
at !lli.
David came to realize thpt Lois would never let herself
cere for him, and he eventually gets over his feeling for
her.
•

•

The presence of Muriel ahd Lois fretted
his nerves: spiced them; taunted them.
But if
their lives, their thoughts, the gay deckings of
their bodies called forth sex, also they stifled
it. David wondered if it would always be so, even
~hen they ~ere married.
For p reason he could not
nBme he decided he would not went.to be e husband
to Lois.
There wes R curious contradiction in
these ~irls: somethin~ counterfeit; perhaps
1. Dark Uother,
pp. 77-78.
2. Ibid.,
pp. 78-79.

l
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somethin~ thwarted.
DAvid once saw B great red
flower - ~uriel's in a vase on her table.
Thinking oi other things, he smelt it: his mind
went rushin~ toward it, finding it odorless. He
crushed it. - He had never felt the least inpulse
to crush a fragrant flower.
Uuriel end Lois
were roses, but they had no perfune.
He thou~ht,
if he held such B lover, he should want to
crumple her.
It might mysteriously be a way of
having satisfaction.
Living in the house with
Muriel and LoiS, he found they sharpened his
senses, yet blunted his will: heightened his
needs, yet d~prfed his power to get them. 1

Along these same lines of choosing husbands that are
economically satisfactory, we heve the example of Mercia
Duffield,

in~aE..~ Mo~he.£,

who hes decided to mBrry a. ma.n

named King bccause he is wealthy end can pay her mother's
debts.

She loves Tom Rennard who comes to her to beg her

to marry him.

They have had strangelY satisfying in-

timacies, but Tom had put e sto p to it because he could
not afford to 1'1"'rry a poor e;irl.
me ntJ

f':C

sonehow.

mr>rry Kin?:.
~ntidote

I.Ie rei a then

lie now' tells her they ,dll

admits she we nt. s him but will

Then, she seys that Tom cen be her lover, en

for the husband.

He cen be her adventure - her

reI e a s e fro m p r i son, _t" n d t hat will mB k e her

r.:. 8

r r yin g Kin g

beprable.
David Vt"rkand meets Helen Deindre, end Cornelia urges
him to go see Helen.

Soon, David feels that he loves her,

and he, asks her to marry him.

f_. 1'r8nx:,
n
1

In The Deeth and Birth of

pp. 118-19.
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leaves them just es they become

en~B~ed.

Helen is e

serious, hArdworking girl who is e student in medicine.
She intends to employ her science in expert work

emon~

the children Bnd mothers of the city.
"She wes et once lovely with youth end
indestructibly firm with A queifit mothersense.
Her stelwertness wes sbout her girlhood, protectin~ it, as her stron~ full body
wes sbout the dence of her eyes • • • • She
wes steBdy; her thrust in life wes sure end
lon~".

1

Marthe end

~ery

DonAld, from earliest childhood hed

been utterly different in disposition,
Their childhood and

youn~

plessures end many deprivations.

~lthou~h

they were

girlhood hed known no
Their fether snd step-

mother believed in teaching them sbout Christ pnd lettinq
ell worldly comforts go.
co Id.

She knew exactly

end she never permitted
from her course.

Merthe wes sullen, herd, end
~het

she wes

Bnythin~

zoin~

to do in life,

to CBuse her to deviate

She simply paid no ettention to the dis-

comforts of her home, for she knew she would be there only
long
out.

enou~h

to go

throu~h

school pnd get her a job end

~et

Then she met Sid Hsrvard, end from then on no boys

interested hor.
could uet him.

She wented Sid, pnd she weited until she
She

WAS

selfish, pnd ell the

reli~ious

teachings in the world would not have affected her.
absorbed none of them.

She
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Mary was sensitive,

lovin~,

end

~ood.

Both she and

Merthe hed to get part-time jobs es soon AS they could,
end they never hed either clothes or the pleasures thet
most g-irls h!'d.
wes deeply
loved.

Mary became the mystic--the seeker; ehe

reli~ious

end craved love from those whom she

These quotations will show the difference:

Here is the key to Martha.
She Accepted
coolly the cruel strata of luxury end toil in
the hotel, bec~use her hun~er wes in enother
world.
Simil~rly, she m8ne~ed the boys, fending
off with ease their lusty, clumsy passes for her
hends, her mouth, end without en~er, without
jud~ment, because hers was a different longin~.
Her life was simply the form of it, the ~rowin~
and prepering form of love. 1
It was all, for Mery, 9 new confusion
added to confusion:
too immediate it hed come,
this summer in the hotel, upon the confUSion
of Winant.
Her inward life wes chaos, end as
she struggled.
• mutely, unconsciously.
to brin~ it into orde~, always new elements
poured in, of chaos.
To outSiders, Mary was industrious, timid, Silent.
"But within the rising chAOS of her life rose Mary's need
to mAster it: to find
her life."

8

solid center that she

mi~ht

call

Mary never lost her belief in Christ; she never

found peace until she found deep, abiding love, but she
WAS

not content with less then what fulfilled her.
Grandmother OtiS, blind and

dyin~,

told in a

beautiful way the difference between the two

-

'-

~irls:

"Lest night, I heard the whippoorwill.
There's 8 Yankee bird.
It cuts strai~ht through
p. 119.
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the night.
My grQndfather told me of the
ni~htin~ale in England.
There's B different
bird!
It swellowed the night, it sang with ~he
night in its throat.
A heavy burden.
It
.
co~ldn't cut throu~h the ni~ht, bearing that
heavy burden.
Whippoorwills could fly scross
the oces.n."
"You're not B Yankee, Martha. • • •
You're
a nightingale ~nd the night is in you.
"Tears
were in the eyes of the old women.
"You can't
cross the sea, heavy laden with night, dear
Martha.
Happy lartha • • •
"Martha, don't be afraid to die.
You
end your husband, you will die.
Not alone • • •
Her voice yet clear, but ~eaker: "Ann, you are
alone.
~Bry is your child.
Mary • • • is • • •
t.1lone."
And now for the first time, Margaret OtiS
turned aSide, fecin~ strAi~ht toward Mary.
"You
cut through the night." I

.

"

The young girls discussed thus far have conformed
more or less to their training and envirQnment Bnd have
not strayed far from the conventionsl path.
sin~ularly

They have been

free from such ultra-modern influences as

cocktail hours, highball dates,

jazz seSSions, Bnd swing.

Waldo Frank does not consider these problems in relation
to his young girls until he presents Lilie Teess in The
Bride~room

Co~eth.

Lilie had been reared in a quiet, cultured, refined
Jewish home by her mother and brother.

Willem tells Mary

on our first introduction to Lilie that she has been qcting
as if she wanted to kick

ov~r

the traces.

She has been

going with a loud, restless, modern bunch who flirt Bnd look
T~ The Bride groom Comet~,

p.433.
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for thrills.

Mery went with Lilia sometimes to places

where she met her friends, end she found them a strange
lot.
9nd

The boys insisted that they loved nothing and no one,
th~

girls made no demands on the boys for affection

or understanding.

Each hAd something the other wanted -

it was fair exchange.
Mary was trying hard to be a woman; and it
was womAn that these youn~ people had no use for.
Thet-w-;S-why the girls we;e bobbing their hair,
benting the hips, developing end showing their
legs.
They were tryin~ to be variants of boy,
e bit softer and smaller, with breasts permitted
if they were not too lArge.
It wes e world without women.
And 8 world without the words by
which Mary had been nurtured: good, evil, sin,
God, duty • • • were not denied by these youn~
people many of them older then Uary; they were
not even conceived.
T~ey

. ..

knew B thousand times more than Mary;
they had traveled, studied music, resd the
magazines and latest novels.
But under the
plum~ge they were wingless birds running a
high temperature trying to fly.
That's whet
mede them so dependent on the boys.
The boys
geve them a life, even if it was always
followed by A flop.
And they knew the flop
wes coming: they did not even believe in the
possibility of flying! 1
Mrs. Taess did not seem to be greatly worried about
Lilie.

She worried a lot about her

eetin~

the right food,

weering the right clothes, having e Food time, end
eventually marrying e man in their set with coney end
social position.

But what Mary celled her life -- her

soul end her salvation -- worried Mrs. Taess not At all.
r-:Dark Mother,

p. 337.
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Then there comes the day when Lilie told Mary she had been
to the spartment of a man and had permitted .some intimacies,
she knew how far to let him

but for Mary not to worry
go and when to make him stop.

.

love the man - -

She said she did not even

it was just for a thrill.

Once, Mary went

to a speakeasy with Lilie, Bnd she saw the women there
"sheathed • • • the women in their furs were ruthless-hard
as if they knew where they
arriving." 1
could ge t

~ere

going and were not sure of

Mary took Lilie home with her as soon as she

a.wa.y.

Mary sensed the girl's body sing with
tension: it was a lovely body, it was hungry,
it was seeking its own pea.ce. 2
She tells Mary that no one is any good, that most

,.

people are scared; that life is rotten, and "to hell
with it."

Her life is mapped out, anyhow.

She must marry

some rich Jew with B good family name, whether she loves
him or not, for love doesn't make any difference.

We see

her very much in love with a South American soon, but she
will not marry him.

•"'

She will come very, very close to him

and enjoy him, but when she marries, it will have to be
someone of whom her mother approves.
Just such a girl is Mathilde Crane in Summer Never
Ends.

It is the same Wild, thrill-seeking set of young

folks, the same irresponsibility, the same selfish yearning
The Brideg~oom Cometh,
p. 339.
2. Ibid.,
p. 344.
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. for pleasures.
Mathilde the

her father edmits that they have not taught

ri~ht

values in life.

Dagney Petersen, the

main character in the same book, hps been discussed
thoroughly in the chapter on sex, but I wish to point out
the differences Bnd the similarities in her, Lilie, and
Mathilde.
Dp~ney

did not move in the seme social circle, end,

therefore, the loose, idle crowd is not her companions.
Dagney works for her living and hes hAd a herd struggle.
There is e seriousness end e purpose to her life that these
young people leck.
God;

DR~ney,

however, does not believe in

she spends no time in preparing her soul and her inner

life for better, finer living.

She is herd and uncompromis-

ing; whether she hes sexual relations with Crane or with
Herbert Stein or with both makes no difference to her.
livin~

She hes no conscientious scruples against lying or
a lie if it will serve her purpose.

There ere no moral

principles to form a foundation for a good life.

That she

will move selfishly and coldly on her way is en assured
fact.

Herbert complains that she doesn't feel deeply about

enythin~,

and she admits to Crene that it doesn't make

a greet deel of difference whether or not she loves the men
she merries, end she doesn't expect to respect him.
In Dawn

i~ Rus~~~,

Waldo Frank reports a conversation

which he hed with a youn~ giil who worked in

B

kitchen when
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she was not studing medicine.
mother, and her body was

h~rd

She was built like
like the springtime.

8

peasant
She

asked questions.
"Whet do American girls do?"
"They work in fectories And offices, when they heve to."
"Whet do they do, when they do what they want to?"
"They enjoy themselves."
"How do they enjoy themselves?"
"They go to dances, to the movies; they eat candy,
they 'pet'''.
"Don't they heve any work which they enjoy?"
"r doubt i~ • • • a~ Brule."
"Why do they work?"
"To get money, of course."
"Whet do they do with the money?"
"They spend it on themselves."
"Don't they think of anything but themselves?"
tlNot often.ll
"Why do they think they are aline?"
"To heve a ~ood time."
"How do you-spend your spare time,"
I asked her, "when
you are not studying-medicine or working in the kitchen?
Surely, then, you enjoy yourself?"
"Of course."
And s~e explained how she spent it: she
had a clpss of illiterate mothers, every ni~ht.
Also
she hed her Party meetings (she was A Youn~ Communist).
And there wes a lot of reading to be done, plong nonprofeSSional lines. 1
These young girls, pAtently, ere the key to Mr. Frank's
treatment of mothers, married women, end sex.

In his

presentation of the younger generation of women one can see
why he

hAS

motherhood.

no integrated mothers who find fulfillment in
Let us sum up the characteristics of these

girls end see just how they fit into his picture of women
in general.
1.

Their mothers heve given to these young girls the

1. Frank, Weldo, Dawn in

.?.E~,

pp. 191-2.
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felse standerds of life.

Lois, Lilie, Marcia, Mathilde,

end Clarice heve been reared to marry a men of financial
value Rnd of good social standing.

They heve been

tau~ht

just how to evaluate Bll other things in relation to this
Time Rnd effort Bnd

one important item.

thou~ht

and worry

have been spent on their clothes, their looks, their actions,
Rnd the

~ind

of friends they hpve, but no tine hes been
worryin~

consumed in

hes been spent in
deeply.

about their souls and hearts.

teechin~

No effort

them to live more fully Bnd

They cennot, therefore,

brin~

to

m8rrie~e

end

motherhood the richness Bnd depths which is required if
I

either or both pre to bring
2.

fulfill~ent.

They heve learned early to suppress their

feelin~s

until they heve become creatures of shallowness Dnd
emptiness, incapable of
Dsgney, Rhoda,

~nd

~enuine

emotion.

Lois, Clerice,

the several girls we studied in the

chapter on sex, ere emotionally bankrupt.

We heve seen

how futile they Bre in sexual experiences.

One can under-

stend that women of such cold, frozen, pnd shellow

••

feelin~s

could never stir their husbands to sny depths, Rnd their
mBrri~~es,

therefore, ere BS devoid of sRtisfaction BS they

pre of emotion.

Nothin~

brings to my mind a picture of

complete frustration more than these words: emotionless
mothers.

There pre such women, but it is en insult to the

word mother.

Motherhood is founded Bnd based on the full

heart end the sublimated emotions

comin~

from the heart.
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3.

modern

The hardness and selfishness which one sees in these
~irlE

likewise do not make for happy

!Sood ['lother".

merria~es

or

Women's wills must be subordin?ted to that

of her husband end children so thet, blended, they form
:

one,

• f"

1~

4.

the home is to be e happy one.
They deny God; they leugh et whet Weldo

Fr~nk

terms the "Greet Tradition"; religion hes no pert in their
lives.

They,

BS

Helen Deindre Merkand did, will discover

thet mrrripge is too

~rcpt

a strain end that motherhood

cannot be borne unless one hes God to rely upon, to believe
in.

To build e home thpt is

~hole

pnd to roar children

thet ere worthwhile, one must heve e

~enuine

belief in

God And the teachings of Christ.

u.
to;

As Mary Taess observed in Lilie end her crowd end

as is mAnifested by
demand

nothin~

De~ney

Petersen toward Herbert, girls

of e man in a moral sense, chiefly because

they expect to give nothing in the sense of morel fair pley.
These modern women want money, luxuries, security, social

.
•

positions; the men, as Mortimer Crene end Luke Cerns,
sell their souls to

~et

it, end the women heve no respect

t

for them for doing so.
6.

Love hes no nlrce in their lives.

love deeply because of the ressons
says that to live is to love.
7.

~iven

The~r

above.

ca nnot
Mr. Frank

The conclusions Are obvious.

Those who heve depth end charecter and ere capable

of genuine understanding, such

9S

AdelAide end Cornelia,
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do not appeal to the men.
8.
throu~h

Mary, the mystic, the seeker, the one who becomes,
endless

searchin~s,

a real person, would mnke

wonderful mother Bnd an excellent
she could respect and love.

~ife

B

for the man whom

She will not bring children

into the world in an irrosponsible manner, into a home
devoid of love,
9.

~nd,

for that raasoh, remains childless.

The younr:: people whom he portr!:'ys in The Brider.roo..!::

Cometh !;'nd in Summer Never Ends, such
crowd, Mathilde and Somerset Cr!:'ne l

PS

Lilie And her

and Dagney Petersen,

live for sexual thrills Bnd experiences.

The suthor does

not condemn this practice of loose sexuel relstionsrips,
but he does say, in Virfd,n Spain:

---- ---

Sexual virtuosity i2! .::omB~ is !l slow
process nurtured !:It ~ ~xpen~ Of the' ~ternnl
passion. I

10.

•

Finally, the Buthor says:

My own experience is, thst Americans of
the so-called young intellectual classes pre
the least vitally concerned, the least spiritually quickened of-li-riy I have encountered •
Literature is less to them than s sport (which
hes its rules of excellence):
it i~ a liquor
in which the ingredients, as with bootleg
whiskey, Bre of no importance.
Everything, good
and bad, is poured into the punch-bowl; the point
is, to refill it often snd quickly. 2

Such characteristics which have been trsnsmitted to
these girls by their parents and friends ere breeders of

.....

-

1. Frank, Waldo, Virgin Spain. (rew York: Duell, Sloan Bnd
.l:-'a!:lrce, 1942, Revised Edition)~p. 247 •
2. Frank, Waldo, Re-Discovery of America, p. 228.
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cha.o s.
it.

They will poison husbands and children in turn with

Thet is why women ere restless, dissatisfied, end

unhappy.

There is no foundation of stability, no interest

in work, none in humpnity.
of fictionel

•
"

Two conversations on the part

characters indicate a consciousness of the

problem of modern women •
One conversation is between Willem and Doris, when he
asks her for advice about making his marriage a success end
winning

~ary.

Doris says:

There's a new race of women in this
country.
• • The new race of woman in America
mepns just that: the emer~ence of mind.
So
they must reject the foods of the vegetables
• the Simple sun and water women used to
get elong with. 1

"

• Women have been swung off their
base, here in America.
Much more than in
many countries of Europe, where men love
women snd therefore let them be themselves
• • • on low terms, I admit.
Here, men don't
cere for women; women have lost that sense of
themselves that comes from being replly loved
by man.
So they've gone over into a men's
world.
Thou~ht like men.
"
And _? ii
We've got to heve'minds
"It doesn't work!
of our own.
And that means startin~ with our
bodies. II
•
•
"A good woman's mind's got to be~in by
rejecting all the ready-made, man-made mindfoods.
Got to begin by discovering her body." 2

I,

•.
•

The

othe~

is the opinion of Dolg, the Russian

Communist, given at a party one night when Mary is
present.

Dolg says that some women here in America

remind him of Shakespeare.

When pressed for an ex-

planation, he says:
L. Frank, Waldo, The Bridegroom Cometh,
2. Frank, op.cit.,
pp. 380-381.

p. 380.

,-

--~-

--~---

---
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"It's the discrepancy in his plays between
the fresh loveliness of word end character on
the one hand, and the heavy action • • • It's
the out-of-placeness. 1
"The split in Shakespeare's plays, between
the temperament of the characters and their
action: that is also England.
»A~erican life sometimes seemS to me the
fulfillment of England's curse • • • this split.
liere are wo~en deep-seeinE, strong, lovely as
Shakespeare s song: and as sad! Homeless wo~en.
Trying to act BS p~rts of an alienA mBn-~Ade
mAchine.
I refer to capitalism." ~
"I knew » lau~hed Peter Uit'6 all end in
an attack on our social system."
Dolg said quietly: "I can understand
American men of certain kinds defending
capitalism.
They have a good time till they
get licked. But all women have a bad time." 3
,

",0

,

That the men are in a l!rge measure responsible for
this state of affairs has already been shown.
solution is left to the women.

But the

Like the whippoorwill

which cuts through the night, they will have to do that
finding and that traveling • • • alone.

1. Frank, ~~ci~., p.392.
2. Ibid.', - p. 394.
3.

IbTcf.,

p.395.
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1. The Problem.
"The eeeeetial c~use of the tra~edy of American woman
ie that American men do not like women.
course:

BS

They uee them, of

mothers, nurses, end sexual objects are used

by immature men, but they do not like what is essentially
women.

Women, realizing this, have denatured themselves,

in their desperate need to please -- and American women are
en unhappy lot even as American men are en unrealized,
unvital, unvirile tribe.

This is the

~reetest

menace to

the promise of American cUlture." 1
Succinctly end frankly expressed, that is Weldo Frank's
view of modern

wom~n.

Bec~use

she has long since realized

that men do heve this entagonism towerd her, woman has gone
after the men,

goin~

outside herself to win from herself

whet men had alweys given her.

She has gone into the world

of men in en effort to become like them.

She has

sou~ht

to

dominate in the horne and in the world of finance and
business where she works with the men end for them;

she has

matched her will with hiS, determinedly and doggedly.

She

is leerning today that such B course is sterile end suicidal,
ending always in frustration.

Knowing intuitively that

all such efforts would end in frustration,
1. Frank, Waldo, Letter to

l

ffi~,

she hes become,

September 8, 1941.
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dissstisfied, and filled with longings for en infinitely
better life than that which is hers.
in America as

2.

~aldo

This is women today

Frank sees her.

The Source.

The source of this problem is two-fold.

In the first

pIece, man, as an instrument of power, not of love, worships
Dower and fills his heart with a love for the machine.
such, he is the generator of chaos.

Into this field,

As
in

e desperate effort to achieve fulfillment, women followed
msn.

In the second place, isolationism has played its pprt

in the problem.

The very chaos,generated by power, has

thwarted and twisted the natural love in our hearts and has
isolated the women from the men, preventing them from
becoming integrated into groups of other women and into
some field of work.

They have b.ecome homeless creatures,

alone and lonely, in a world where men are incapable of
giving them love because they themselves are loveless •

.

•

3.

The Solution.

The solution of this problem, as given by Waldo Frank,
lies in the development of integral persons realizing the
divine in the humen, with B sense of the whole, personally
st work upon a universal miSsion instead of petty individualistic aspirations.
4.

The Fiction.

The presentation of this view in fictional form shows

--
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a certain development in the

~uthor's

outlook.

In his

earlier novels, the fOCUE was on sex; later, it changed
to marriage; pnd, then, lastly, to an emph~sis on womanhood and her universal problems.
based, however, on

B

This shifting focus was

fundamental outlook that was formulated

early in his career and respresents an unfolding of beliefs
thet he has had from the beginning.

It is

BS

if he embodied

in his earlier fiction those conceptE which were nearest
to him personally at the time, but as he himself opened to
the greater world, other idees, which he hed nurtured all
alon~,

ex~gnded until they embraced all that had been

expressed before, taking unto themselves at the same time
the new end wider fields of survey until sex and marriage
and motherhood unite under the gll-embracin~ term __

.

,,;"o::J.enhood •
5.

Limitations.

In ~iving us this fictional view of modern woman, he
presents her almost exclusively from a ,man's Doint of view.
This, and the fect thct his portrayals are those of the
writer from the big city, are his only li~itations.
6. !:.oledty.
In his tre~tmcnt, he gives us women in terms of two
opposite poles: frustration and the striving toward
integration.

Many minor factors help to bring about

ultimate frustration, but over all there is-the ~ajor

,

\L_______________________________

"
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A

-- the inpbility of the individual to become a person.

c~use

Those who heve refused to accept frustration as their portion
are the ones who, through universal love end anincorporation
of the Divine in their lives, heve been able to integrate
themselves in such a way
7.

Factors

Determinin~

------------~¥

BS

to become persons.

This View.
---------

This view is to be accounted for by the position of
women in the

century.

t~entieth

Their economic independence,

their sexual freedom, end their forsaking those very feminine
traits so inherently theirs in order to become like men,
heve brought about e restlessness Bnd an inner dissatisfaction
which h8ve resulted in psychological frustration.
Another contributing fector to the presentation of

.

wonen in this

~anner

is

~~ldo

Frank's own background end

experience end his intellectual outlook.
he is

A

The fect that

cosmopolite and a world traveler accounts for his

taking sexual freedom Rnd prostitution for granted in a way

...

that

B

re~ionalistic

writer would never do.

Such a, broad,

tolerant outlook ensbles him to treat all matters pertain-

••

ing to sex in a sensate manner, free from all inhibitions •
His intellectual outlook is one of monistic materialism end of n
in man.

mystic~l

ontirnisM.

He believes that God is

He once made this statement:

God is in every man - every self.
That I
know with an immediate certainty that has no
equa,l. And I do try, in my poor bungling WB,y,

-

-

---------------~
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to realize, as I talk ~ith my brothers and
~y sisters, end 2S I look out on the historic
scene, that GOD is in them sll.
It is a
frightful parsdox; end the sole threshold
to truth.
He is also optimistic about the future of America.
BS

til May

well say before I strike the deep notes of danger that

I would not strike them, did I not have hope

AS

well

BS

love for the American destinytl,l is one of his eerly
remerks in Chert for

-

Rou~h
-,-"-

Weter.
---

He has also said:

,"

.

e

~or we heve seen that America is cepturable,
that it needs to be captured: nor would such
leadership be a tonality strange to our lend
with its great mystic tradition end with the
ettuning spirit of its aboriginal cultures.
It would be fulfillment.
In a symphony, each note rises end speaks
end disappears forever.
Ueny notes are grouped
to meke melodies end themes; are interwoven to
fill chords; and these, too, tide end fell.
All the innumerpble notes lift their instant
voices, Rnd PSES, end only the symphony remains.
Such TIould be our nAtion; seve that its creator
would not be tloutside" the music. He woule be
the individual note, itself - the group of notes,
building the structure of the Whole by knpwing
the Whole end b~ living it, personally, in its
severpl perts.

8.
t

•

Evaluation.

The vrlue of Waldo Frank's views lies chiefly in two
accomplishments.

He has worked out his own philosophy

of life based on wide experience end deep thought.

It is

e philosophy thet hes been evolved through yeFrs of living
1. Chert for Rou~h Weter,
pp. 22-23.
2. ~DTs CO'Very···;;f Amerf CB ,
pp. 259 -20.

r
I

l
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with many people of several continents and
how they live; of

comin~

observin~

closely

in contact with the intellectunls

end the leeders of various countries end learning their
views; end of studying the fundamental concepts of the
writers of all

9~es.

This philosophy of his

perme~tes

his

fiction, giving body and substance to his charecterizations.
Ee shows keen insight into the problems of modern
women end the difficulties they encounter in attempting
to adjust thereselves to modern society in e way that will
bring lesting fulfillment.
thet personal

irrit~tion

One does not find in his fiction

against women that sherecterizes

the approach of so many present-day men writers.

He himself

has a great love for what .oman ectually is, for her very
nature, pnd he feels that he understands our American
1'!Omen.

I

heve found no women writers whose presentation

of the twentieth century woman is
philosophy is

BS

~s

comprehensive nor whose

acceptably sound as that of Mr. Frenk.

Many women writers have dealt with only one phase of the
problem, end others heve handled the changing status of
I
I

~

women superficially with no attempt being made to point
t

•

the way out or to solve any of the problems

confrontin~

them.
Waldo Frank not only

m~kes

an honest endeavor in his

fiction to present women, but he tries to analyze carefully
all contributing factors that have mede her what she is.
Instead of portraying her as a necessary evil to be endured

\
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by men, end dismissing her
her background, her
and friends,
to make.

AS

trAinin~,

such, Waldo Frank gives us
the influence of husbands

And the social adjustments she hAS been forced

Then, she stands forth,

the woman

~hom

birth,

environment, education, and American culture heve produced.
She is the twentieth century Woman!
~r.

Frank remarked recently thAt:

Will is the curse of American women.
An artist knows that his own will must be
crucified to become e pert of a greater freedom.
He does this willingly, submerging himself in
order to produce an integrated piece of work.
Women today went to hold on to their will:
they will not permit this personel will to
become crucified in order to become a pert of
B greeter Whole.
They cling tenaciously and
stubbornly to their own individual wills, but
they will have to learn th~t they, too, will
have to submer~e themselves if they are to
becone B pert of that greater freedom, if t~ey
are to produce en inte~rated piece of work. 1

.

«

1.

Conversation with me, "J"l:1nuary 10, 1942.

\----------~-----------------------------------
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